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Experimental Evaluation and Modeling of Adsorption
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Nanoparticles, such as exosomes or liposomes, have been widely studied using
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) microchannels. The interaction between nanoparticles and
solid surfaces is an important subject for basic and applied research on nanoparticles, but
there have been few reports on the use of microchannels for this purpose. Micro-scale
systems serve as a useful platform for adsorption analysis because of their large surface-tovolume ratio. In this study, we attempted to develop a platform to study the adsorption
phenomena of nanoparticles on solid surfaces using a microchannel, in which a model that
analyzes dynamic (i.e., non-equilibrium) adsorption was used. This model allowed
quantitative analysis of nanoliposome adsorption onto the surface of a PDMS microchannel.
Keywords: Solid surface adsorption, Analytical model, Non-equilibrium adsorption,
nanoliposome, PDMS microchannel

1. Introduction
Nanoparticles (NPs) such as exosomes and
liposomes have been examined for their biomedical
applications [1, 2], using poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) microchannels as a platform for analysis
[3–5]. In the analysis, NPs can be characterized to
obtain properties such as size and zeta potential,
which provide important details for future
applications [6–10].
Another property that is important for
understanding the behavior of NPs is their
interaction with solid surfaces [11]. Adsorption
phenomena are crucial in many applications and
studies involving NPs [12]. Moreover, adsorption
depends on the properties of both NPs and solid
surfaces; accordingly, there are different types of
interactions, such as hydrophobic or electrostatic
interactions [13, 14].
For adsorption analysis, a microchannel is a
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suitable setup as it is a micro-scale system that has
a higher surface-to-volume ratio (S/V ratio)
compared with macro-scale systems, which allows
adsorption to be more easily observed [15, 16].
Quantitative analysis of the adsorption
experiment data can be performed to understand the
interactions between NPs and solid surfaces.
Conventionally, adsorption models such as the
Freundlich isotherm or Langmuir isotherm have
been used to quantitatively measure the adsorption
phenomena of particles [17–19]. These prove to be
accurate in describing the rate of particle adsorption
and are highly useful in applications involving the
adsorption of NPs [20, 21]. However, one drawback
is that these models typically require a longer
observation time (such as one or two hours) to
observe the NPs adsorb onto the adsorbents until an
equilibrium state is reached. Moreover, multiple
experiments with different initial NP concentrations
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are required to gather a range of data points to
accurately measure the adsorption rate of these NPs,
which involves expending more time.
In this study, we attempted to establish a platform
for analyzing the adsorption of NPs on solid
surfaces using a microchannel setup. The adsorption
of nanoliposomes observed under light-sheet
illumination was quantitatively analyzed using the
experimental data reported in our previous study
[13]. An adsorption model was developed to
analyze the transient adsorption phase of the
nanoliposomes on the PDMS surface under a
shorter observation time. The functionality of this
model was compared with that of traditional
adsorption models.
2. Experimental
The nanoliposomes were prepared using the thinfilm hydration method [10, 13]. An appropriate
molar ratio of lipids and cholesterol was dissolved
in chloroform and the lipid film was deposited on a
vial by evaporating the solvent. Subsequently, the
lipid film was hydrated with PBS buffer with pH 7.4
for 24 h and original liposomes were prepared. Prior
to performing adsorption experiments, the original
liposomes were extruded through a polycarbonate
membrane with 100 nm pore size using an Avanti®
mini-extruder to form nanoliposomes with around
100 nm in diameter. Three different liposomes were
prepared
using
1,2-dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine (DLPC), 1,2-di-O-octadecenyl-3trimethylammonium propane (chloride salt)
(DOTMA), and L-α-phosphatidylserine (Brain,
Porcine) (sodium salt) (PS). The molar ratios were
DLPC and cholesterol at 4:1 for the DLPC
liposomes, DOTMA and cholesterol at 1:1 for the
DOTMA liposomes, and DLPC, PS, and cholesterol
at 5.55:0.45:4 for the PS liposomes. The measured
average size of DLPC, DOTMA, and PS
nanoliposomes were 117.0 nm, 117.3 nm, and 111.7
nm, whereas the polydispersity indexes were 0.10,
0.08, and 0.08, respectively. The adsorption data of
three different nanoliposomes in microchannels
(200 μm width, 200 μm height, and 10 mm length,)
were obtained from light-sheet illumination [13].
All three nanoliposomes were found to have particle
numbers in the region of interest (ROI). DLPC and
DOTMA nanoliposomes adsorbed onto the PDMS
surface, while PS nanoliposomes were adsorbed
onto the polyethylenimine (PEI)-coated PDMS
surface. A calibration curve to convert particle
number in ROI (particles) into concentration
(particles/mL) was obtained using polystyrene
2

nanobeads (NIST particle size standard, 100 nm).
Using the calibration curve (Fig. 1), the particle
number in ROI was correlated with the particle
concentration in the bulk sample.

Fig. 1. Calibration curve used to convert particles in ROI,
obtained by light-sheet illumination, into particle
concentration.

3. Model
The adsorption data [13] decreased exponentially,
and therefore, to set up the adsorption model, we
analyzed the mass transfer of nanoliposomes as the
concentration decays over time. This is similar to
the integrated first-order rate law as shown in
Equation 1 [22].
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(1)

= −𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

Where C is the concentration of nanoliposomes
(particles/mL), t is the time (min), and k is the rate
constant (min-1). Equation 1 can be rearranged and
integrated using the following conditions: when t =
0 min, C = C0, and when t = t, C = Ct, to give
Equation 2.
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

∫𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

0

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= ∫0 −𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

(2)

which gives Equation 3:
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

ln �𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 � = −𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘.

(3)

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘0 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 −𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 .

(4)

0

By taking the exponential and rearranging, we
can obtain the final exponential decay Equation 4 as
follows:
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Additionally, we can obtain the time constant τ
(min) using Equation 5:
𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 =

1
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

.

(5)

The values of τ and k provide key details of the
nanoliposome properties and their interactions with
the surface of the PDMS microchannel. Owing to
their different properties, each nanoliposome has
different types of interactions with the PDMS
surface. Accordingly, the values of τ and k can
quantitatively describe these interactions. Equation
4 was used to obtain the values of τ and k by fitting
to the adsorption data.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Quantitative analysis
The data obtained in the form of particles in the
ROI [13] were converted to concentration
(particles/mL) using the calibration curve shown in
Fig.1. Accordingly, the calibrated data were plotted
in Figs. 2, 3, and 4.
Based on the data from Figs. 2, 3, and 4, it was
determined that as the particle number in the ROI
decreased, the corresponding particle concentration
also decreased by approximately 52% to 75%,
depending on the type of nanoliposome. This large
decrease in particle concentration over time implied
that adsorption of the particles likely occurs not only
in the ROI, but also in the bulk solution, such that
fewer particles are observed in the microchannel.
Next, Equation 4 was rearranged, and the natural
logarithm was used to find k, where C 0 is the
concentration at the initial time of 4 min, Ct is the

Fig. 3. Adsorption curve of DOTMA nanoliposomes onto
PDMS microchannel surface over time. The adsorption
data was fitted using Equation 4.

Fig. 4. Adsorption curve of PS nanoliposomes onto PEI
coated PDMS microchannel surface over time. The
adsorption data was fitted using Equation 4.

concentration at the final time of 13 min, and t is the
difference between the initial and final time which
is 9 min. Subsequently, Equation 5 was used to
determine τ. The results of these calculations are
provided in Table 1.
Table 1. k and τ calculated for each nanoliposome
analyzed.
Nanoliposome
DLPC
DOTMA
PS

Fig. 2. Adsorption curve of DLPC nanoliposomes onto
PDMS microchannel surface over time. The adsorption
data was fitted using Equation 4.

k (min-1)
0.155
0.0820
0.115

τ (min)
6.45
12.2
8.72

DLPC nanoliposomes had the highest k value,
which means that it had the fastest adsorption rate,
implying that the interaction between DLPC
nanoliposomes and the PDMS surface is the
3
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strongest, when compared to the other two types of
nanoliposomes. In addition, the τ value for DLPC
nanoliposomes was the lowest, further indicating
that it had the fastest adsorption rate and that a larger
percentage of nanoliposomes were adsorbed onto
the surface, compared to the other nanoliposomes.
It is known that DLPC nanoliposomes have
hydrophobic interactions with the PDMS surface,
while DOTMA and PS nanoliposomes have
electrostatic interactions [13]. Therefore, based on
the analysis, it was determined that hydrophobic
interactions have a stronger effect on the adsorption
of nanoliposomes on the surface of PDMS, when
compared with electrostatic interactions.
4.2. Other adsorption models
Traditionally, adsorption models such as the
linear model, Freundlich isotherm, and Langmuir
isotherm are widely used for adsorption analysis
[18]. By analyzing the data gathered from repeated
adsorption
experiments,
the
equilibrium
concentrations from different initial concentrations
can be obtained. Accordingly, these models can be
used to identify key parameters that help to
quantitatively describe the observed adsorption
phenomena.
However,
these
adsorption
experiments require an adsorption equilibrium state
that has to be reached, and accordingly, the
observation times are long (one or two hours).
Moreover, several experiments need to be carried
out so that sufficient data is available to generate an
adsorption curve, which increases the overall time
and resources required.
Adsorption analysis in the transient phase is
possible using the proposed model described in this
paper, which allows for quicker analysis and
requires less time and resources. By calculating k
and τ values, we obtained parameters that can
inform us about the adsorption capabilities of
nanoparticles onto a solid surface.
5. Conclusion
With the use of a PDMS microchannel, a platform
to analyze the adsorption of NPs on a solid surface
was developed. In this study, an adsorption model
using the exponential decay equation to find
parameters such as the k and τ values was set up and
used to quantitatively analyze the non-equilibrium
adsorption of nanoliposomes in a PDMS
microchannel. The DLPC nanoliposomes had the
highest adsorption rate with a k value of 0.155
min-1 and a τ value of 6.45 min. This implied that
the hydrophobic interactions between the DLPC
4

nanoliposomes and the PDMS surface were
stronger than the electrostatic interactions between
the other nanoliposomes and PDMS surface. The
proposed model can be used for quicker adsorption
experiments to quantitatively describe the
adsorption of nanoparticles onto a solid surface, in
comparison with traditional adsorption models,
which require a greater time investment.
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Near-infrared (NIR) light has been used for in vivo deep imaging in the biomedical field
owing to its high permeability in biological tissues. Conventional fluorescence bioimaging
requires simultaneous optical excitation, which can induce undesired results such as
autofluorescence. In the present study, we report a polymer-based NIR afterglow fluorescent
complex by using NIR dye, LDS 821, and SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy powder. To obtain the complex,
SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy was first mixed with LDS 821 solution and dried at 65 °C for 12 h. Then,
they were further mixed with pentaerythiritol tetraacrylate (PETA) and photopolymerization
initiator and then subjected to phopolymerization reaction. Poly-PETA was effective for not
only retain both the dye and inorganic powder but also preventing the denaturation of
SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy by water. The obtained polymer-based complex emits NIR afterglow
fluorescence (wavelength: 760−780 nm) with a long fluorescence lifetime (5.0 min). This
material design will provide a choice of obtaining NIR luminescent imaging phosphors for
deep tissues without simultaneous light irradiation during image acquisition.
Keywords: Afterglow fluorescence, Near-infrared, Rare-earth-doped ceramics,
Polymer

1. Introduction
Fluorescent bioimaging has been a major
technique to dynamically visualize biological
phenomena and tissue structures by using
fluorescence probes. The light in near-infrared
(NIR) wavelength region (700−2400 nm) shows
less optical loss and scattering by biological tissues
than those of visible and ultraviolet regions. Thus,
the NIR window has been used for in vivo deep
imaging [1, 2]. While indocyanine green has been
used as the most major NIR fluorescent probe in
clinical field, various types of NIR phosphors that
work in longer wavelength (>1000 nm) have been
developed [3] such as single-walled carbon
nanotubes [4–8], quantum dots [9,10], rare-earthdoped ceramics [11–15], and organic dyes [16–20].
Although they are useful for in vivo fluorescent
imaging of deep tissues, conventional fluorescence
bioimaging with these phosphors requires
simultaneous optical excitation, which can also
induce autofluorescence and decrease the signal-tonoise ratio. To solve this problem, an NIR optical
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imaging method free from simultaneous light
irradiation during image acquisition has been
studied.
Afterglow fluorescence is a phenomenon in
which a luminescent material continues to emit light
for several seconds to hours after the irradiation for
excitation is removed. This is useful for realizing
the imaging free from simultaneous irradiation for
excitation. The most representative and
commercially available afterglow phosphor is rareearth-doped ceramics, SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy marketed as
Luminova, which emits visible light with a peak
wavelength of 540 nm. In this phosphor, Dy and Eu
work as a trap center and emitting center,
respectively [21]. Recently, zinc gallogermanate codoped with Cr3+/Pr3+ [22] and LaAlO3 perovskite
co-doped with Cr3+/Er3+ [23] were reported as NIR
afterglow phosphors emitting 700 and 1550 nm,
respectively. Red shifting of the afterglow
fluorescence of SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy has also been
reported. Coating the surface of SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy
with poly(methyl methacrylate) and red-emitting

7
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coumarin converted the wavelength peak of the
afterglow fluorescence from 525 nm (green) to 610
nm [24]. However, the color conversion of the
afterglow fluorescence of SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy from
green to NIR has not been reported. Moreover, the
potential of denaturation of SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy by
water should be investigated to prevent its
quenching in the physiological environment.
In the present study, we chose an organic dye,
LDS 821, as a color converter from green to NIR.
To design a material that emits NIR afterglow
luminescence, fixing of the LDS 821 at the surface
of SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy with poly-PETA, a hydrophobic
polymer that can shield rare-earth-doped ceramics
from surrounding aqueous environment [25]. The
spectra and the decay rate of the afterglow
fluorescence were investigated for the obtained
polymer-based complex with LDS 821 and
SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
A ceramic-based green afterglow fluorophore
SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy (Luminova; G-300L700) was
purchased from Nemoto & Co., Ltd. (Kanagawa,
Japan). LDS 821 (excitation: 532 nm, emission: 825
nm) and Irgacure 784 were purchased from Lambda
Physik Inc. (FL, USA) and Ciba Specialty
Chemicals Inc. (Basel, Switzerland), respectively.
Pentaerythiritol tetraacrylate (PETA) and dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) were purchased from Tokyo
Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). LDS
821 was used as a solution in DMSO at the
concentration of 100 mg/mL. All the reagents were
used without further purification.
2.2. Preparation of polymer-based complex of rareearth-doped ceramics and dye
SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy (0.15 g) and LDS 821 (100 μL)
were mixed and dried by incubating at 65 °C for 12
h. After cooling to room temperature, the dried
mixture was mixed with PETA (0.14 g) and Irgacure
784 (2 mg) and then placed on a 1-mm-thick glass
slide (Matsunami Glass Ind., Ltd., Osaka, Japan).
The sample was irradiated by a light of halogen
lamp (25 W/cm2, LA-150UE; Hayashi-Repic Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) for 12 h to photopolymerize the
PETA.
2.3. Optical characterization of the polymer-based
complex
The afterglow fluorescent spectra of samples
were analyzed by using a spectrometer (Flame-S;
8

Ocean Optics Inc., Tokyo, Japan) at 0–20 min after
switching off the 2-min irradiation of light from a
halogen lamp (25 W/cm2; LA-150UE).
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Polymerization of PETA with dye and rareearth-doped ceramics
First, we tried to prepare polymer-based complex
of LDS 821 and SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy by mixing them
with PETA and the photopolymerization initiator,
Irgacure 784, without the process for drying the dyeceramics mixture followed by lamp irradiation. In
this case, the blue color of LDS 821 was severely
lost by the photopolymerization process (Fig. 1).
This result was also observed when 2,2'azodiisobutyronitrile
was
used
for
photopolymerization initiator (data not shown).

Fig. 1. A false example of preparation of the polymerbased complex. The LDS 821 dye was severely denatured
(thus its dark blue color was lost) via radical generation
from Irgacure 784 by irradiation for photopolymerization.

This denaturation of LDS 821 was suppressed by
immersing SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy in LDS 821 solution in
DMSO at 65 °C for 12 h before adding PETA and
Irgacure 784. The results suggest that LDS 821 was
denatured by radicals generated from Irgacure 784
during the light irradiation in the first case.
Therefore, we mixed SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy with LDS
821 and dried before the photopolymerization to
obtain polymer-based complex for following
experiments (Fig. 2a).
3.2. Effect of poly-PETA coating on the
luminescence of rare-earth-doped ceramics in water
The quenching of SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy has been
reported following denaturation in water [26]. The
quenching is likely due to the hydroxylation of
SrAl2O4 [26]. To investigate the effect of polyPETA coating on the luminescence, we first
prepared a polymer-based complex without the NIR
dye, LDS 821. The afterglow fluorescence intensity
of pure SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy decreased to 12.5% by
exposure to water for 24 h, while the intensity of
poly-PETA-coated SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy maintained at
87.2% after the incubation in water (Fig. 2b). The
results showed that poly-PETA successfully coated
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SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy via photopolymerization and
prevented its denaturation and quenching by water.
The shift of luminescence spectral peak was
observed by sample coating with poly-PETA
possibly due to the effect of optical absorption of
Irgacure 784 used as a photopolymerization initiator.

Fig. 2. Optical property of the poly-PETA complex
prepared with SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy and LDS 821. (a) A
schematic illustration of the polymer-based complex. It
was prepared by immersing SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy in LDS 821
solution followed by mixing with PETA and Irgacure 784
for photopolymerization. (b) Effect of poly-PETA
coating of SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy on its fluorescence. The
fluorescence was measured by a spectrometer at 10 s after
light irradiation of halogen lamp (25 W/cm2) for 2 min.
(c) The spectrum and (d) the decay of NIR afterglow
luminescence of the poly-PETA complex with SrAl2O4:
Eu, Dy and LDS 821.

3.3. Near-infrared afterglow fluorescence of the
dye-ceramics complex in poly-PETA
Finally, we investigated the NIR afterglow
fluorescence of the polymer-based complex. As
shown in Fig. 2c, it emits NIR light from LDS 821
excited by afterglow fluorescence of SrAl2O4: Eu,
Dy in the complex for several tens of minutes after
switching off the irradiation for excitation of
SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy. The fluorescence lifetime
determined by the decay curve (Fig. 2d) was 5.0 min,
which is similar to visible afterglow fluorescence of
SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy [21]. Although further
investigations are needed to enhance the afterglow
fluorescence of NIR and to increase the
biocompatibility to allow various applications, the
concept presented in this paper will provide a new
choice of obtaining NIR luminescent imaging
phosphors for deep tissues without simultaneous

light irradiation during image acquisition.
4. Conclusion
In the present study, we developed a polymerbased NIR afterglow luminescent complex using
rare-earth-doped ceramics, SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy, and an
NIR dye, LDS 821. The coating of poly-PETA
resulted in protecting the SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy from
quenching by water. By excitation with afterglow
luminescence (wavelength: 540 nm) of SrAl2O4: Eu,
Dy, the complex obtained shows NIR fluorescence
(wavelength: 760−780 nm) with slow decay rate
(lifetime: 5.0 min) that is similar to the afterglow
luminescence of the original SrAl2O4: Eu, Dy. This
concept of designing afterglow NIR phosphor may
develop new NIR luminescence bioimaging
techniques for deep tissues without simultaneous
irradiation for excitation during image acquisition.
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A concept of patternable top-coats dedicated to directed self-assembly of high-χ block
copolymers is detailed, where the design enables a crosslinking reaction triggered by thermal
or photo-activation. Nanostructured BCP areas with controlled domains orientation are
selected through a straightforward top-coat lithography step with unique integration
pathways. Additionally, the crosslinked nature of the material enables the suppression of the
BCP dewetting, while exhibiting exceptional capabilities for the construction of 3D stacks.
Keywords: Lithography, Block copolymers, Self-assembly, Cross-linkable top-coats,
Top-coat patterning, Nanopatterning, Dewetting

1. Introduction
The directed self-assembly (DSA) of block
copolymers (BCPs) is a potential method of choice
to obtain regular arrays of predetermined patterns,
owing to their intrinsic periodic nature, ease of
processing, and nanometer-scale dimensions of
features. However, reaching aggressive dimensions
below 10 nm, i.e. below the ultimate resolution of
polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-bPMMA) system [1], necessitates the use of high-χ
BCPs (χ being the Flory-Huggins segregation
parameter). Such BCPs are very often constituted of
blocks presenting a large difference in their intrinsic
surface energy at the targeted annealing temperature,
promoting the self-assembly process. These BCPs
necessitate the use of top-coats (TC) materials to
balance the interfacial tension between the blocks
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and achieve the perpendicular orientation of
nanometric features [2]. In our previous works we
proposed a new design of TCs able to circumvent
keys challenges posed by the integration of DSA
into microelectronic nodes [3,4]. Here we highlight
the specific properties of these TCs enabling their
multifunctional use for nano-manufacturing.
2. Experimental
2.1. Synthesis of TC material
The synthesis of the TC material was performed
by radical polymerization in solution with AIBN as
initiator [3]. All the monomers, solvent, initiator and
terminating agent were used as received.
2.2. Synthesis of poly(1-1dimethylsilacyclobutane)b-polystyrene (PDMSB-b-PS BCP)
11
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The synthesis of the BCP material was performed
as previously reported [5].
2.3. Preparation of thin films
0.9 wt% PDMSB-b-PS solutions in methyl
isobutyl ketone (MIBK) were spin-coated (2 krpm)
on neutralized 3x3cm Si-substrate, followed by a
soft-bake at 60 °C for 1 min to produce BCP layers
with approximatively 30 nm thickness. The TC
material dissolved into absolute ethanol at 2 wt%, is
spin-coated on the BCP thin film at 1500 rpm. The
stack is baked at 90 °C for 3 minutes, and the BCP
is self-assembled at 240 °C for 5 minutes.
2.4. Ellipsometry
The film thicknesses were determined using
spectroscopic ellipsometry in reflection mode with
a phase modulated spectroscopic ellipsometer
(UVISEL, from Horiba Scientific) on the spectral
range 200-800 nm.
2.5. Patterning
UV lithography was carried out with a KarlSüss
MJB4 equipment equipped with a mercury arc lamp
having a power of 20 mW/cm2 at a wavelength of
365 nm.
Electron-beam (e-beam) lithography was
performed on a JEOL6300FS equipment at an
acceleration voltage of 100 kV, with a current of 500
pA and a dose of 80 µC/cm2.
2.6. Microscopy
Top-view SEM images were acquired on a
Hitachi CD-SEM H-9300 microscope with 0.5 kV
electron acceleration voltage and a 6 μA current.
FIB-STEM cross-sections were carried out using a
Helios 450s-FEI dual-beam equipment.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Macromolecular design
The BCP used is based on the PDMSB-b-PS
platform (Fig. 1, left) [5]. It presents a large
difference in the surface free energy of its blocks,
and is able to reach dimensions below 12 nm in
period as previously demonstrated [3]. The silicon,
present in the PDMSB block, enables to increase the
etch performances for the final transfer step into the
underlying substrate. It avoids the use of a timeconsuming sequential-infiltration-synthesis step to
provide a decent etch contrast between the two
blocks.
The TC material designed is based on a
methacrylic terpolymer, with a statistical
architecture
of
poly(2,2,2trifluoroethylmethacrylate-coglycidilmethacrylate-cohydroxyethylmethacrylate) hereafter abbreviated
“FGH” (Fig. 1, middle). This TC is thus entirely
organic and exhibits a great etch selectivity with
respect to the Si-containing BCP under O2-based
plasma. The FGH material presents low Mw (~3000
g/mol.) and polar comonomers, favoring its
solubility into alcoholic solvents (pure ethanol of
IPA for instance), while the BCP material is
insoluble in such solvents. Its inexpensive and
available constituents, readiness of synthesis
through radical polymerization, and easiness of
compositional tuning, make it a material of choice
for DSA applications. Moreover, FGH material can
also be used as grafted or cross-linked underlayer,
thanks to hydroxyl and epoxy chemical functions
respectively.
The FGH solution is readily spin-coated and
cross-linked on top of the BCP, the interfacial

Fig. 1. Chemical structure of PDMSB-b-PS block copolymer (left); Structure of FGH top-coat material (middle);
Top-view SEM picture showing the self-assembly of a lamellae-forming 18 nm period PDMSB-b-PS BCP
obtained by using a neutral FGH material as TC and a neutralized substrate, with a 240 °C/5 minutes thermal
annealing process (right).
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0

Exposure dose @365 nm (mJ.cm-2)

Fig. 2. Evolution of the remaining FGH thickness, after exposure to various doses of UV light (λ=365 nm) and subsequent
rinse in ethanol for 2 mins (orange plot). Evolution of the dewetted area on the sample of a neutralized substrate/PDMSBb-PS/neutral FGH stack as a function of the UV light (λ=365 nm) exposure dose, a PEB performed at 90 °C for 3 minutes,
and subsequent thermal annealing at 260 °C for 5 minutes to promote the self-assembly of the block copolymer layer
(blue plot).

Fig. 3. Examples of FGH patterning on top of PDMSB-b-PS film with different techniques. A 4 inch wafer of a BCP/TC
stack, where the FGH –TC material is patterned with UV light (λ=365 nm) exposure, is shown on the right.

tension of both PDMSB and PS blocks are
subsequently well-balanced upon thermal annealing
and, as a result, it drives the perpendicular
orientation of the domains (Fig.1, right). This first
functionality as “neutral” material is found for
adjusted composition of FGH comonomers,
selected through the synthesis.
3.2. Cross-linking
One of the most interesting functionalities of the
FGH material is their ability to be cross-linked.
Owing to the epoxy functions in FGH, the crosslinking process can be triggered either by thermal
stimulus with a latent catalyst, or by photoactivation
with a photoacid generator (PAG) followed by a
post-exposure bake (PEB), and completed within
few minutes. This particular property, and the
methacrylic nature of the backbone, leads to a stiff
material and confers to the FGH layer a tremendous
mechanical strength. This mechanical cohesion
enables to freeze the dewetting kinetic of the
underlying BCP material, and thus locks the BCP
film in its initially flat configuration. Although the
amplification of the capillary waves responsible of

the dewetting [6] is suppressed by the cross-linking
of the FGH, the BCP material is still able to selfassemble into a lamellar microphase, as proven in
Fig. 1, right. This unique property owned by FGH
materials is illustrated in Fig. 2. It can be seen that
the
FGH
material
blended
with
(4phenylthiophenyl) diphenylsulfonium triflate as
PAG is easily photo-cross-linked at low UV doses,
even for a 365nm wavelength. The FGH thickness
is indeed constant for doses as low as 100 mJ/cm2,
followed by a 3 minutes PEB at 90 °C, and then
rinsed in ethanol (Fig. 2, orange plot). Meanwhile,
the dewetting of the BCP film is progressively
mitigated when the UV dose is increased, and is
entirely suppressed for UV dose of ~100 mJ/cm2,
even with a subsequent high temperature selfassembly annealing process as 260 °C for 5 minutes
(Fig. 2, blue plot).
3.3. Patterning
The most appealing property of the FGH material
is their ability to be patterned like a standard
lithographic resist. Indeed, the chosen methacrylic
platform enables the FGH materials to be patterned
13
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Affine areas

10 µm

500 nm
Patterned neutral area

Fig. 4. Example of FGH-patterning results, demonstrating the selection of perpendicular and parallel areas of a
lamellae-forming 18 nm period PDMSB-b-PS BCP with UV light (λ=365 nm) exposure (top panel) or e-beam
exposure (bottom panel). The thermal annealing step was performed at 240 °C for 5 minutes.

Fig. 5. Examples of 3D-multilayered PDMSB-b-PS film stack obtained with the specific FGH as neutral interface
material, where the cross-sections are characterized with FIB-STEM technique. The first BCP layer is a lamellaeforming 12 nm period PDMSB-b-PS BCP, and the second is a lamellae-forming 18 nm period PDMSB-b-PS BCP
(left). Example of a combination of BCP multilayers stack with the patterning ability of the FGH material (right). The
upper patterned FGH film leads to different orientational order of the 2nd lamellar BCP layer. A lamellae-forming 18
nm period PDMSB-b-PS was used as first and second BCP layer.

with most of advanced lithographic techniques, as
illustrated on Fig. 3 with the examples of UV
(λ=365 nm), e-beam and nanoimprint techniques. In
the case of UV lithography, it is worth mentioning
that methacrylates are transparent down to 193 nm
wavelength as they are the basis of many chemically
amplified resist materials [7]. Moreover, the
possibility of sensitization [8] even opens up a
compatibility with EUV technique for advanced
nodes. It is also of interest to mention that the FGH
14

material and patterning processes can be easily
scaled up to wafer sizes, as demonstrated with a
BCP/TC stack on a 4 inches wafer where the TC is
patterned with UV light (λ=365 nm) on the Fig. 3,
right.
The FGH material, blended with a PAG as latent
catalyst, behaves as a chemically amplified negative
resist, due to the nature of the cross-linking reaction
through the epoxy moieties [9]. Thanks to the ease
of their compositional tuning with the synthesis, the
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user is able to readily choose either the neutral or
affine nature of the TC material to be patterned. This
unique patterning ability of the FGH opens up new
integration schemes for the DSA of block
copolymers, leading to the selection of areas of
interest with either perpendicular or parallel
orientation of BCP domains directly through the TC
material. Examples of such a selection of areas of
perpendicular or parallel orientations for BCP
through TC patterning are given in Fig. 4 with UV
and e-beam lithography techniques. This intrinsic
property leads to processes and integrational paths,
which cannot be achieved with classical schemes
and materials, and thus further increase the available
process-flows, aiming to control and use the selfassembled morphologies.
3.4. Multilayers stacking
Another interesting functionality offered by the
unique FGH design is tied to their cross-linked and
controlled surface energy nature. Indeed, these two
features naturally open up the way of an original
multilayer stacking process of BCPs films.
Previously reported techniques [10] use timeconsuming processes to coat an extra-layer of a
material to encapsulate and protect the BCP film
form a potential stripping or lift-off with an upper
layer of a second BCP material. In the case of the
FGH material, thanks to their spin-coatable nature,
the protection of the first BCP layer with its neutral
TC is very quickly achieved (few minutes for the
cross-linking step) before being able to coat the
second layer of BCP. Moreover, the self-assembly
bake can be performed either all along or at the end
of the stacking process, as the BCP keeps here its
own viscoelastic properties along the whole
stacking process, conversely to other techniques
[11]. Therefore, the overall process is very swift,
and a functional two-layer stack can be achieved
within less than 10 minutes, as illustrated on the Fig.
5, left. The stacking process can also include a
patterning step, as evidenced in the Fig. 5, right,
which can hardly be achieved with other techniques,
rendering thus the FGH materials quite appealing
for investigations in photonic and metamaterials
applications with BCPs.
4. Conclusion
We have detailed the design of an innovative TC
material combining multiple functionalities. While
being able to balance the interfacial tension of a
given BCP material, it demonstrates a high
efficiency to suppress the dewetting of the BCP

material through the trapping of its initially flat state,
without hindering its phase-separation process. The
unique patternable ability of this TC design enables
new processing schemes for the self-assembly of
BCP to select areas of interest in the film and their
integration into useful process-flows for
nanolithography. Finally, the cross-linked nature
opens
up
interesting
potential
into
photonic/metamaterials applications with BCP,
owing to the swift stacking of multiple BCPs layers.
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Transistors have been miniaturized to increase their integration. With miniaturization,
the thickness of the patterning material, called a resist, has been decreased to prevent
them from collapsing. In this study, the resist film thickness dependence of the latent
images of chemically amplified electron beam resists was investigated using the
simulation on the basis of their sensitization and reaction mechanisms. The
decompositions of sensitizers (photoacid generators) were significantly affected by the
dynamics of low-energy electrons at the interfaces of resist films. The subsequent
deprotection was also affected by the initial acid distribution. Simulation results
indicated that such interfacial effects basically increased with the decrease of resist
film thickness.
Keywords: EB lithography, Chemically amplified resist, Interface effect,
Low-energy electron

1. Introduction
The electron beam (EB) lithography is an
indispensable
technology
for
the
information-oriented society. It has been used
for the fabrication of photomasks, extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) masks, and nanoimprint
molds for the high-volume production of
semiconductor devices. The requirement for
photomasks becomes severe with the
miniaturization of electronic devices. When
the critical dimension was decreased, the
resist patterns tend to collapse due to the
surface tension of rinse liquid (pure water)
[1-3]. The collapse prevention measures such
as freeze drying process, supercritical drying,
and dry development rinse process have been
investigated [4-8]. They are, however, still
inadequate or impose additional costs.
Therefore, the reduction of resist film
thickness is required for the high-resolution
patterning. However, the quality of resist
patterns is degraded with the decrease of the
initial resist film thickness for the sub-100
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nm thickness range, even if the pattern
collapse is avoided [9-12].
A highly sensitive resist, called a
chemically amplified resist, has been used for
the fabrication of photomasks [13]. The
sensitization mechanism has been reported as
follows. The resist molecules are ionized and
secondary electrons are emitted upon by the
irradiation
of
electron
beam.
The
counteranions of acids are generated through
the dissociative electron attachment to acid
generators after the secondary electrons are
thermalized [14,15]. The protons of acids are
mainly generated through the deprotonation
of polymer radical cations [16,17]. The
generated acids catalyze the deprotection of
polymer molecules during the postexposure
baking (PEB). The deprotection induces the
polarity change of polymer molecules, which
leads to the solubility change of resist film in
the tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH)
aqueous developer. The low-energy electrons
play an essential role in the sensitization of
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chemically amplified EB resists.
The resist film is roughly divided into three
layers (near-surface, bulk, and near-substrate
layers). With the decrease of initial resist film
thickness, the volume of bulk layer decreases
and the effects of near-surface and
near-substrate
layers
on
the
resist
performance increase. For the near-surface
layer, the segregation of low molecular
weight components was investigated [18-23].
Such surface segregation was reported to lead
to the fast deprotection at the near-surface
layer [18]. The segregation at the
near-substrate layer was weaker than that at
the near-surface layer [19-23].
The film thickness dependence of glass
transition temperature T g , which reflects the
strength of polymer-substrate interaction, has
been investigated [24-27]. When the
polymer-substrate interaction is strong, the
mobility of acids decreases. The dynamics of
low-energy electrons at the interface has been
also reported to affect the acid distribution in
the depth direction for chemically amplified
EUV resists [28]. In this study, the resist film
thickness dependence of the latent images of
chemically amplified EB resists was
investigated, assuming eight patterns for the
low-energy electron dynamics at the
interfaces. The latent images of 100 nm
line-and-space patterns were calculated for
the initial resist film thickness of 20 and 70
nm on the basis of the sensitization and
reaction mechanisms of chemically amplified
EB resists [29]. The effect of low-energy
electron dynamics at the interfaces on the
latent image formation is discussed.
2. Simulation model and method
The chemically amplified resist assumed
consisted of the triphenylsulfonium nonaflate
(TPS-nf) as an acid generator, the
trioctylamine (TOA) as a quencher, and a
partially protected poly(4-hydroxystyrene)
(PHS). The TPS-nf concentration was 0.257
/nm 3 . The TOA concentration was 0.128 /nm 3 .
A tert-butoxycarbonyl group was assumed as
a protecting group. The protected ratio was
31.2%.
The latent images of line-and-space
patterns were calculated on the basis of the
sensitization and reaction mechanisms of
chemically amplified EB resists. The
18

Table I. Parameters used in the simulation.
Acceleration voltage of electron beam (kV)
Beam blur (σb) (nm)
Backscattering coefficient[38]
Half-pitch (nm)
Initial resist film thickness (nm)
Stopping power (eV/nm)
Resist film density (g/cm3)[21]
Thermalization distance (nm)[30]
Acid generator concentration (/nm3)
Quencher concentration (/nm3)
Reaction radius of acid generator (nm)[30,31]
Effective reaction radius for neutralization
(nm)
Effective reaction radius for deprotection
(nm)
Protection ratio (%)
Deprotonation efficiency of proton source[39]
Deprotonation efficiency of nonproton
source[32]
Diffusion constant of acids (nm2/s)
PEB time (s)
PEB temperature (°C)

125
2
0.31
100
20,70
0.418
1.2
3.2
0.257
0.128
0.70
0.5
0.1
31.2
1.0
0.59
1.0
600
130

acceleration voltage of the electron beam was
125 kV. The beam blur was approximated
using a Gaussian function. The beam blur
(1 σ b ) was set to 2.0 nm. The pitch was 200
nm and the calculated area was 200 × 150
nm 2 . The thickness of resist films was 20 and
70 nm. The reaction radius of TPS-nf with
thermalized electrons were assumed to be the
same as that of triphenylsulfonium triflate
(TPS-tf) [30,31]. The thermalization distance
of secondary electrons in PHS has been
reported to be 3.2 nm.[30] The deprotonation
efficiency of tert-butoxycarbonyl protected
unit radical cations was set to 0.59 [32]. The
trajectories of secondary electrons and the
reaction of thermalized electrons with acid
generators were calculated by a Monte Carlo
method.
The
low-energy
(<ionization
potential) electron dynamics at the surface
(the interface between vacuum and a resist
layer) was categorized into two patterns. The
low-energy electron dynamics at the interface
between a resist layer and an underlayer (UL)
was categorized into four patterns, as later
explained. The other details of the calculation
procedure have been reported elsewhere [33].
Using the acid distribution after the
preneutralization [34,35] as the initial
condition, the catalytic chain deprotection
during PEB was also calculated by solving
the reaction-diffusion equations. The details
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Fig. 1. Initial resist film thickness dependence of initial acid distribution before PEB and protected
unit distribution after PEB, obtained by the simulation. The features were line-and-space patterns
with 100 nm half-pitch. The film thicknesses were 20 and 70 nm. The boundary conditions were
reflection (from resist layer to vacuum), transmission (from resist to UL), and reflection (from UL
to resist). The figures for 20 nm film thickness were reprinted from Ref. 12.

of the calculation procedure have been
reported elsewhere [36]. The effective
reaction radius for neutralization was set to
0.5 nm. The effective reaction radius for
deprotection was assumed to be 0.1 nm [37].
The periodic boundary condition was applied
in the horizontal direction. The reflective
boundary condition was applied in the
vertical
direction.
The
backscattering
coefficient was assumed to be 0.31 [38]. The
parameters used in the simulation are
summarized in Table I [21,30-32,38,39]. The
validity of the simulation method has been
examined
by
comparison
with
the
experimental results obtained by using
EBM-9000 of NuFlare [37]. Other details of
the reaction mechanisms have been reported
elsewhere [29].
3. Results and discussion
The resist film thickness dependence of the
pattern formation of chemically amplified EB
resists was investigated using Si wafers (p
type, electrical resistance of ≦0.02 Ω cm) in
our previous study [12]. Using an EB writer
(125 keV), the line-and-space patterns with
100 nm half-pitch were fabricated. The line

width roughness (LWR) of line-and-space
patterns was analyzed. The dissolution
kinetics of resist films was also analyzed
using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)
method. Figure 1 shows the initial resist film
thickness
dependence
of
initial
acid
distribution before PEB and protected unit
distribution after PEB, obtained by the
simulation on the basis of the sensitization
and reaction mechanisms of chemically
amplified EB resists. The simulated latent
images well explained the resist film
thickness dependence of LWR and dissolution
kinetics. In the simulation, the low-energy
electrons were assumed to be able to move
from the resist layer to UL and to be unable to
move from UL to the resist layer because both
Au and Si wafer used are electrically
conductive. For the resist surface, the
low-energy electrons were assumed to be
unable to escape to the vacuum from the
comparison with the crosssectional SEM
images of line-and-space patterns. Thus, the
boundary conditions for the simulation were
set to be the reflection (from resist layer to
vacuum), the transmission (from resist to UL),
and the reflection (from UL to resist). Under
such conditions, the acid concentration
19
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Fig. 2. Initial resist film thickness dependence of initial acid distribution before PEB and protected
unit distribution after PEB, obtained by the simulation. The boundary conditions were reflection
(from resist layer to vacuum), transmission (from resist to UL), and transmission (from UL to
resist).

decreased near UL because of the loss of
low-energy electrons. There was no difference
between the acid distributions near UL for the
resists with 20 and 70 nm film thickness. The
acids diffuse in the resist matrix during PEB.
The amount of acids supplied from the bulk
layer decreased with decreasing the resist
film thickness. Consequently, the protected
unit concentration near UL for the resist with
20 nm film thickness became higher than that
for the resist with 70 nm film thickness [12].
Figure 2 shows the initial resist film
thickness
dependence
of
initial
acid
distribution before PEB and protected unit
distribution after PEB, obtained by the
simulation. The boundary conditions were set
to be the reflection (from resist layer to
vacuum), the transmission (from resist to UL),
and the transmission (from UL to resist). The
difference from the case shown in Fig. 1 is
the low-energy electron dynamics from UL to
the resist layer. The initial acid concentration
near UL increased owing to the supply of
low-energy electrons from UL. The protected
unit concentration near UL became lower than
those shown in Fig. 1 because of the
increased acids. However, the dependence of
protected unit concentration near UL on the
initial resist film thickness was still observed.
20

The reflection boundary condition was
applied to both interfaces. The initial acid
distribution before PEB and the protected unit
distribution after PEB are shown in Fig. 3 for
the initial resist film thicknesses of 20 and 70
nm. In this study, the material properties of
UL associated with the secondary electron
generation and electron deceleration were
assumed to be the same as those of the resists.
In addition, the penetrating power of 125 keV
electron is significantly high. Therefore, the
simulation results should be the same as those
shown in Fig. 2. The observed difference in
the protected unit distribution (Figs. 2 and 3)
is a calculation error originated from the
stochasticity of Monte Carlo method applied
to the calculation of acid distribution. The
dependence of protected unit concentration
near UL on the initial resist film thickness
was decreased, unlike the case shown in Fig.
2. With the same reason, the thickness
dependence shown in Fig. 3 should be the
same as the case shown in Fig. 2. This
discrepancy is considered to be caused
because the stochasticity strongly affected the
protected unit distribution with the decrease
of resist film thickness. That is, the number of
acids in the target feature decreased with the
decrease of resist film thickness. The
decrease in the number of acids led to the
increase in the stochasticity.
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Fig. 3. Initial resist film thickness dependence of initial acid distribution before PEB and protected
unit distribution after PEB, obtained by the simulation. The boundary conditions were reflection
(from resist layer to vacuum), reflection (from resist to UL), and reflection (from UL to resist).
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Fig. 4. Initial resist film thickness dependence of initial acid distribution before PEB and protected
unit distribution after PEB, obtained by the simulation. The boundary conditions were reflection
(from resist layer to vacuum), reflection (from resist to UL), and transmission (from UL to resist).

Figure 4 shows the initial resist film
thickness
dependence
of
initial
acid
distribution before PEB and protected unit
distribution after PEB, calculated with the
boundary condition that the low-energy
electrons can move from UL to the resist layer.
The reflection was assumed for the other

boundary conditions. The acid concentration
near UL increased owing to the influx of
low-energy electrons from UL. Consequently,
the pattern shape became an inverse tapered
shape. The dependence of protected unit
concentration near UL on the initial resist
film thickness was not observed.
21
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Fig. 5. Initial resist film thickness dependence of initial acid distribution before PEB and protected
unit distribution after PEB, obtained by the simulation. The boundary conditions were transmission
(from resist layer to vacuum), transmission (from resist to UL), and reflection (from UL to resist).
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Fig. 6. Initial resist film thickness dependence of initial acid distribution before PEB and protected
unit distribution after PEB, obtained by the simulation. The boundary conditions were transmission
(from resist layer to vacuum), transmission (from resist to UL), and transmission (from UL to
resist).

Thus far, the effect of interface between
resist film and UL on the initial resist film
thickness dependence was discussed. Next,
the effect of surface condition is discussed.
The boundary conditions of the surfaces were
reflection for the cases shown in Figs. 1-4.
22

Changing the boundary condition of the
surface from reflection to transmission, the
similar calculation was carried out for all the
cases. Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 correspond to Figs.
1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The protected unit
concentration near the surface decreased
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Fig. 7. Initial resist film thickness dependence of initial acid distribution before PEB and protected
unit distribution after PEB, obtained by the simulation. The boundary conditions were transmission
(from resist layer to vacuum), reflection (from resist to UL), and reflection (from UL to resist).
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Fig. 8. Initial resist film thickness dependence of initial acid distribution before PEB and protected
unit distribution after PEB, obtained by the simulation. The boundary conditions were transmission
(from resist layer to vacuum), reflection (from resist to UL), and transmission (from UL to resist).

owing to the loss of acids caused by the
escape of low-energy electrons from the
surface. With the reduction of resist film
thickness, this effect increased with the same
reason discussed previously except for the
case shown in Fig. 8. The situation is

complicated for the case shown in Fig. 8,
because the interfaces at the top and bottom
of resist layer have opposite effects. Both
effects increase by decreasing the resist film
thickness. Consequently, the effects of
interfaces seemed to decrease with the
23
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decrease of initial resist film thickness. The
discussion about the comparison between Figs.
2 and 3 described above can also be applied
to Figs. 6 and 7. The simulation results in Fig.
6 should be approximately the same as those
in Fig. 7. The discrepancy was caused by the
stochasticity of Monte Carlo method applied
to the calculation of acid distribution. The
same discussion can be applied to the real
cases.
4. Conclusion
The resist film thickness dependence of the
latent images of chemically amplified EB
resists was investigated using the simulation
on the basis of their sensitization and reaction
mechanisms.
The
low-energy
electron
dynamics at the surface (the interface
between vacuum and a resist layer) was
categorized into two patterns. The low-energy
electron dynamics at the interface between a
resist layer and UL was categorized into four
patterns. The decomposition of sensitizers
(photoacid generators) were significantly
affected by the dynamic of low-energy
electrons at the interfaces of resist films. The
subsequent deprotection was also affected by
the initial acid distribution. Such interfacial
effects basically increased with the decrease
of resist film thickness. These results suggest
that the resist formula should be optimized in
accordance with the conditions of interfaces
when the resist film thickness is reduced.
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Investigations of Matrix-Exposure Lithography Using
Stacked Linear Arrays of Squared Optical Fibers
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Plastic optical fiber matrices with squared ends were investigated. Such fiber matrices
are particularly required for printing two dimensional code marks by using them as new
lithography tools combining with light emitting diodes. A large number of fibers with a
diameter of 500 µm were packed in an oblong slit of a jig, and fiber ends were
simultaneously transformed into square shapes by heating the jig on a hotplate. Next, three
linear arrays, each composed of 10 fibers, were simply stacked and bound without coating
any adhesives and/or opaque films. It was anticipated that light leaks from neighbored
bright fibers degraded the printed pattern qualities. However, checker patterns were
normally printed without influenced by neighbored bright fibers when the fiber ends were
projected on a wafer through a 1/10 projection lens. Considering the advantages, a regularly
arranged 10×10 fiber matrix was fabricated on trial for demonstrating the availability of the
matrix required for developing a matrix-exposure lithography system.
Keywords: Squared optical fiber, Optical fiber matrix, LED exposure, Projection
lithography, Code mark printing

1. Introduction
Matrix-exposure lithography using a plastic
optical fiber matrix with squared ends was
proposed in our past research earlier than 2010
[1-4]. Each fiber in the matrix was led individually
to a light emitting diode (LED) for supplying
exposure light. Bright and dark conditions of the
fiber ends were assigned by lighting the LEDs
arbitrarily using a personal computer, and patterns
corresponding to a brightness map of the fiber
matrix were projected on a wafer by reducing the
sizes in 1/10 through a projection lens.
It is thought that such a method is simple and
low-cost, and effective for printing two
dimensional (2D) code marks. In particular,
lithographic printing of 2D code marks is
practically used in actual production lines of
display panels. That is, code marks including serial
numbers, lot numbers and others are frequently
printed at an early process step, and they are used
for quality controls. However, commercially
available exposure systems for the exclusive use of
code mark printing [5,6] are rare and expensive.
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It has been demonstrated that 2D code marks
were successfully printed using a 10×10 fiber
matrix fabricated by binding plastic optical fibers
with a diameter of 1 mm and squared ends. The
marks are readable using a commercial code mark
reader without failures [7-11]. However, it is
worried that printed code mark patterns with a unit
size of 1mm×1/10=100 µm were too large to
increase the matrix scale to 22×22, 44×44, and
others [12,13]. It is required to control the 2D code
mark sizes less than approximately 2 mm square.
For this reason, in this research, fibers with a
diameter of 500 µm are used instead for reducing
printable element pattern sizes in a half. In addition,
to fabricate precise fiber matrices efficiently using
such fine fibers, a new method is developed for
fabricating linear arrays of optical fibers with
squared ends. Fibers are contacted and arrayed in
an oblong slit of a jig, and fiber ends are
simultaneously transformed into square shapes by
heating the jig on a hotplate [14]. Next, linear
arrays of squared fibers obtained by the new
method are simply stacked and bound together
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without coating any adhesives and/or opaque films.
Then, using the 3×4 fibers in a 3×10 fiber-matrix,
patterning characteristics are investigated. Besides,
fabrication feasibility of a precise 10×10 fiber
matrix is also investigated.
The system will also be applicable to maskless
lithography for fabricating various microstructures
such as bio-devices [15,16], micro fluidic devices
[17-19], micro-lenses [20,21] and others in the
future. On the other hand, lithography using LEDs
is also watched with keen interest depending on the
recent developments of ultra-violet and short
visible light LEDs with strong intensities [22,23].
2. Lithography using squared fibers
A basic structure of the exposure system to be
developed is shown in Fig. 1. A matrix of fine
optical fibers is used in place of a reticle, and the
brightness distribution of fiber ends assigned by a
bright LED map is projected on various substrates
such as panel boards, glass sheets and wafers
coated with resist films. As a result, arbitrary
patterns are printed on the substrates.
Printing of 2D code mark patterns is the primary
application of this exposure method. To improve
the quality and readability of code marks, the
optical fiber ends should be square, and printed
square unit patterns of dots or holes should be
stitched precisely. Sizes and pitches of unit patterns
should be kept uniform, and neighbored unit
patterns should be printed closely each other.
In the past research, two methods for
transforming circular fiber ends to square ones
were developed. In the method developed at first,
each optical fiber end was transformed by heating
the fiber end one by one using a jig with the

Aluminum parts

Optical fiber
Binding
screw
Aluminum
parts

Optical fiber
Lens

LED

DC power source

Optical fiber matrix
Exposure light

structure shown in Fig. 2. The heated fiber end
expanded in the jig to be transformed into a square
shape and shrank in the axial direction instead. As
a result, the fiber end was successfully transformed.
However, it took a long time to get a lot of squared
fibers required for fabricating a matrix. In addition,
it was very difficult to assemble a lot of separated
fibers in a regularly and precisely arranged matrix.
For this reason, a new method was developed
next. In the new method, circular optical fibers
were inserted in an oblong slit, and tightly arrayed
in a line using a jig with the structure shown in Fig.
3. Fibers inserted in the jig slit were pushed from
both sides not to make any gaps between
neighbored fibers. Therefore, when the jig was
heated on a hot plate, all of the heated fiber ends
were simultaneously transformed into squared
shapes. Heights of the squared fibers became
almost uniform though the widths slightly
fluctuated at random.
In this research, the new method was adopted.
As a 0.5-mm plastic optical fiber, a commercial
general-purpose fiber (Mitsubishi Chemical, Eska,
CK20) was used. It was demonstrated in the past
research that at most 40 fibers were simultaneously
transformed into square shapes within width and
height errors of ±7.2 and ±6.5 nm, respectively,
using the same fiber [14].
Moreover, in addition to the convenience for
fabricating the fiber arrays, another advantage of
the new method was found. That was the decrease
of the fiber damages during the heat treatment.

Fig. 2 Structure of the jig for transforming an optical
fiber end to a square shape one by one.

Squared part
Aluminum plates Optical fiber
1/10 Projection lens
Substrate coated
with a resist film
XYZ stage

Fig. 1 Basic structure of aimed exposure system.
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Fig. 3 Structure of the jig for transforming a large
number of optical fiber ends into square shapes
simultaneously.
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Fig. 4 The fiber array used for investigating patterning
characteristics. Fibers except irregular ones at both sides
were practically used.
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3. Patterning Characteristics
Lithography performances of a linear fiber
array composed of 10 fibers was investigated at
first. Actually, the 8 fibers except 2 fibers with
irregular shapes at both sides were used, as shown
in Fig. 4. Exposure light rays from blue LEDs with
a central wavelength of 405 nm were supplied to
fibers through condenser lenses. Each fiber was
paired with a LED (OptoSupply, OSSV5111A).
The squared fiber array was placed at the reticle
position of a test exposure system equipped with a
1/10 projection lens [7-11]. The numerical aperture
of the lens was 0.4. As a resist, positive THMR
iP-3300 (Tokyo Ohka Kogyo) with a thickness of
approximately 1 µm was used.
Thus, when square patterns were printed using
each fiber one by one solely, the sizes varied
depending on the exposure time, as shown in Fig. 5.
The sizes were the widths and heights measured
crossing the pattern centers. The trends of size
changes were normal and regular. Pattern widths
and heights of 8 fibers at the appropriate exposure
time of 2.2 s were 49.7±1.0 µm, and 51.0±1.0 µm,
respectively. Width and height fluctuations were
almost similar.
Typical shapes of printed squared hole patterns
are shown in Fig. 6. Although the side edges of
squared fibers were almost straight, pattern shapes
were rather round. It was considered that the light
intensity was strong at the center and weak at the

(a)

Exposure time (s)

(b)
Fiber
number
Printed pattern height (µm)

When fibers were transformed into squares one by
one, heated fiber clads were separated from cores,
and light from LEDs leaked much from the
damaged fibers. In comparison, in the new method,
damages between neighbored fibers were almost
prevented, and average light leak of 10 fibers was
decreased from 34.4% to 20.4% [14].
For this reason, patterning characteristics of a
fiber array and a matrix fabricated by the new
method were investigated. The heating temperature
was kept at 120ºC.

Exposure time (s)
Fig. 5 Size dependence of printed square hole patterns
on the exposure time. Pattern width dependence (a) and
pattern height dependence (b) are compared.

1.6

2.0

Exposure time (s)
2.4 2.8
3.2 3.6

4.0
50 µm

Fig. 6 Typical shapes of printed square hole patterns.

corners, because the length of the squared parts of
fibers were as short as 30 mm.
Next,
patterning
characteristics
were
investigated using a small-scale fiber matrix
fabricated by stacking and binding the fiber arrays.
Because fibers were tightly assembled without
gaps in the array (row) direction, it was expected
that fiber arrays were stacked without gaps also in
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the column direction.
For this reason, a small-scale matrix was
fabricated on trial by simply stacking and binding
3 linear fiber arrays composed of 10 fibers without
coating any opaque films and/or adhesive materials.
The fabricated fiber matrix is shown in Fig. 7. The
matrix was assembled by sandwiching the linear
arrays using a pair of parallel aluminum plates
bound by 2 pairs of a screw and a nut.
All the squared fibers obtained simultaneously
were weakly adhered each other, and they are
easily separated by pulling the fibers to be
removed. Therefore, wrongly deformed fibers at
both sides were peered off from regularly
transformed inner fibers.
Although the fiber damage during the heating
process was fairly reduced by the adoption of the
new method, it was anticipated if patterns were
faithfully printed as assigned by an on-off map of
the LEDs. That is, it was worried that exposure
light might leak through the slightly damaged fiber
clads, and patterns different from the assigned ones
might be printed. Therefore, it was investigated
whether the light leaks badly influenced on the
patterning or not. Using the 3×4 fibers shown in
Fig. 7, checker patterns assigned in bright and dark
alternately were printed under various exposure
time conditions.
The results are shown in Fig. 8. Before the
experiments, it was thought that the dark square
parts surrounded by the bright square parts might
be sensitized by the light leaked from the bright
parts. However, the resist was correctly sensitized
under appropriate exposure-time conditions as
assigned by the bright fiber map, as shown in Fig.
8(a). Even if a very large exposure dose of 10
times larger than the appropriate one was given,
parts corresponding to the dark fibers were not
sensitized, as shown in Fig. 8(b).
Next, linear continuous patterns in the row
Fibers used for experiments

Aluminum plate

Aluminum plate

500 µm

Fig. 7 Small-scale matrix fabricated by simply stacking
and binding 3 linear 10-fiber arrays.
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Exposure time (s)
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2.8

3.2

50 µm

(b)
50 µm

Fig. 8 Checker patterns printed using the 3×4 fiber
matrix.
Patterns
printed
under
appropriate
exposure-time conditions (a) and patterns printed under
over exposure-dose condition of 30 s (b) are shown.

2.0

Exposure time (s)
2.4
2.8

3.2

50 µm
Fig. 9 Linear continuous patterns in the row direction
printed using the 3×4 fiber matrix.

direction were printed using the same 3×4 fiber
matrix. The results are shown in Fig. 9. It was
confirmed that straight linear patterns with almost
uniform widths of approximately 50 µm were
printed though fine notches were observed
periodically corresponding to the corner roundness
of each element fiber.
4. Fabrication of 10×10 Fiber Matrix
It was demonstrated in the previous chapter
that a fiber matrix fabricated by simply stacking
and binding without using any opaque films and/or
adhesive
materials
was
applicable
to
matrix-exposure lithography. For this reason,
availability of a quite large-scale fiber matrix was
investigated by fabricating a 10×10 fiber matrix.
As the first step, 10 linear arrays, each of
which was composed of 10 fibers with squared
regular shapes, were fabricated. Next, the 10 linear
fiber arrays were stacked by sandwiching them by
2 flat aluminum plates, and binding by 2 pairs of a
screw and a nut at both sides. As a result, a
well-assembled fiber matrix was obtained, as

shown in Fig. 10.
Fiber sizes were evaluated next. Because all the
fibers were tightly contacted with the neighbored
ones, the fiber sizes were equal to the fiber pitches.
Measured fiber sizes in horizontal and vertical
directions, or the fiber widths and heights are
shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The widths and heights
are plotted only for No. 1, 4, 7, 10 raw from the top,
because it became difficult to detect size
fluctuations in each raw, if all the size data were
plotted together. Distribution or fluctuations of
fiber widths and heights for all the 10×10=100
fibers were 489±20 µm and 500±5 µm,
respectively. Uniformity of the widths was inferior
to that of the heights. It was considered that this
result was caused by the simultaneous deformation
process of a large number of fibers from circular
cross sections to square ones.

500 µm

Height of squared fiber (µm)
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Row number

Fiber number
Fig. 12 Measured fiber height uniformity.

On the other hand, square ratio S defined by Eq.
(1) was also evaluated [4]. Here, d1 and d2 are the
diagonal lengths, w is the width, and h is the height
of a fiber cross section. S becomes 0 for a circular
shape, and S becomes 1 for a square shape.
Calculated S values were distributed between
0.49-0.75, and differed from row to row, as shown
in Fig. 13. The average value was 0.64. The ratio
should be improved up to 0.70 by making some
more progresses in the array fabrication processes
or preparing spare fiber arrays and selecting
superior ones.
S=

Row number

Fiber number
Fig. 11 Measured fiber width uniformity.

(1)

In the past research, a 10×10 fiber matrix
composed of individually squared 1-mm fibers was

Square ratio S

Width of squared fiber (µm)

Fig. 10 10×10 fiber matrix assembled by stacking and
bounding 10-fiber linear arrays.

(d1 + d 2 ) − ( w + h)
w+h
2 −1
1

Row number

Fiber number
Fig. 13 Square ratios of all the squared fibers.
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Silver lacquer and adhesive coated on fibers

both the fiber width w and the height h are equal to
a, S is calculated by Eq. (3).
1 2 2 ( a − 2r ) + 4r − 2a
2a
2 −1

S=

( 2 − 1)a − 2( 2 − 1)r
a
2 −1
1

=

= 1−

Fig. 14 Fiber matrix composed of 1-mm square fibers
fabricated in the past research [8, 10].

fabricated, as shown in Fig. 14 [8, 10]. The fiber
matrix was used for printing 2D code marks on Si
wafers using the same 1/10 projection exposure
system and resist processes, and the 2D code
marks were certainly read without fails by a
commercial code mark reader [8-11]. The size
uniformity and regulation of the fiber matrix
obtained in this research and shown in Fig. 10 is
obviously superior to the fiber matrix obtained in
the past research and shown in Fig. 14. It is
considered that the size errors and fluctuations
shown in Figs. 10-12 are within allowable ranges.
5. Discussion
In the new method, fibers were deformed
almost symmetrically in both width and height
directions of fiber cross sections, because all the
fibers were tightly packed, and all fiber sides
became straight. In addition, squared fiber corners
became almost circular. Considering these facts,
relationship between the square ratio and the
corner roundness was investigated assuming all the
fiber corners were geometrically circular.
In the past research, the square ratio S was
defined by Eq. (1). However, if the fiber corners
are circularly round, it was found that S is
calculated by a very simple equation.
The diagonal lengths d1=d2=d are expressed
by the side length a and the corner radius r, as
shown in Eq. (2), referring to Fig. 15.
d1 = d 2 = d = 2 (a − 2r) + 2r

(2)

If Eq. (2) is substituted in Eq. (1) assuming
32

(3)

This relationship between S and r is shown in
Fig. 16. It is known from Eq. (3) and Fig. 16 that S
decreases linearly in proportion to r. The square
ratio S was defined by Eq. (1) in the past research
at first as a parameter expressing the normalized
difference between the average diagonal length and
side length of a fiber cross section. However, this
time, it was clarified that S related directly and

Fig. 15. Figure prepared for explaining the parameters
for calculating the square ratio.

S
1
Square ratio S

1 mm

2r
a

0

0

a
2
Corner radius r of the fiber

r

Fig. 16 Newly found relationship between the square
ratio and the corner radius of the fiber.
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linearly to the corner radius r. It was found that S
was a more qualified, reasonable and eligible
parameter than it had been recognized.
5. Conclusion
A new method for transforming end parts of
plastic optical fibers with a diameter of 500 µm
into square ones simultaneously in a line was
applied to the fabrication of fiber matrices. In
addition, applicability of the matrices to the
matrix-exposure lithography was investigated.
It had been anticipated if arbitrary patterns
were regularly printable using a fiber matrix
fabricated by simply stacking and binding linear
arrays of squared fibers without coating any
opaque films and/or adhesives. However, it was
verified that checker patterns were exactly printed
without influenced by neighbored bright fibers.
In addition, availability of a regularly and
precisely arranged 10×10 fiber matrix was
demonstrated. Moreover, it was clarified that the
square ratio S proposed in the past research was
simply expressed by S=1-r/2a, when corners of
squared fibers with a side length of a were
circularly rounded to a radius of r. It was found
that S is a qualified parameter expressing the
corner roundness relevantly.
Prospects for the reduction of pattern size unit
to a half are promising if the new method is
adopted. Further research efforts should be made.
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A new simple and low-cost optical lithography method utilizing speckles was developed
for printing random patterns on surfaces of three-dimensinal objects with various shapes, and
patterning characteristics were investigated by assembling a handmade exposure system. In
the system, a laser beam was irradiated on a transparent diffuser plate, and generated speckles
were projected onto a wafer coated with a resist. As a result, resist patterns with random
shapes were successfully formed after the development. The size and number of patterns
were controllable by adjusting the exposure time. Pattern sizes were between several tens
microns and a few hundred microns. It was demonstrated also that the pattern sizes were
controlled by changing the wafer position from the diffuser plate. However, the sizes and
numbers of patterns were varied together when the exposure time or the distance between the
diffuser and the wafer was changed.
Keywords: Random pattern, Lithography, Speckle

1. Introduction
Lotus leaves and rose petals have minute surface
structures barely observable without using a
microscope, and it causes their hydrophobic
properties [1-7]. Similar hydrophobic performances
have been discovered in various plants and insects
though modified surface structures and the
performances are different [8-17].
If water-repellent surfaces are obtained by giving
some surface modifications on various things used
outdoors daily or casually, utilities and values of the
things will be much improved. The purpose of this
research is to print random patterns with sizes of
between tens microns and a few hundred microns on
silicon wafers, stainless steel plates or other material
objects with arbitrary shapes easily and
inexpensively using an original lithography method
utilizing laser speckles. If the patterned objects are
etched, the surfaces are modified, and changes of
hydrophobic properties are expected.
Generally speaking, in various optical systems,
speckles are disliked because they cause fine
uneven brightness distribution, and efforts for
decreasing speckles are made vigorously [18-21]. In
Received
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contrast, in this research, patterns are printed by
positively utilizing high-contrast speckles. As a
related research, speckle lithography is applied to
creation of non-reflective silicon structure [22].
However, applications to improvements of
hydrophobic properties have hardly been reported.
By using the speckle lithography, it is possible to
provide simple and inexpensive exposure systems
with large exposure fields for printing random
patterns. In addition, though patterns are printed
only on flat surfaces in most of the conventional
lithography systems, it is considered that patterns
can be formed on curved or stepped surfaces of
objects with three-dimensional shapes.
It is expected that fine structures formed by
etching substrates or objects using the random resist
patterns as etching masks improve the hydrophobic
properties. The idea of forming hydrophobic
structures on non-planar objects utilizing speckles is
novel and looks promising.
2. Properties of speckles
Speckles are light spots with irregular light
intensity distributions generated by interference of
35
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reflected or transmitted light from a rough material
surface irradiated by a laser beam. Light scattered at
the rough surface is radiated in various directions.
When coherent light is used, the scattered light is
complicatedly interfered each other, and highcontrast spot-like patterns with random shapes are
generated in space. Because the speckle patterns are
not formed by the imaging such as the projection
using a lens or a mirror, they are clearly projected
even if the distance between the rough surface and
the object is changed. Therefore, they are thought
applicable to the lithography onto arbitrary objects
including three-dimensional ones, as shown in Fig.
1.
It was considered that if the bright and dark light
distributions of speckles were projected on an object
coated with a photosensitive resist film, patterns
with random shapes were formed on the object after
developing the exposed resist. Just to make sure,
speckle patterns are projected on a flat white board,
and taken by a camera before investigating the
lithography. The photograph shown in Fig. 2 is a
binarized image. White parts are places irradiated
strongly, and black parts are places irradiated
weakly. It was confirmed that patterns with various
sizes between 10 and 100 μm and random shapes
were observed.
Laser

Plate with a
rough surface (diffuser)

Wafer

3. Principle of exposure utilizing speckles
To confirm the principle, a simple experimental
exposure system was assembled, and basic exposure
characteristics of speckle lithography were
investigated. An appearance of the system is shown
in Fig. 3. The system consists of a laser diode with
a wavelength of 405 nm and a power of 7 mW, a
diffuser (# 1000 SIGMAKOKI Co., Ltd.), and a
wafer stage. The wafer was held by a vacuum chuck.
They are fixed on a guide rail in a line.
To efficiently and systematically grasp the
patterning characteristics, it was decided to execute
many experiments on one wafer under various
exposure conditions. Therefore, a light-shading
plate was placed in front of the wafer stage for
limiting the exposure area to a 10 mm square. The
space between the laser and the diffuser is prepared
for mounting additional optical lenses, if necessary.
Laser
( 405 nm, 7 mW )
Guide rail

Diffuser
( #1000 )

Wafer stage
Shading plate

Movable

800 mm

Fig. 3. Handmade exposure system assembled in this
research.

Scattered light

Speckles
(Light intensity
distribution)

Fig. 1. Principle of exposure using speckles
Low light intensity
(Black)

Hight light intensity
(White)

100 µm

Fig. 2. Image of speckles captured by a camera and
binarized.
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4. Patterning results and discussion
4.1. Influence of exposure time
In this research, all the wafers were coated with a
positive resist THMR-iP3300 (Tokyo Ohka Kogyo
Co., Ltd.) in approximately 1 µm thick using a spin
coater. The wafer diameter was 4 inches.
At first, influences of the exposure time on
patterning characteristics were investigated. The
exposure time was adjusted by turning the laser on
and off. The distance between the diffuser plate and
the wafer was set to 45 mm, and the exposure time
was changed between 4 and 12 s. Printed patterns
under each exposure time conditions are shown in
Fig. 4.
Because the positive resist was used, the resist at the
place where the speckle light intensity was strong
disappeared in the development process, and
patterns with irregular shapes were formed randomly.
To evaluate the patterns quantitatively, the pattern
size and the number of patterns were measured.
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(b)

Exposure time (s)

4

6

8

10

Fig. 5. Methods used for evaluating sizes and
numbers of speckle patterns.
(a); An example of measured speckle pattern size.
The largest size was measured.
(b); An example of number counting of speckle
patterns.
Silicon wafer

12

120

Resist

Measurement methods of the size and the number
of patterns are shown in Fig. 5.
As the pattern size, the maximum size of the
largest pattern in the microscope image field of
approximately 75×10-3 mm2 was measured. And,
the number of independent patterns in which the
resist was completely removed was counted in the
microscope image field of 1 mm square.
Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the pattern
size and the exposure time, and Fig. 7 shows the
relationship between the number of patterns and the
exposure time.
The pattern size increased as the exposure time
was extended. Similarly, the number of patterns
increased as the exposure time was lengthened.

Pattern size (µm)

Fig. 4. Speckle patterns printed under various exposure
time conditions.

100
80
60
40
20
0

0

4

6

8

10

12

14

Fig. 6. Relationship between the pattern size and the
exposure time.
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

(a)

2

Exposure time (s)

Number of patterns
( count / mm2)

100 µm

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Exposure time (s)

Fig. 7. Relationship between the number of patterns and
the exposure time.

50 µm

It was found possible to adjust the pattern size
and the number of patterns to some extent by
controlling the exposure time. However, it was
difficult to control both the pattern size and the
number of patterns independently.
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D = It

(1)

Patterns printed at various distances are shown in
Fig. 8. It seemed that the pattern size increased and
the number of patterns decreased as the distance was
lengthened. To clarify the relationship between the
diffuser-wafer distance and the size, or the number
of patterns, pattern sizes and numbers of patterns
were evaluated quantitatively. The change of pattern
sizes depending on the distance is shown in Fig. 9.

300
250
Pattern size (µm)

4.2. Influence of diffuser-wafer distance
Patterns were printed changing the distance L
between the diffuser and the wafer. L was changed
between 45 and 200 mm. Because the exposure
system was required to have a large exposure field,
an optical element such as a reduction projection
lens was not inserted between the diffuser and the
wafer. Therefore, the scattered light spread and the
intensity of speckle light decreased as the wafer was
moved away from the diffuser. For this reason, the
light intensity I on the wafer surface was measured.
And the exposure time t was adjusted as the
exposure dose D was almost constant using the
following equation.

200
150
100
50
0

0

50

100

150

200

250

Distance between diffuser and wafer (mm)

Fig. 9. Relationship between the pattern size and the
distance between diffuser and wafer.

It was clarified that the pattern size could be
controlled also by changing the distance between
diffuser and wafer.
Next, the numbers of printed speckle patterns for
various distances between diffuser and wafer were
counted. Because the pattern density depended on
the exposure time, the numbers were counted for
various exposure times. Patterns used for the
evaluation are shown in Figs. 10-12.
Figures show the results of exposures under different
exposure-time conditions when the distance between
diffuser and wafer is 45 mm, 100 mm, and 200 mm.

Distance between diffuser and wafer (mm)
Exposure time (s)
45

60

50
4

6

8

10

100

Silicon wafer
Silicon wafer

200

Resist

100 µm

12

Resist
200 µm

Fig. 8. Speckle patterns printed under various
conditions of distance between diffuser and wafer.
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Fig. 10. Speckle patterns printed under various exposure
time conditions when the distance between diffuser and
wafer was 45 mm.
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800

24

Number of patterns (count/mm2)

Exposure time (s)

26

30

100 mm

400

200 mm

200
0

28

45 mm

600

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Exposure time (s)

Fig. 13. Relationship between the exposure time and the
number of patterns for each distance.
Silicon wafer
Resist

32

200 µm

Fig. 11. Speckle patterns printed under various exposure
time conditions when the distance between diffuser and
wafer was 100 mm.

Exposure time (s)

54

60

64

68

Silicon wafer
Resist

72
200 µm

Fig. 12. Speckle patterns printed under various exposure
time conditions when the distance between diffuser and
wafer was 200 mm.

Counted pattern numbers for each distance and
exposure time are shown in Fig. 13. It was clarified
quantitatively that the number of patterns decreased
as the distance between diffuser and wafer was
lengthened. It was verified also that the number of
patterns increased as the exposure time was
extended regardless of the distance between diffuser
and wafer.
5. Conclusion
It was demonstrated that random patterns were
printed on the resist by using the light intensity
distribution of laser speckles. Both the pattern sizes
and the number of patterns increased as the
exposure time was extended.
On the other hand, by lengthening the distance
between diffuser and wafer, the pattern sizes
increased and the numbers of patterns decreased.
It is expected that the new lithography method
utilizing speckles is applicable to printing of
random minute patterns on curved surfaces of threedimensional structures with various unique shapes.
It is prospected that hydrophobic properties and/or
other surface characteristics may be improved, if the
surfaces are etched or modified by using the resist
patterns as masking materials.
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As the use of IT increases importance with big data and AI, the issue of power
consumption has been highlighted. Under these circumstances, the development of
new materials is more and more important. Materials Informatics (MI) is one of the
hottest technologies in the material development field, because of its potential to
reduce the time and costs of discovering innovative materials. To achieve this, the
key is to collect data that has been accumulated for many years at research
institutions and companies, and to make information extracted from the data into
knowledge. This article introduces the development of two methods based on AI: the
“cognitive approach”, which reads vast amounts of literature information and
digitizes data, and the “analytic approach”, which theoretically estimates the
structure and physical properties of chemical substances from predictive models.

Keywords: Materials Informatics, Cognitive approach, Analytics approach

1. Introduction
In terms of “data volume”, the total amount of
digital information generated worldwide in 2010
exceeded 1 ZB (Zettabyte) per year and reached at
44 ZB in 2020[1]. The Internet of Things (IoT) is
key factor of the data volume increasing.
Conventionally, humans created data, but these
days, machines and sensors create data on behalf of
humans. And then, the data volume will expand to
163 ZB in 2025[2].
However, among this immense amount of data,
only about 20% of the data used by companies is
structured data, and it is easy to manage with
conventional computers. On the other hand,
unstructured data accounts for about 80% of the
total data, and it is expected that this percentage will
increase furthermore soon. And that huge amounts
of data will not be used. It is no exaggeration to say
that AI has emerged to take full advantage of this
buried unstructured data.
Regarding the “network”, an increase in
communication speed is a major interest. The data
created by sensors is stored in various places, but
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most of them are stored in the cloud environment
via wireless communication. At present, the
communication band and speed are problems, and
there are cases and situations where it is impossible
to use, even if it is desired by users. The fifthgeneration mobile communication system (5G) is
expected as a breakthrough. It is assumed that a
maximum transmission speed of 20 Gbps, that is 20
times faster than current LTE, and low latency.
Therefore, remote robot operation and surgery in
real time can be performed. In addition, the problem
of multiple simultaneous connections will be solved.
5G will be the key technology for acceleration of
big data.
As for "hardware", along with Moore's Law,
semiconductors have evolv4ed, that is, the
performance of computers is one trillion times
higher in 60 years and has evolved overwhelmingly.
This is exactly following "The Law of Accelerating
Returns"[3] proposed by Ray Kurzweil (Fig.1.).
One important invention is linked to another, it can
be shortening the time between the appearance of
the next important invention and accelerating the
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speed of innovation. Thus, the performance of
computers has been improved based on the rule of
thumb that science and technology advance
exponentially instead of linearly. Moore's law in the
law of accelerating returns is said to be the fifth
paradigm shift. The history of semiconductor starts
from punch cards, relays, vacuum tubes, transistors,
and integrated circuits. It is exactly that integrated
circuits have evolved along with Moore's law.
However, following Moore's law has also become
more difficult due to the physical limitations of
transistor integration. That means the improvement
of AI performance requires the sixth paradigm shift.
In order to bring about the sixth paradigm in the law
of accelerating returns, the discovery of new
materials is an important factor, and Materials
Informatics (MI) [4],[5] is the powerful method to
make it happen.

Fig. 2. Overview of cognitive and analytic approach.

The cognitive approach consists of three steps:
"converting document information into structural
data", "extracting facts by natural language
processing", and "transforming facts into
a
knowledge graph (KG) expressing
their
correlation" (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Workflow for cognitive approach.

Fig. 1. The Law of Accelerating Returns.

2. Cognitive approach and analytics approach
According to Nature report about Chemical Space,
there are 10 9 (one billion) materials known to the
world. On the other hand, there are 1062 unknown
materials [6]. AI can find suitable materials from
such a huge unknown materials. To achieve it, we
developed the “cognitive approach” [7] and
“analytic approach” [8] and their features are
summarized in Fig. 2.
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As a first step, the document information, which
is unstructured data, is converted into structured
data so that the computer can process it. For
example, scientific papers, patents, and in-house
documents are usually stored in pdf format,
therefore those data are often difficult for computer
to process. One of the solutions for document
processing is the Corpus Conversion Service (CCS)
reported by Staar et al. [9]. CCS can recognize titles
and authors (labels) in scientific papers and extract
text information along with the labels. In the next
step, facts (entities) related to materials and their
relationships (relation) are extracted from the text.
Here, in addition to commonly used natural
language processing, a dictionary that describes
technical terms such as material names and physical
property values and the relevance of those terms
in the field of material is required to get entity. The
final step is to develop the KG by joining the
relations extracted from the document. The KG can
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represent data obtained from various resources as
one graph structure.
While the cognitive approach has the advantage of
handling volumes that humans can hardly read, it
can only extract facts in documents. In the future, it
is expected that cognitive approach will infer new
knowledge not written in documents by combining
KG and machine learning. That is, we call Inference
Model (IM).
The analytic approach includes two processes. The
one is called a forward problem that analyzes a
correlation between chemical structures
and
their physical property values, and the other is
called an inverse problem that
generates a
chemical structural formula satisfying a target
property value (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Workflow for analytic approach.

First, the chemical structural formulas read as
input information are converted into feature vectors
using by a set of descriptors. For instance, the
number of atoms, the number of partial structures,
and so on are employed for descriptors. They need
to be able to capture
features of molecular
structure exactly, and to generate a chemical
structural formula from the features.
Next, model for predicting a physical property
value is constructed. Generally, regression model
is applied for such cases. The model with high
prediction accuracy can be constructed, then it is
possible to proceed to the next process called the
inverse problem. In this step ,a feature vector that
satisfies a target property value is explored from
a prediction model using a particle swarm
optimization (PSO) method or other similar
methods at the beginning.
Next, based on the given feature vector, chemical
structural formulas that can exist mathematically are
generated employing graph theory, and so on. As
an application example of this method, Takeda et al.
reported the design of drug candidate compounds
[10]. In this research, candidate compounds which
meet the target values for two contradictory

property values (LogP(Octanol/water partition
coefficient), TPSA(polar envelope)) are designed,
some of them were not included in the input data
set. The potential of analytic approach to discover
novel materials is of great interest.
However, it is difficult for the inverse problem to
design material with
large molecular weight
due to their limitation of the calculation cost of
search space. In this case, designing sub-structure
having a high correlation with the target property
value is one of the solutions.
While analytic and cognitive approaches seem at
first glance to be entirely different approaches,
combining the two approaches is expected to further
accelerate material discovery.
3. KG construction
3.1. Biochemical KG
In recent years, biochemistry, which mainly
focuses on cells, microorganisms, viruses and
biomolecules such as proteins, sugars, lipids, DNA
and RNA, has become increasingly important in
contributing to human health and solving medical
problems. In the field of biochemistry, it is widely
practiced to register research data in public
databases on the Internet after publishing papers and
patents. Each of these public databases has its
purposes, and the data which meet those purposes
are registered in the databases. For example,
Uniprot[11] and Genbank[12] are comprehensive
databases on proteins and genes. CAZy[13] is a
database which specializes in enzymes related to the
degradation and production of carbohydrates.
BRENDA[14] is a comprehensive database
specialized for enzymatic reaction. Searching in
single database will not yield sufficient results
because each database has only the data that meet
the purposes. Therefore, biochemists need to search
multiple databases to obtain the data they need.
Furthermore, some data are only described in papers
and not registered in databases, making it difficult
to obtain the necessary information. To address
these issues, it is necessary to construct a queryable
knowledge graph where research data retrieved
from multiple databases and a large number of
papers are systematically organized. NAGASE CO.,
LTD., HAYASHIBARA CO., LTD and IBM
Zurich constructed the BioChemical Knowledge
Graph (BCKG) from seven databases, papers and
books . Furthermore, in this paper, we demonstrated
an efficient and comprehensive search for
carbohydrate-active enzymes using the constructed
BCKG.
To construct the BCKG, we ingested data from a
comprehensive list of structured databases: Uniprot,
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Genbank,
CAZy,
BRENDA,
Pfam[15],
PubChem[16],
KEGG[17].
Furthermore,
unstructured data such as dictionary of carbohydrate
and scientific papers related to carbohydrates and
enzymes were also ingested via CCS. Using NLP
process and entity recognition, scientific data
described in papers and books were extracted. Data
extracted from databases, books and papers were
aggregated, and links between extracted items were
created on the knowledge graph using common
concepts (e.g., EC number). Thus, BCKG shown in
Fig. 5. was created.

Fig. 5. An example of the BCKG.

To demonstrate the usefulness of the BCKG, we
searched for EC numbers of the enzymes
synthesizing and degrading lactose which is the

main cause of stomachache in adults when they
drink milk. In the search using the BCKG, 6 EC
numbers were obtained (Table.1). On the other hand,
the search using expasy [18], which is general
database for enzymatic reaction, obtained only 3 EC
numbers. The BCKG found 3 EC numbers which
could not be discovered by the search using Expasy.
This result shows the usefulness and advantages of
the BCKG on search by human and search using
single database.
Table 1. Search results using the BCKG.
Search using the Human search using
BCKG
Expasy
hit
No hit
hit
Hit
hit
Hit
hit
No hit
hit
Hit
hit
No hit

3.2. Polymers KG
Fig. 6 shows the results that CCS process the data.
Subtitles, text and tables (which are regarded as
labels) can be recognized. Then, the information
with labels are retrieved as an output data. The
approach for analyzing document structure is
trained by machine learning method, so error
correction enables their capability improve
recognition accuracy. The recognition accuracy is
over 99% in the case of applying for similar
formatted documents.

Fig. 6. Results of CCS process.
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EC
number
1.1.99.13
2.4.1.22
2.7.1.207
3.2.1.23
3.2.1.108
3.2.1.140
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The next step is to extract the facts that related to
material development from text data. For this
purpose, two technologies are needed, the
commonly used natural language processing
method and dictionary including technical terms
(called entities) such as material names and physical
property values and their relationships in the
specific materials fields2) [19],[20]. In the case of
text analysis, each entity is firstly extracted, the
relationship among [polymer-X] to [viscosity] to
[1,000 centistokes] is then generated as shown in
Fig. 7.
To the reaction vessel is added under nitrogen sparge, at 85℃
recipe-action
substance temperature
and with stirring, a mixture of 300 g of a poly(vinylmethyl-comass
polymer-compound
dimethylsiloxane) having 1 percent random vinyl methyl
substance
percent
groups and having a viscosity of 1,000 centistokes and which is
polymer-property
centistokes
sold commercially as PS 426 by Petrarch Systems, Incorporated,
and 3.8 g of t-butylperoctoate catalyst.
substance
mass

Fig. 7. Extraction of technical terms by natural language
process .

Fig.8. is an example of KG consisting of patents
related to polymers, which contains more than
400,000 data extracted from 782 patents. The entire
process from ingesting patent document to build KG
took one hour on 10 CPUs. The blue circles (nodes)
are a set of entities with the same type of
information, and the lines (edges) represent the
relationships between entities. Paragraph node
locates in the central of the KG and is connected to
Structural information, physical properties, process
conditions, and so on. Fig.9. shows the number of
chemicals and their values of each property
contained in KG on the left side. The word cloud on
the right side presents the compounds associated
with the glass transition temperature.

Fig. 8. KG consisting of Polymers patents.

Fig. 9. statistical information stored in the KG.

4. Overview of Platform Services for MI system
Our Materials Informatics (MI) system is intended
to be provided as SaaS (Software as a service).
Since this system uses the service built on the server
via the Internet, multiple authorized members can
use the system in the same state. Software is
regularly updated by cloud administrators and is
always up to date. Since the clients’ data is not
stored in the terminal, the risk of data leakage can
be dramatically reduced.
In Fig. 10, it shows an overview of the MI system.
The MI system is managed in the cloud as a domain
for each client. Each domain can only be accessed
by the designated client who has been granted an
account. Since the clients’ private data are ingested
by the clients, the private data cannot be viewed by
anyone other than them, including the cloud
administrator. Public data such as patents can be
viewed only by the clients when the data are
ingested. If there is a request from them, a service
for collecting and ingesting public data will be
considered in the future.
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Fig. 10. Schematic image of Materials Informatics.

5. Summary and Conclusion
With the evolution of IoT, the advancement of 5G,
and the growth of energy consumption due to the
enormous amount of data processing on servers, the
increasing needs for new material development and
intensifying competition in material development
are inevitable. MI technology must be an
indispensable technology for improving the speed
of development in the search and design of such
new materials, not only organic materials but also
inorganic materials. And also, MI will certainly be
the source of future corporate competitiveness. MI
can search for target materials directly from the
database which is based on conventional method
depending on the intuition and experience of
researchers. And it also enables efficient or direct
way to develop materials to meet the needs of users.
There are many advantages of MI, however we
should do more for improving the systems for
commonly
using.
For
example,
further
improvement of data analysis technology,
accumulation of data, and establishment of support
system for MI introduction to users, is needed. The
training of data scientists who can analyze data is
also urgent. The future direction of MI evolution is
the accumulation of unstructured data collected
from sensing devices, combined with clustering
processing by AI, and new material simulation
using quantum computers as accelerators. The field
of quantum chemical calculation is also expected to
be actively developed with MI field, as a more
effective way to find out materials properties
compare to conventional calculation methods [21].
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Extreme ultraviolet lithography was started to use for the production of 7-nm node-logicsemiconductor devices in 2019. And it was adapted to use for high volume manufacturing
(HVM) of 5-nm logic devices in 2020. EUVL is required to be extended to use in 1.5-nmnode-device fabrications. However, it still has many technical issues. Especially, for EUV
resists, simultaneous achievement of high sensitivity and low line edge width are required.
To solve the EUV resist issue, the fundamental work using synchrotron in soft X-ray region
is necessary. The fundamental evaluation study of EUV resist at NewSUBARU synchrotron
light facility is described in this paper.
Keywords: EUVL, Resist, Sensitivity, Line edge roughness, EUV, Soft X-ray, Resonant
scattering, Reflectivity measurement, Out of band patterning, Photo-electron emission
microscopy

1. Introduction
Extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) was
started to use for the production of 7-nm-nodelogic-semiconductor devices. In addition, EUVL
technology has finally begun to be used as highvolume-mass-production technology since 2020.
EUV technology is going to extend to use in the
fabrication of 1.5-nm node devices. EUVL still has
technical issues such as EUV resist development,
defect free mask fabrication including metrology
and pellicle, and EUV high power and stable light
source. Especially, it is required that EUV resist
which has high resolution and sensitivity, low line
width roughness (LWR), and low outgassing [1]. In
the EUV resist technical issues, the simultaneous
achievement of high resolution and sensitivity, and
low LWR is very significant and not so easy. Thus,
more fundamental studies are still needed.
Even if the resist material itself has high
resolution, as trying to replicate a resist pattern
which has narrower width, the pattern collapse
interferes the fine-pattern replication. In order to
increase the resolution, preventing from the pattern
collapse is necessary. Thus, the fundamental study
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of the structure analysis of resist films using
synchrotron is necessary.
In order to increase the sensitivity, studying the
whole chemical reactions which occur by the EUV
irradiation is necessary. And the development of
EUV resist material with high sensitivity based on
this study is significant. Since, the wavelength of
EUV light and EUV photon energy is 13.5 nm and
91.8 eV, respectively, secondary electron ionization
reaction occurs by the high energy electron region.
To clarify the reaction by low energy region, it is
necessary to use the fundamental evaluation using
synchrotron radiation in soft X-ray region.
In addition, to achieve the low LWR resist, the
fundamental study of the origin of LWR is necessary.
In this study, it is also necessary to use the
fundamental evaluation using synchrotron radiation
in soft X-ray region as describe later.
As above reasons, the fundamental evaluation
studies of EUV resist at NewSUBARU synchrotron
light facility [2], University of Hyogo, are described
in this paper. Total nine beamlines are operating,
and three beamlines which are BL03, BL09, and
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100
Fitted line

Reflectance

BL10 of NewSUBARU as shown in Fig. 1. We have
the EUV flood exposure tool for the resist
sensitivity evaluation by the actual EUV light
spectrum, interference lithographic exposure tool
for the patterning 10 nm and below, outgassing and
contamination growth evaluation tools by
ellipsometry, and chemical reaction analysis by the
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Fig. 2. Fitting result of the reflectance fringe.

Fig. 1. EUVL R&D at NewSUBARU.

soft X-ray spectroscopy (XAS). In addition,
recently it is prepared additional tools for the
fundamental studies of EUV resists. This paper
focuses that 1) resist-film layer analysis by the
resonant soft X-ray reflectivity method in soft-Xray energy region, 2) stochastic origin analysis in
EUV resist by resonant soft X-ray scattering to
achieve low LWR, 3) out of band systematic
analysis, and 4) preparation of the photo-electron
emission microscopy for the chemical content
spatial distribution analysis.
2. Layer Analysis by the Resonant Soft X-ray
Reflectivity Method in soft-X-ray Energy Region
For the layer analysis [3, 4] of the single layer
resist material which has a thickness of 20 – 50 nm,
the resonant soft X-ray reflectivity (RSoXR)
method in soft-X-ray energy region is a powerful
method for the chemical layer analysis of the resist
film [5]. This method is the hybrid method using
soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy [6, 7] and soft
X-ray reflectance measurement. By the soft X-ray
absorption spectroscopy, the incident energy of the
photon is selected for the soft X-ray reflectance
measurement to evaluate refractive index of n and k
values, and thickness of a resist film coated on a
wafer. The examples of the measured reflective
fringe and fitting results are shown in Fig. 2. The
reflectivity fringe spectrum can be fit by n and k
values, and thickness of the layers.
The commercial chemical amplified (CA) resist
was employed for the layer analysis. The resist was
50

spin-coated on a 4 inches silicon wafer to have 26nm thick. Then the layer analysis was carried out.
As a result, the fitting result is shown in Table.1.
Even if the CA resist for a single layer process, the
thin resist film consists of three layers. The bottom,
main body, and top layers have the thickness of 4.5
nm, 14.1 nm, and 7.4 nm, respectively. And these
layers have the complex refractive index of k value
of 0.0007, 0.0003, and 0.0004, respectively. The
bottom layer between the main body layer might be
a pattern collapse region.
Table 1. Result of fitting
Layer
names

Thickness
(nm)

n

k

Roughness
(nm)

Top

7.4

0.9996

0.0004

0.22

Main
body

14.1

0.9996

0.0003

3.51

Bottom

4.5

0.9999

0.0007

4.83

SiO2

0.8

0.9946

0.0018

0.1

Si wafer

--

0.9951

0.0028

--

3. Stochastic Origin Analysis in EUV Resist by
Resonant Soft X-ray Scattering
The low LWR is necessary to maintain the
electronic characteristics of semiconductor device,
such as logic and memory devices.
The origin of the LWR might be 1) spatial
distribution of functional material in resist
functional
groups,
photosensitizers
(acid
generators), additives such as amines, and so on, 2)
spatial distribution of free volume caused by the
solvent distribution in prebake process, 3) EUV
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photon shot noise, 4) secondary electron blur, 5)
solvent effect in PEB process acid diffusion, 6)
spatial distribution of developer penetration and
development process yield caused by developer and
rinse effects, and 7) out of band (OoB) light effect.
In order to reduce LWR of the resist pattern, the
controls of the above stochastics are significant. In
the above list, in order to control the chemical
reaction fluctuation within the nanometer
dimensions, the special distribution control of the
chemical contents is very significant. However, up
to now the measurement of the chemical-contents
distribution has not been carried out. Thus, the
method of resonant soft X-ray scattering (RSoXS)
is used for the measurement. This method is the
hybrid method using soft X-ray absorption
spectroscopy [6, 7] and soft X-ray scattering as
shown in Fig.3. The scattering vector is defined by
the following equation.
𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 = |𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞⃑| =

4𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃
sin
𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆
2

(1)

the results, the spatial distributions between the 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋*
bonding and acrylate group are very similar in
PMMA. However, these are quite different in CA
resist. Generally, since the LWR of PMMA is
smaller than that of CA resist, the results of the
scattering vector profiles are consistent to the LWR
tendency [11].
(a)

acrylate

Structure size

𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋*

(b)

By the soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy, the
incident energy of the photon is selected for the soft
X-ray scattering to obtain the selected chemical𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎*

𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋*

acrylate

Structure size

Fig. 4. Scattering vector profiles of (a) PMMA and
(b) CAR.

Fig. 3. Scattering vector 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞.

bonding diffraction image. The RSoXS system at
BL-10 beamline of NewSUBARU was used for this
experiment [8, 9]. This beamline provides
monochromatized energy of the soft X-ray region
from 80 to 1000 eV [10].
The scattering vector profiles of PMMA and CA
resist are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and 4(b). The
Scattering vectors of 0.05 and 0.1 correspond to the
structure size of 120 nm and 60 nm, respectively. As

4. Out of Band Systematic Analysis
If the resist exposed by the light which includes
the out of band (OoB) light containing the deep UV
wavelength region, the OoB lights affects to the
LWR of the resist pattern. Thus, reflectance
measurement of the mask materials such as Mo/Si
multilayer, absorber, and black border (mask
substrate surface). Figure 5 shows the beamline
setup of the exposure tool and reflectometer by the
EUV and OoB lights at BL03A beamline of
NewSUBARU. The monochromator setups to
enable the EUV at the wavelength of 10 - 80 nm and
OoB light at the wavelength of 100 – 200 nm are
shown in Fig. 6(a). and Fig. 6(b), respectively. And
LiF filter with a thickness of 1 mm were used to cut
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the high order lights which is shorter than the
wavelength of 100 nm. The reflectance
measurement results of the mask materials such as
Mo/Si multilayer, absorber, and black border (mask
substrate surface) are shown in Fig. 7. The

Fig. 5. Beamline setup of the EUV and OoB light
exposure tool and reflectometer.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 6. The monochromator optics for (a) EUV and (b)
OoB wavelength regions.

reflectance spectrum of the Mo/Si multilayer was
measured completely in the EUV region including
high order lights. In the OoB region, the reflectance
of Mo/Si multilayer, TaN absorber, and mask
substrate as a black border has approximately 30%
in maximum. Even if the black border, it has the
reflectance of 30%, and the reflectance reduction
method should be required.

As described in section 3 of RSoXS is one of the
methods to observe the chemical-content
distribution. However, since the scattering method
is used, the averaged distribution is obtained.
Instead of this method, we introduce the photoelectron emission microscopy (PEEM) to observe
the real chemical content distribution not an
averaged one of resist film.
The PEEM system is going to installed at the
BL09A beamline of NewSUBARU. The 3D design
and the photography are shown in Fig.s 8 and 9,
respectively. The PEEM system consists of load
lock chamber to exchange a sample, sample
processing chamber adapted the ion beam cluster
and sample heating device, and the sample
observation chamber adapted the PEEM device. In
order to prevent from the vibration and to achieve
high spatial resolution in PEEM, the special
mechanism is employed.
NewSUBARU is a middle size synchrotron light
facility and soft X-ray synchrotron radiation is
generated from the 1.0 GeV electron beam storage
ring. The soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy in the
soft X-ray region is suitable for the chemical
analysis of the light atomic elements such as carbon,
nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine etc. Thus, the PEEM
in soft X-ray region can observe the chemical
imaging of these atomic elements. Since the
penetration depth of the soft X-ray is small enough
to observe the surface chemical imaging of the resist
film, the cluster ion beam tool is employed for the
no damage-surface etching of the resist film and
enable the chemical imaging in 3D of the resist film.
Observation
chamber
PEEM

EUV higher
order light

Fig. 7. Reflectance spectra of Mo/Si multilayer, TaN
absorber on Mo/Si multilayer, and black border.

5. Preparation of Photo-Electron Emission
Microscopy for the Chemical Content Spatial
Distribution Analysis
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Fig. 8. 3D design of the PEEM system.
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Fig. 9. Photograph of the PEEM system which is
installing at the endstation of NewSUBARU 10.8 m
long undulator BL09A beamline.

6．New Injector for NewSUBARU
The SPring-8 linear accelerator which had been
used as an injection of the electron beam both to
SPring-8 and NewSUBARU electron beam storage
rings in cooperation of the SPring-8 accelerator
team. This linear accelerator was shut down on July
29, 2020. From April to December, the new linear
accelerator for NewSUBARU was installed at the
beam transportation tunnel. This length of the new
linear accelerator has a length of approximately 50m-long and it is a half-length of the previous one.
The new one employed the microwave frequency of
approximately 6 GHz (C-band microwave) and it is
double frequency of the previous one (S-band
microwave) to shortening the length.
The commissioning of NewSUBARU phase II
will start from April 20, 2021. After the beamline
tuning, user time will be operated at electron beam
current of 350 mA in electron energy of 1.0 GeV
top-up mode. In addition, 1.5 GeV operation will be
started at the same time.
7. Conclusions
The RSoXR method is introduced to evaluate the
chemical-layer separation of the CAR, and it is
sensitive enough to it. In the single layer resist, the
preventing from the pattern collapse at the boundary
between the bottom and main body layer might be
significant for the fine patterning.
The RSoXS method is introduced to evaluate
uniformity of resist material distribution, which can
modulate absorption contrast of functional group by
changing the incident photon energy around carbon
absorption edge. The RSoXS results are clarified the

uniformity of resist material structure, which can
highlight the issues to design the low LWR
performance.
The out of band systematic analysis tool was
prepared at BL03 beamline. In the OoB region, the
reflectance of Mo/Si multilayer, TaN absorber, and
mask substrate as a black border has approximately
30% in maximum. Even if the black border, it has
the reflectance of 30%. And the reflectance
reduction method of the OoB lights should be
required for the low LWR achievement of the resist
patterning.
In order to achieve low LWR, construction of the
photo-electron emission microscopy to analyze the
chemical content spatial distribution analysis is in
progress.
Construction of new injector for NewSUBARU
is in progress toward the NewSUBARU phase II
operation to start from April 20, 2021.
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Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) with a wavelength of 13.5 nm has already been
mass-produced, but serious technical problems remain an important issue. One of them is
the line edge roughness (LER) value for critical dimension (CD). Local variations such as
intra-filed CD uniformity and LER are usually identified from the average CD calculated
using top-down view observations. However, it is not possible to get an overall picture of
LER. In this study, cross-section SEM was applied efficiently to visualize or quantify the
basic behavior of the resist. In addition, the resolution limits and minimum structural units
that make up the resist pattern associated with LER are discussed.
Keywords: Stochastics, Polymer dynamics, Polymer aggregate, LER, missing defect,
EUV, Resolution limit

1. Introduction
It is aggressively discussed that the occurrence
of stochastic print failures is an important factor
to consider. While two main types of shot noise
[1], photons and acids, are generally focused, the
backbone polymer of resist materials is less
considered, but cannot be negligible. Some
random phenomena, as shown in Figure 1, were
not first discovered in the EUV era, but before the
248 nm era at the latest. Therefore, the question is
whether such randomness is an EUV-specific
phenomenon.
In the practical region of the focus exposure
matrix (FEM) to derive mean CD, the resist
pattern profile is relatively stable, and its
randomness is minimal. Therefore, resist pattern
profile in the early state with extremely lower
dose conditions using negative tone development
(NTD) type resist were observed. The main
purpose of this observation is to determine the
smallest structural unit of the resist pattern. And
another important point is to understand the
interaction reaction between the resist film and
Received
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the underlying layer to find a specific solution for
defect reduction.
In This paper, assumptions about the main
factors of LER formation and the resolution
limits of EUV resists is introduced and mentions
important messages of defect induction.

Fig. 1. Various randomness in resist patterning under
non optimized condition.

2. Experimental Results and Discussion
2.1. Observation under extreme lower dose
The resist dissolution contrast curve, like FEM,
is an important source for easily predicting the
basic performance of some lithography. Although
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resist pattern profiles can be derived from
contrast curves, it is not suitable for more
equitable detection of stochastic processes such
as resist residues in the resist open space region.
In order to accurately observe the microscopic
resist behavior, the surface of the contrast curve
sample was observed and visualized by
cross-section SEM. In this study, NTD type resist
[2], which is a negative tone image, was used
mainly because it has easier characteristics than a
positive tone development (PTD) type resist.
Because this NTD type resist was a 193 nm
photosensitive material, the 193 nm scanner was
selected for this test. The focal region to be
visualized was the low dose state before reaching
Eth, and the NTD resist film growth process with
exposure was characterized by AFM and
cross-section SEM images. First, the results of
AFM are introduced in Fig. 2 [3-4].

Fig. 2. Roughness trend through exposure does until
Eth.

The RMS of surface roughness generated on the
substrate increased with the exposure energy up
to the Eth point. There may be small objects on
the substrate as a resist film that has been
photo-reacted and insolubilized. When the
visualization results of the insoluble matter are
summarized in Table 1, this growth behavior was
steadily increasing with small particles generated
in some places. Then it was connected in a chain
reaction and finally it was filled on the substrate.
Table 1. Polymer aggregates image on under layer
surface through dose.

The coverage of the polymer particles on the
wafer was plotted in Figure 3 to confirm that the
resist film thickness measurement started with a
coating point simulation. This point which
became thickness measurable corresponds to Eth.
Such behavioral analytics must be very important
given the specific solutions for defect suppression.
Because this test was a macroscopic method,
observations of smaller areas under pattern
exposure were made.

Fig. 3. Coverage trend of polymer aggregates over
substrate.

2.2. Preliminary state observation of resist pattern
As the continuous work, the behavior of the
resist in the pattern formation during the
patterning exposure process step was visualized.
The CD trend from patterning to nominal dose is
plotted in Figure 4. Since this CD trend has three
different phases, the behaviors in each phase were
individually characterized.

Fig. 4. Resist pattern creation behavior divided in
three-periods.

 1st period
As shown in Table 2, the generation of the
particulate dotted pattern on the substrate is first
captured. Since the particles have a weak
adhesive force to the substrate, they partially
adhered and partially floated.
Table 2. Particulate dotted pattern SEM image in
preliminary state at minimum exposure dose.
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The CD size at this period is about 12 nm,
suggesting that it is the smallest structural unit
that construct the resist pattern.
 2nd period
During this period, the dots are gathered and
connected mutually. It looks like a line pattern;
however, the adhesive strength is not strong
enough and the pattern peeled off in spots. The
average CD is kept constant at about 12 nm.
Table 3. Transition state SEM image before enough
adhesive force implementation.

 3rd period
The resist pattern is getting stable and the
pattern is growing efficiently. The 3 sigma of CD
deviation is also stable, and from this phase, the
resist pattern can be visualized by CD-SEM and
the CD can be measured.
Table 4. Resist line pattern image on SEM in steady
state.

Considering this particle observation work
comprehensively, a resist pattern began to be
formed from the size of 12 nm in the first phase.
The size is assumed to be the smallest structural
unit for forming a resist pattern, and the
resolution limit of EUV resists should be limited
to about 12 nm. Another notable result is the
slight appearance of pixelated textures in the
resist pattern, as shown in Table 5. The resist
pattern seems consists of this 12 nm size
structural unit.

2.3. Structural elemental unit of resist film
This section presents the visualization results
of polymer aggregates in resist membranes.
Assuming the resist pattern is constructed of
agglomerated polymer, the carbon density in the
space of the polymer agglomerates will be
significantly lower. Therefore, removing the part
with low carbon density using argon sputtering
was tested. With newly specializing spattering
condition [5-7], the low-density part was
removed successfully, and an object like a
random fingerprint appeared (Figure 5).

Fig. 5. Successful visualization of linear carbon cluster
latent in resist film.

It looks like a fingerprint pattern using Directed
Self-Assembly (DSA). When the line width was
measured, the average value was 12.6 nm. As
shown in Figure 6, the kurtosis of the CD
distribution plot is sharp. This special sputtering
method also allows carbon agglomerates to float
in the tight spaces of a patterned sample, as
shown in Figure 7. Interestingly, the winding
shape of the LER matches the contour of the
linear carbon cluster. Therefore, this cluster can
be one of the decisive factors in generating LER
and should be minimized.

Table 5. Top-down image of pixelated elemental unit
constructing resist pattern.

Fig. 6. Line width distribution of carbon cluster.
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that the chemical reaction is not involved in
polymer agglutination. Further checks were made
on the association of PAG with aggregation by
comparing the two types of resists.
One was a nominal resist material and the other
was a PAG unmixed test sample. As a result,
there was no difference in the appearance of the
SEM and the comparison of the average CD
value (Figure 9). It can be said that the aggregate
is composed only of polymer and has nothing to
do with other additives such as PAG.

Fig. 7. Carbon cluster appearance on pattern resist
sample.

2.4. Exploration of carbon aggregates control factor
This section considers suitable control factors
in three technical areas: photochemical reactions,
track processes, and resist material design. In this
study, a special EUV resist sensitive to 193 nm
was used in a 193 nm exposure experimental
environment.

Fig. 8. Simple scheme for the photochemical reaction
of chemically amplified resist process.

As shown in the schematic diagram of Figure 8,
decomposition occurs by the chemical
amplification reaction by UV irradiation and the
thermal reaction of the acid in the resist film [8].
The line width of the linear carbon cluster and its
distribution were compared at each process step,
and the comparison results are shown in Table 6.
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Fig. 9. Variability test result in material composition:
nominal resist and polymer without PAG.

Next, the relationship with the track process
factor was investigated. Given the conformation
of the polymer, in the liquid or solid phase, the
stable state is different for each phase. The resist
drying and solvent volatilization mechanisms are
important in
determining the
polymer
conformation. Comparing the three types of resist
drying, nominal spin drying and soft baking, spin
drying only and natural drying, no clear
difference was found in appearance, texture
randomness, or average CD (Figure 10).

Table 6. Variability test result in photo-chemical
reaction: appearance, mean CD.

Fig. 10. Variability test result in various resist
volatilization method.

The appearance of the SEM image at each step
did not change, and the CD value did not change
at all. This result provides one piece of evidence

According to a paper by Professor Tanaka of
Kyushu University, the conformation of the
polymer was changed by centrifugal force in the
spin casting method as compared with the solvent
casting method. The polymer conformation was
confirmed throughout the wafer because the
stress resisting the film was different at each
point throughout the wafer due to centrifugal
force. The centrifugal force at the center of the
wafer is "0", which is 22.2 N (2.26 kgf) at the
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edge position of the 300 mm wafer. The random
texture of the polymer aggregate unexpectedly
remained in its original condition at each test
point (Figure 11). From the same point of view,
the relaxation effect of the polymer by thermal
annealing was investigated, however none were
changed (Figure. 12). According to these test
results related to the track process, it must be said
that resist tracks do not have effective control
over polymer aggregate.

Fig. 13. Variation check result in polymer design in
resist material: Acrylate-PHS combination.

Fig. 14. Variation check result in polymer design in
resist material: Molecular weight modification.

Fig. 11. Examination result of stress impact in resist
film formation.

The results in this section show that the line
width of linear carbon clusters can be changed by
minimizing polymer design. Polymer design may
be more important than a description of photon
and PAG behavior.

Fig. 12. Annealing effect test result for film stress
mitigation related polymer conformation.

2.5. Depth profile of polymer grain of resist film
According to the previous section, there are
three important things to reduce LER.
 Resist film construct with linear carbon
cluster
 Winding shape of LER match the contour of
carbon cluster
 Line width of cluster strongly depends on
polymer molecular weight

The material design of the resist is also
important for investigating the conformation of
the polymer. In general, EUV backbone polymers
are composed of two types of units, an acrylate
unit and a PHS (polyhydrostyrene), and the
compound ratio is generally optimized by resist
synthesis. Therefore, materials with different
compound ratios were investigated. One test
resist is Acrylate-rich material and other one is
PHS-rich type. Obvious mean line width
difference, 12.8 nm and 10.9 nm was found in
this comparison (Figure 13). Basically, molecular
weight is optimized for downward scaling and
EUV resist has smaller molecular weight of 193
resist in conventional practice. It seemed that line
width of carbon linear cluster was getting smaller
in the case of lower molecular weight. In this case,
EUV resist had a half molecular weight and then
line width varied from 12.6 nm to 9.8 nm (Figure
14).

Since the molecular weight of EUV resist is
lower than that of 193 nm resist, the LER of EUV
resist should be small. But on the contrary, the
LER is worse than 193 nm. Therefore, it should
be recognized that another potential factor
influences the increase in LER. First, the
thickness of EUV resist is thinner than that of 193
nm due to its continuous scaling. The nominal
resist thickness in the 193 nm era (about 70 nm)
was reduced to less than 20 nm in the EUV era to
prevent pattern collapse.
Now, when the resist film is made extremely
thin, a particularly interesting phenomenon
occurs. That is, the top surface of the resist
pattern becomes rough. Based on this result, the
depth profile of the carbon cluster was confirmed.
For the purpose, various thicknesses of resist
films were prepared in the same way as the
contrast curve was made, and then the samples
were slightly etched with argon plasma as
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described above. The appearance of the carbon
clusters at each slice level is shown in Figure 15
and the line widths are plotted in Figure 16.

Fig. 17. Assumption of induction factor of LER with
resist film thickness.

Fig. 15. Depth profile of carbon cluster appearance
through resist film.

2.6. Resist behavior in opened space region
The most serious problems today are residual
types of defects such as missing holes and bridge
lines, and it is really waiting for a solution. To
find a solution to minimize defects, the behavior
of the resist was investigated by the polymer
dynamics aspects, similarly as polymer clusters
observation. The focal area of observation is the
very low dose state stage before the formation of
dotted polymer aggregates, which corresponds to
the unexposed open space area of the resist
pattern. In this work, as shown in Figure. 18, four
types of lower layers with different surface free
energies were prepared. The two key factors that
make up the surface free energy, the dispersion
and polarity components, have changed in the
bottom four layers (UL-A to D).

Fig. 16. CD variation in each slice level through resist
film.

Line width variation is,
 Near surface: smallest, around 12 nm,
 Bulk area: getting bigger to 22 nm,
 Near bottom: getting bigger more to 33 nm.
As summarized in Figure 17 [9], the significant
increase in roughness when thinning the resist
can be due to the larger sized carbon clusters
formed near the bottom of the resist.
Simply put
resist film was thinned @EUV

bigger aggregates at bottom
bigger LER identified eventually
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Fig. 18. γ value elements of UL material.

The observation criteria were SEM image
acquisition and roughness measurement with an
atomic force microscope (AFM). Figure 19
shows an image comparison of defects. UL-A and
C defects are large, and UL-B and D are
significantly smaller. As previously reported in
SPIE [4], UL-B has the advantage of reducing
defects over UL-A. Therefore, this result may
represent other evidence of defect mitigation
capabilities. In addition, the analysis results by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) are also
shown in Figure 20. This is a depth profile of the
qualitative analysis results comparing the cases of
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Fig. 19. Resist residue SEM image and AFM profile.

Fig. 20. XPS analytical result comparison in 3 kind of under layer material.

three different under layers. Target elements are
sulfur, fluorine, nitrogen and others found in PAG
or quencher derivatives and other additives. The
additives never move and do not appear to change
the surface-to-bottom distribution of the resist
under several different underlayer conditions.
And it can be understood that the properties of
the residue are not due to the influence of the
resist additive.
Table 7 summarizes the relevant factors to
reduce the number of defects. From this table, it
can be pointed out that the adhesive work may be
the most effective indicator of affecting defects.
The condition with lower adhesive work appears
to cause desorption of residues from the substrate.

In addition, the material of the underlayer is also
noteworthy. Many defects were found on
composite type underlayer but reduced on single
component one. The atomic size is microscopic
and cannot be measured at present, however, it
looks that the elemental formation of the
underlayer material was relatively uniform
compared to the composite type. Several
preferred methods for surface condition analysis
may be proposed in the future to replace current
contact angle measurement methods.
3. Conclusion
In this paper, several types of randomness were
visualized and quantified, targeting any stochastic
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Table 7. Summarized comparison of defect density and impacted factor.

phenomena caused by local variation and residual
types defects in the EUV process. The points
regarding LER are as follows.




Resist pattern consists with pixelated
polymer aggregates.
Its pixel size was approximately 12 nm.
It might correspond to resolution limit.

It can also be said that polymer aggregate must be
related with defect density. Important factor may
be polymer design in resist synthesis and surface
condition of underlayer. Cross-section SEMs
were primarily used in this work, but
non-destructive methodologies with short
turnaround times must be considered in the
future.
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Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography is required for advanced node semiconductor
device fabrication. The stochastic effects in EUV lithography are problematic, especially with
regards to pattern roughness and defect formation. In this study, we performed atomic force
microscopy (AFM) on an EUV photoresist surface to determine the surface roughness, height
histogram, line scan, area ratio, and power spectral density (PSD). Polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) for nonchemically amplified resist (non-CAR), and poly(4-hydroxystyrene)(t-butyl
acrylate) copolymer (PHS:tBA) and poly(4-hydroxystyrene)(polystyrene)(t-butyl acrylate)
copolymer (PHSPS:tBA) with/ di-(t-butylphenyl)iodonium perfluorobutane sulfonate
(TBPI-PFBS)/tetrabutylammonium lactate (TBAL) for chemically amplified resist (CAR)
were examined. In this CAR system, the exposure and dark loss contributed to the surface
variation of root mean square (RMS) of 1.5 nm and 0.95 nm under a nominal exposure dosage
of 8 μC/cm2. The contribution of dark loss was further evaluated from the effects of backbone
polymer composition and photoacid generator (PAG) loading. The dark loss induced surface
roughness can be attributed to the competition of etch selectivity in the resist components. A
skewness of the height histogram and change of correlation in PSD are related to the dark
loss induced surface variation.
Keywords: EUV, Stochastics effects, AFM, CAR, Non-CAR, Surface roughness.

1. Introduction
In the semiconductor industry, device dimension
reduction is one of the most effective strategies to
reduce the manufacturing cost and enhance the
device performance. A lithography process, known
as extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography, has been
successfully introduced into the advanced logic
node device fabrication. Given the novelty of EUV
lithography, still several areas require extensive
research efforts such as productivity, pattern fidelity,
and stochastic effects [1]–[4]. In general, the
stochastic effects in EUV lithography include the
contributions from the probability distribution
between photons, electrons, the photoresist material,
and post-exposure treatments [5], [6]. These
stochastic effects usually form defects in the devices
and introduce pattern variations in the physical
features [2], [7]–[10]. The pattern variation is
Received
Accepted

March  31, 2021
April  22, 2021

generally described as line-edge-roughness (LER)
in line/space patterns and contact-edge-roughness
(CER) in circular patterns. High LER and CER in
semiconductor logic devices deteriorate the device
performance [11]–[15].
In EUV lithography, the use of photoresist can be
categorized into two types: CAR and Non-CAR.
CAR generally contains the backbone polymers,
PAG, and a base, known as the quencher. The
imaging mechanism and reaction of CAR have been
well studied in the past [16]–[18]. The complexity
of resist material, chemically amplified reaction,
and EUV lithography exposure conditions make the
estimation of stochastic effects and physical
variation in CAR a complex task. To understand the
surface variation of photoresist, one of the most
common physical characterization methods is AFM.
AFM has been widely used for the characterization
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of polymer surfaces as well as the EUV photoresists
in the past few decades. Several research groups
have shown a correlation of surface roughness
obtained by AFM to the lithography condition and
photoresist type [19]–[26]. The previous study
reported an elevated surface roughness in the CAR,
which was correlated with dark loss induced surface
roughness and resist composition [21]. Another
study correlated the surface roughness with device
yield and defectivity in the CAR [26]. Most AFM
data in previous studies showed just the RMS for the
surface roughness. A more detailed data processing
can be carried out to construct a complete physical
presentation of the photoresist surface such as
power spectral density (PSD), area ratio, and
histogram of height distribution.
In this study, AFM was used to characterize the
surface of photoresist as shown in Fig. 1. The data
was then used in the next step of data processing to
determine the histogram, area ratio/ particle counts,
and PSD. The height distribution, occupied area of
peak/valley, and correlation length between two
equivalent height signals within the scan area were
also extracted. All this information was used to
decouple the source of variation from each element
in both non-CAR and CAR and to understand the
EUV lithography stochastic effects as well as the
inhomogeneity behavior of development-induced
surface variation.

Fig. 1. Illustration of AFM data collection on photoresist
surface and data processing.
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2. Experimental
2.1. Sample preparation
The CAR was synthesized using 2 wt% of a solid
polymer dissolved in propylene glycol methyl ether
acetate (PGMEA). The solid polymer is a
combination of poly(4-hydroxystyrene) (t-butyl
acrylate) copolymer (PHS:tBA) or poly(4hydroxystyrene)(polystyrene)(t-butyl
acrylate)
copolymer (PHSPS:tBA) as the backbone polymer,
with di-(t-butylphenyl)iodonium perfluorobutane
sulfonate (TBPI-PFBS) as the PAG, and
tetrabutylammonium lactate (TBAL) as the
quencher. PHS:tBA copolymer has a composition
ratio of 60:40 and an average molecular weight of
11,500 g/mol. The two types of copolymers
PHSPS:tBA, PHSPS:tBA 074 with a composition
ratio of 61:24:15 and PHSPS:tBA 075 with a
composition ratio of 66:19:15, were obtained from
Dow Chemical. The nominal condition of CAR in
this study is 83.5 wt% of PHS:tBA or PHSPS:tBA
polymer, 15 wt% of TBPI-PFBS as PAG, and 1.5
wt% of TBAL as base. The non-CAR was obtained
as a premade 950 k molecular weight PMMA from
MicroChem. The chemical structures of both CAR
and non-CAR are shown in Fig. 2.
The photoresist was spin-coated onto 4-inch
silicon substrates. The spin coat conditions for the
CAR are 5 s in 500 rpm, followed by 45 s in 2000
rpm, 5 s in 500 rpm, and 60 s in 1500 rpm for nonCAR. The wafer was subjected to a post-apply bake
(PAB) on a hot plate at 120 oC for 60 s for the CAR
and 180 oC for 75 s for the non-CAR. The samples
were exposed to an electron beam (e-beam) in an
Electron-Resist Interaction Chamber (ERIC) at the
College of Nanoscale Science and Engineering in
Albany, NY, described elsewhere previously [27]–
[30]. The e-beam energy was 80 eV, and the nominal
dosage of 8 μC/cm2. After the e-beam exposure, the
samples were treated by PEB on a hot plate at 120
o
C for 90 s. The CAR samples were rinsed with the
developer solution consisting of 0.13 N/0.26 N
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) at room
temperature for 45 s, followed by 30 s of deionized
water rinse and drying with nitrogen. For the nonCAR samples, the samples were developed in 1:3
methyl isobutyl ketone/isopropyl alcohol for 30 s at
room temperature, followed by deionized water
rinse and nitrogen drying. The development-only
samples were coated and baked under the PAB
conditions. The tested development conditions
included a development time from 0 s to 110 s.
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Fig. 2. Chemical structure of CAR (a) PHSPS:tBA, (b) PHS:tBA, (3) TBPI-PFBS, and (d) TBAL and nonCAR (e) PMMA.

2.2. Metrology
The surface roughness was characterized using a
Dimension Icon AFM system from Bruker. The
measurements were conducted in the noncontact
mode of SCANASYST-AIR scan. The tip was made
of a triangular shaped silicon nitride with 2 nm tip
radius. The scan area was 0.25 μm2. The horizontal
scan speed was maintained at 500 nm per second,
and the step size in vertical direction was <4 nm per
step. The results were processed using a NanoScope
Analysis software from Bruker using a third-order
flattening and noise removal filter to obtain the
RMS, PSD, and height distribution histogram by
centering the highest point. The AFM images were
converted into a quantized color contour image. The
area ratio was calculated from a feature with an area
of 6 nm and below by normalizing the highest
height of each data point. The thickness loss was
obtained using a J.A. Woollam M-2000V
spectroscopic ellipsometer equipped with a Cauchy
thickness model for photoresist on the silicon
substrate.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Surface roughness of PHSPS:tBA CAR vs
PMMA non-CAR
To separate different sources of surface
roughness on the resist, a simplified model was used
assuming that each process is an independent source
of roughness. Under the assumption of independent
parameter, this simple view of EUV lithography
stochastic effects on surface roughness is shown as
Equations (1) and (2) for the non-CAR and CAR
cases
2
2
2
2
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁−𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 + 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

2
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

2
2
2
= 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
+ 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
+ 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

(1)

resist conformity, uniformity, and film adhesion to
the substrate. σDev is the surface roughness after the
development process includes dark loss induced
deprotection reaction variations in the developing
process. σExp is the surface roughness from the
exposure step. This represents the contributions
from shot noise and chemical amplified reaction in
CAR. This embodies the contributions from
material inhomogeneity and Poisson probability
distribution in the chemical amplified reaction. This
includes photon– electron interaction from the
incoming photons, electron cascade within the
photoresist material, acid quantum yield, acid
diffusion, acid–base neutralization, and the degree
of deprotection reaction.
The RMS of surface roughness was collected on
both the PMMA as the non-CAR sample and the
PHSPS:tBA+TBPI-PFBS+TBAL as the CAR
sample in each processing step. The AFM images of
both topview and tilt view for the non-CAR and
CAR surfaces are shown in Fig. 3. The RMS of both
samples significantly decreased after coating in the
following processes. In the non-CAR material,
dark loss contributed to the RMS degradation from
0.4 nm to 0.5 nm. Further degradation to 0.8 nm can
be explained by a combination of dark loss and ebeam exposure. Using Equation 1, the σExp was
calculated as 0.63 nm in RMS to the overall
roughness. In the CAR, the dark loss contributed to
the RMS of 0.95 nm. The RMS roughness further
degraded to 1.8 nm due to the contributions from the
exposure and chemical amplified reaction. Using
Equation 2, the contribution of σExp was calculated
as 1.5 nm in RMS. The contribution of each term is
shown in Fig. 4. In the CAR system, the exposure
and dark loss can be attributed to the major portion
of overall surface variation in this formulation.

(2)

σTotal of Non-CAR and σTotal of CAR are the photoresist
surface roughness in non-CAR and CAR,
respectively. σCoat is the surface roughness after
coating, representing the surface roughness before
exposure. This includes the contributions from
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difference in term of etch rate was observed
between the presence of 1.5 wt% quencher with
PAG in PHS:tBA. Fig. 5(b) shows the RMS
performance regarding development time. The
sample with PHS:tBA-only shows no roughness
response with the development time. The film was
mostly removed in the first 10 s of development.
The AFM measurement was most likely conducted
on the silicon substrate but not on the photoresist.
The samples with PAG and quencher and without
quencher show a similar trend as the surface
roughness increases with the development time.
Fig. 6 shows the surface evolution with
development time. The RMS increased from 0.29
nm after coating to 2.52 nm after 110 s of
development.

Fig. 3. AFM images of resist surface of PMMA and
PHSPS:tBA+TBPI-PFBS+TBAL

Fig. 4. Contribution of PMMA (Non-CAR) and
PHSPS:tBA+TBPI-PFBS+TBAL (CAR) to surface
roughness.

3.2. Dark loss induced surface variation in PHS:tBA
system
In the following sections, the dark loss induced
contribution of resist compositions to surface
roughness is discussed, especially the effect of
polymer system and PAG loading. The first
evaluated CAR sample was PHS:tBA as the
backbone polymer. Fig. 5 (a) shows the thickness
loss regarding development time. The sample had
no PAG and quencher, resulting in the fastest etch
rate of >2 nm/s. The presence of PAG and quencher
effectively reduced the etch rate to 0.5 A/s. PAG
worked as a development inhibitor and reduced the
etch rate as well as the backbone polymer, as
reported previously [31], [32]. No distinct
66

Fig. 5. (a) Film thickness change and (b) RMS change
with the development time in the resist system of
PHS:tBA

Fig. 7 (a) and (b) show an AFM line scan
comparison between the development time and
comparison of height histogram. The surface
roughness or variation is clearly associated with the
development time as well as “valley” formation.
The “valley” is classified as a big trench on the resist
surface. The implication of “valley” formation is
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Fig. 6. AFM images of PHS:tBA with 15 wt% of PAG and 1.5 wt% of TBAL with the development time.

shown as a localized material loss with a relatively
faster etch rate than the adjacent site and resulted in
a rough surface. A similar result was observed in the
height histogram. The histogram was started in the
shape of a normal distribution in 0 s and then
progressed into a skewness into the region of
negative height. This indicates a localized
dissolution rate difference that tends to be correlated
with the resist component and inhomogeneity of
resist structure.

Fig. 8 shows the ratio of valley area to the total
scan area with the development time. A clear valley
area expansion was associated with the
development time. In the first 20 s, the valleys were
created locally and accounted only <10% of the total
scan area. The area increased with the development
time. At 80 s of development, the valleys account
for close to 65% of the scan area of the resist and
show a few features that protruded out of the surface.
At 110 s of development, the valley area was
slightly reduced to around 55% from the possible
undercut etch and the isotropic etch behavior of the
wet dissolution.

Fig 8. Ratio of “valley” area over the scan area with the
development time.

Fig 7. (a) Line scan and (b) height histogram of PHS:tBA
with 15 wt% of PAG and 1.5 wt% of TBAL with the
development time. The black arrows show examples of
valley formation.

3.3. Dark loss induced surface variation in
PHSPS:tBA system and PAG loading
In this section, the role of backbone polymers and
PAG loading to dark loss induced surface variation
is discussed. Fig. 9 (a) shows the thickness loss of
tested samples with the development time. The
PHS:tBA sample with PAG and quencher had an
etch rate of about 0.5 A/s. The other tested samples
had an etch rate of < 0.1 A/s or no average film loss.
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The development rate on these tested samples was
effectively reduced by changing the polymer system
from PHS:tBA to PHSPS:tBA. The presence of
polystyrene in the copolymer system tends to
alleviate the film loss during the wet process
because it does not contain a polar group in the
structure. One commercially available CAR resist
was also included in the comparison with equivalent
development condition. No noticeable thickness
change was observed in this resist.

polystyrene works as a dissolution inhibitor,
corresponding to a slower etch rate in the
development process than the PHS:tBA system. The
etch selectivity between the components of the
resist is clearly associated with the dark loss induced
surface roughness. In the PHSPS:tBA system, both
components of backbone polymer and PAG had a
relatively slower etch rate, thus resulting in a minor
degradation of surface roughness with the
development process. In the PHS:tBA system, the
backbone polymer and PAG had a significant
difference in etch rate. The faster etch rate
component tends to be removed first, and the slow
etch rate components tend to remain on the surface
for creating a rough surface. The commercially
available resist had a similar surface roughness as
PHSPS:tBA 074 system with minor dark loss
induced surface roughness.

Fig. 9. (a) Film thickness change and (b) RMS change
with the development time.

Fig. 9 (b) shows the progression of surface
roughens with development time in PHS:tBA,
PHSPS:tBA 074, PHSPS:tBA 075, and the
commercial resist. The general trend was observed
as the surface roughness increased with the
development time among all the tested samples. The
reduction in film loss in the presence of polystyrene
can also be attributed to a reduction in the
degradation of surface roughness. The amount of
polystyrene in the two PHSPS:tBA systems also
significantly affected the surface roughness.
PHSPS:tBA 074 has 24% of polystyrene than 19%
in 075 in the copolymer system, resulting in an RMS
difference from 0.4 nm to 1.01 nm under 110 s of
development process. The presence of PAG and
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Fig. 10. PAG loading to (a) film thickness change and (b)
RMS change with the development time in the resist
system of PHSPS:tBA 074 with TBAL.

Fig. 10 (a) shows the film loss with development
time in the PHSPS:tBA 074 resist with 1.5 wt% of
TBAL and PAG loading of 15, 20, and 25 wt%.
Similar results are also observed in Fig. 9 (a). No
obvious film loss was observed with the increase of
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development time. The change in film thickness was
within the sample variation. Fig. 10 (b) shows the
RMS performance with the development time
between the PAG loading tested conditions. In
general, the surface roughness increased with
development time. The high concentration of PAG
has the lowest RMS. PAG was added to reduce the
etch selectivity between resist components. Fig. 11
shows a PSD comparison between the PAG loading
tested conditions. The tested condition with 15 wt%
of PAG had a high PSD within the most frequency
domain. The correlation length beyond 100 nm was
not considered due the lack of data points within the
limited scan area. By increasing the PAG loading
from 15 wt% to 25 wt%, a change in correlation
length in spatial frequency was observed. The
correlation length increased from 33 nm to close to
100 nm. The presence of PAG affects both average
surface roughness and the spatial frequency of
surface topography from the PSD observation.

Fig. 11. PSD comparison of PAG loading tested
conditions in the resist system of PHSPS:tBA 074 and
TBAL at development of 45 s.

4. Summary and Conclusion
In summary, the surface topography of an EUV
photoresist was characterized by AFM. In a
particular CAR system, the photochemistry and
dark loss were the main contributors to the overall
surface variation. An extensive study was conducted
to evaluate the effect of dark loss including the
backbone polymer system and PAG loading. The
AFM data was processed and extracted to determine
the height histogram, line scan, area ratio
calculation, and PSD. Form this information, the
dark loss induced surface roughness can be
attributed to the competition of etch selectivity in
resist components. When the etch selectivity is
relatively low as well as low film loss, the dark loss

induced surface roughness remains relatively
smooth. In the case of a high etch selectivity
between the components, a substantial difference in
etch rate in the deprotection front led to a high
surface roughness as well as a change of correlation
length in PSD and skewness in the height histogram.
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New Approaches to EUV Photoresists: Studies of
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Low stochastics, high sensitivity photoresists remain a goal for EUV lithography. Here we
present studies of two polymer systems that attempt to make improvements to these resist
characteristics using two different chemical approaches. In one system we work on
scissionable poly(phthalaldehyde) modified to enable incorporation of photoactive units on
each repeat unit of the polymer chain. In a second system we explore peptoid polymers that
possess identical molecular size and composition with much higher molecular uniformity
than possible by conventional synthetic techniques. We report the results of exposure of these
materials to EUV exposures and the chemical changes that occur.
Keywords: Scissionable polymers, EUV photolithography, stochastics control, peptoid

1. Introduction
An ongoing challenge in the development of
EUV photoresists is solving the issue of stochastics,
that is, the random probability distributions of
exposure, molecular size and molecular
composition which ultimately lead to imperfections
in pattern formation. For example, in a classical
chemically amplified photoresist there is: i)
heterogeneity in polymer composition and ii) in the
blending of the photoresist and photoactive
additives [1]. The effect of inhomogeneity is
believed to contribute to line edge roughness and
defect formation among other issues. In most
polymer preparation methods in which several
building blocks are incorporated, further
compositional heterogeneity results from the
statistical nature of random copolymerization.
A very effective approach in producing high
resolution photoresists has been to create
nanoparticle lithographic systems where the basic
building blocks are so small that molecular
homogeneity becomes simpler to achieve [2].
Nevertheless, there remain advantages in working
with polymer systems if stochastics can be
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addressed. In this report we discuss two approaches,
one based on a polymer that depolymerizes and a
second in which synthetic chemistry is used that
enables the preparation of polymers chains that are
identical in composition and identical in molecular
weight.
Chain scissionable polymers are polymers that
will depolymerize under different stimuli including
acid, base, and free radicals [3]. These polymers
have been investigated in the development of
photoresists and other degradable materials [4]. The
scissionable polymer family we have studied, based
on poly(phthalaldehyde), (PPA), has been
previously used in high resolution photolithography
as, for example, mask making [5] and is of interest
as a substrate material in the new field of vanishing
electronics. The PPA backbone consists of acetal
linkages that are very sensitive to acids. Upon
exposure to acids, the polymer chain depolymerizes
to its corresponding monomers.
In our study we have modified the basic building
block by adding a substituent in order to incorporate
units that make the basic polymer both more
susceptible to EUV exposure and more likely to
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depolymerize after exposure while remaining stable
in the absence of radiation. Each chain is made of
identical building blocks and by using anionic
polymerization has a very narrow molecular weight.
Our premise is that while the polymer itself may not
be of uniform molecular size (although with narrow
dispersity as it is made by living polymerization
methods), this is less important because the
patterning mechanism involves depolymerization
(conversion of polymer to monomer) and removal
of the polymer in the exposed area.
In a second resist material, we explore the
construction of polymers derived from peptoid units
[6]. This polymer family, prepared using a robot
synthesizer system originally developed for protein
synthesis, is produced on a polymer substrate and
can be made in gram quantities. Attachment to a
substrate enables exquisite control of the polymer
formation chemistry. The number of units in each
chain is identical and the average composition is
identical, thus minimizing issues of compositional
statistics. The efficiency of peptoid preparation
(compared to peptides) means that resist molecules
ranging from 10 to 20 or more repeat units are easily
produced. Recent simulations by researchers at
Lawrence Berkeley have shown very interesting
scission behavior of amide bonds under EUV
radiation [7]. Both the potential for molecular
weight control and these simulations prompt our
studies.
Our expectation is that these approaches to EUV
lithography will help to limit the defects present in
an EUV patterning regime, by minimizing the
stochastic nature of light-matter interactions
through extreme homogeneity in chemical structure
and resulting chemical reactivity [8]. At the same
time these strategies take advantage of the inherent
flexibility of molecular design afforded by polymer
synthesis and do not require completely new
processes or entirely new molecular systems.
Studies of the results of exposure to EUV
radiation and preliminary studies of the lithographic
performance of these resist systems have been
carried out and will be discussed.
2. Experimental
All reagents were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich, Millipore Sigma, TCI America, and
Oakwood Products at the highest purity available
and used without further purification.
2.1. Synthesis of polyphthalaldehyde (PPA)
scissionable polymers
To a Schlenk flask phthalaldehyde monomer and
72

alcoholic initiator were added. The solids were
dissolved in THF and then solution cooled to -78 °C.
Base initiator was then added and the reaction
stirred while maintaining at -78 °C for 3 h. End
group reagents and pyridine were added and the
mixture stirred overnight at –78 °C. The resulting
polymer was precipitated in methanol and washed
using methanol. The polymers were further purified
by dissolving in dichloromethane and reprecipitating into methanol. The synthesis is shown
in Figure 1.
Photoresist solution containing 5 wt.% polymer
in cyclohexanone blended with PAG was prepared
in varying ratios of 10-20 wt.% to PPA. The solution
was then spin coated onto a silicon wafer at 3000
rpm for 1 min and post baked at 90°C for 1 min to
remove excessive solvent.

Fig. 1. Synthesis of PPA polymers. R represents a
substituent group chosen for a specific functionality or
reactivity.

2.2. Synthesis of peptoid photoresists
To start the preparation, 500 mg of 2-chlorotrityl
chloride resin with a loading of 1.7 mmol g-1 was
swelled in dichloroethane (DCE) and washed with
dimethyl-formamide
(DMF).
The
first
bromoacetylation step was carried out by adding 10
mL of 0.15 M bromoacetic acid (BAA) in DCE and
1 mL of N, N-diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) to the
resin and bubbling with nitrogen for 45 minutes.
The resin was then washed repeatedly with DMF.
Amination was performed by reacting the acylated
resin with 2 M of the amine in DMF for 60 minutes.
Additional bromoacetylation steps were conducted
with 1.2 M BAA and 1.4 M N, N’-diisopropyl
carbodiimide (DIC) in DMF. Cleavage was
accomplished
by
treatment
with
20%
hexafluoroisopropanol in dichloromethane (DCM).
The resin was filtered, and the solution was
concentrated via rotary evaporation. The resulting
solid was dissolved in 1:1 acetonitrile/water and
lyophilized to powder. Product purity was evaluated
using LC-MS with an acetonitrile-water gradient.
2.3. Lithographic characterization
DUV exposure was conducted on ASML PAS
5500/300C DUV Wafer Stepper. E-beam
lithography was carried out on a JEOL 6300 e-beam
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lithography tool. The resulting patterns were
characterized by, for example, us of an AsylumMFP3D-Bio-AFM-SPM.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Phthalaldehyde scissionable polymers
In this study, we focus on the synthesis of PPA
derivatives, via metal-free anionic polymerization
of phthalaldehyde derivatives. Not only can this
method produce linear PPAs with tunable molecular
weights and low dispersity, but also provides the
possibility to introduce extra functional groups at
the chain ends.
We focused on the investigation of substituted
PPA photoresists, which are designed to minimize
stochastic issues present in multicomponent EUV
resists by direct attachment of PAG units along the
backbone. The performance of PPAs as photoresist
materials were investigated by means of DUV
(Figure
2a)
and
e-beam
(Figure
2b)
photolithography.

Fig. 2. Line pattern measured using AFM; (a) after DUV
exposure (~50 mJ/cm2), feature size 512 nm, (b) after
exposure to 75 μC/cm2 e-beam radiation. feature size of
400 nm.

As seen in Figure 2, both 512 nm and 400 nm
lines were easily resolved under DUV and e-beam
exposure, respectively. Studies of EUV exposures
will also be reported.
3.2. Controlled length peptoid photoresists
Resolution in photoresists is controlled by the
solubility difference between exposed and
unexposed regions. Similarly, line edge roughness

has been correlated to inhomogeneities in regions of
the resist possessing both soluble and insoluble
components
after
exposure
[9].
These
inhomogeneities are partially the result of
stochastics in the initial distribution of photoacid
generators and solubility change groups [10].
Minimizing such variations via control of the
polymer’s molecular size is crucial to achieving the
lithography performance requirements set by the
IEEE IRDS [11]. As resolution and line edge
roughness requirements approach the size of sub 10
nm traditional photoresist design or more recent
orthogonal methods employing electrochemistry
and photochemistry [12] may be inadequate for
developing future generations of photoresists.
Peptoids possess repeat units built from Nsubstituted glycines. Compared to peptides,
peptoids present numerous advantages including a
wider range of functional groups and lower-cost.
More efficient synthesis enables production of
higher molecular weights with high precision when
compared to protein synthesis in molecular weight
ranges suitable for photoresists [13]. While peptoids
can be produced via ring opening polymerization of
N-carboxyanhydrides, perfect precise molecular
weight control requires the use of solid-phase
supports. The most well-developed solid-phase
method is the submonomer synthesis (SMS), which
combines two types of repeat units, primary amines
and bromoacetic acid, in a stepwise manner (Figure
3).

Fig. 3. Sub-monomer synthesis of a peptoid.

The extensive number of commercially available
primary amines and the ease of synthesizing novel
ones enable a high degree of molecular complexity
to be implemented into peptoids. SMS is also an
easily scalable process that allows gram-scale
synthesis of peptoids of up to 100 repeat units.
Anecdotally, amides are thought to interfere with
the chemical amplification process from experience
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in its early years, due to vulnerability to poisoning
by NMP; yet current resist formulations purposely
add tertiary amines to prevent dark losses. Recent
research has demonstrated that amides can
accelerate deprotonation of radical cations [14] that
form along the polymer backbone upon exposure to
EUV. This feature helps to prevent recombination
with other radicals and increases acid generation,
thereby enhancing sensitivity [15].
Our goal in these studies was to design peptoids
that incorporate chemical moieties adapted to
functions such as adhesion to the underlying
substrate, etch resistance, and solubility switching.
As the peptoids examined are 10-mers, the structure
of the side chains is also carefully chosen to avoid
crystallization and tune the glass transition
temperature. Protecting groups serving as solubility
switches were selected with the goal of groups that
possessed a high radical cation acidity, a property
previously shown to correlate closely with the
sensitivity of EUV resists. While these initial results
show the potential of peptoids as photoresist
materials, the ongoing research is still at an initial
stage.

Fig. 4. SEM image of peptoid pattern formed after
exposure to 248 nm radiation and development.

4. Conclusion
To summarize, these photopolymers are being
investigated to explore methods for producing high
resolution, high sensitivity photoresists that
minimize
stochastics
issues
through
macromolecular design. Results of the preparation
and lithographic patterning of these materials will
be presented.
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The development of novel EUV resists is widely agreed to be one of the highest priority
challenges for the deployment of high-NA EUV lithography. One potential approach is the
multi-trigger concept wherein a reaction will only occur when multiple elements of the resist
are initiated concurrently and in close spatial proximity. The multi-trigger material presented
consists of a novel MTR molecule and a crosslinker, which represent the resist matrix,
together with a photoacid generator (PAG). Research is continuing to upgrade this resist, in
particular focusing on improving resist opacity and crosslinking density. Here we present
results from further work focused on the enhancement of the high-opacity MTR resist. A new
high-Z crosslinker molecule, mark III, has been synthesized and formulated in the MTR resist
to make the high opacity MTR compatible with the ethyl lactate and PGMEA casting solvents.
We report results obtained using the new MTR system containing this high-Z cross-linker
mark III, with a variation of process conditions and formulation variations. The lithographic

performance of a formulation containing this crosslinker, at pitch 32nm patterned on an
NXE3350 is presented. Furthermore, we have also investigated increasing the activation

energy of the self-quenching aspect of the MTR system. In the case presented, MTR8 has
a higher activation energy than MTR4. Having a higher activation energy is predicted to
allow the introduction of PEB to increase crosslinking and reduce pattern collapse, whilst
simultaneously preserving the self-quenching behaviour. We present results which show a
decrease in dose and Z-factor using MTR8 at this formulation ratio compared to MTR4.
Keywords: EUV lithography, Photoresist, Molecular resist, Multi-trigger resist,
Chemical amplification, Crosslinking

1. Introduction
As EUV lithography becomes established in high
volume manufacturing it has been necessary to
address many challenges with the tool and the
materials. EUV photoresists that have the
appropriate capability to support future roadmap
requirements remain a challenging topic. Currently
traditional chemically amplified resists (CAR) are
being used, but several novel approaches are being
investigated to support future patterning needs for
high resolution and sensitivity and low line width
roughness and stochastic defects. [1–3]. It is,
however, well-known that these resist metrics are
fundamentally linked in a tradeoff relationship, and
improvements to one often comes at a cost to
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another. For instance, the resolution of a CAR can
be improved by reducing the addition diffusion
length with base additives or bulky acids, but with a
detrimental effect on the required dose and/or the
line width roughness. Defectivity due to line
collapse, bridging or line breaks is an increasingly
common failure mode at pitches below 32nm.
Irresistible Materials (IM) is developing novel
resist systems based on the multi-trigger concept. In
a multi-trigger resist multiple elements of the resist
must be simultaneously activated to enable the
catalytic reactions to proceed. In high dose areas the
resist therefore behaves like a traditional CAR,
whilst in low dose areas, such as line edges, the
reaction is second-order increasing the chemical
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gradient. Effectively there is a dose dependent
quenching-like behavior built into the resist,
enhancing chemical contrast and thus resolution and
reducing roughness, whilst eliminating the
materials stochastics impact of a separate quencher.
In a chemical amplified resist (CAR) (see Figure
1, left hand diagram) the photoacid (H+) reacts with
a resist molecule and is immediately regenerated.
The resist molecule is altered from unexposed to
exposed in a single step. Quenchers and catalytic
inefficiencies remove H+, or reactions stop at the
end of the PEB, but otherwise the reaction will
continue indefinitely. In a multi-trigger material,
resist exposure proceeds via a catalytic process in a
similar manner to a chemically amplified resist.
However, instead of a single photoacid causing a
single resist exposure event and then being
regenerated, in the multi-trigger resist multiple
photoacids activate multiple acid sensitive
molecules, which then react with each other to cause
a single resist event while also regenerating the
photoacids (Figure 1, right hand diagram). In areas
with a high number of activated photoacids (higher
dose areas, for instance at the centre of a pattern
feature) resist components are activated in close
proximity and the multistep resist exposure reaction
proceeds, ending with photoacids regeneration and
thus further reactions, ensuring high sensitivity. In
areas with a low number of activated photoacids
(lower dose areas, for instance at the edge of a
pattern feature), the activated resist components are
too widely separated to react, the photoacids are not

Fig. 1.
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released and are thus removed, stopping the
catalytic chain. The multi-trigger resist creates an
increase in the chemical gradient at the edge of
patterned features, and reduces undesirable acid
diffusion out of the patterned area.
The multi trigger effect is due to the synergistic
combination of two main reaction pathways
together with a number of lesser pathways. We can
control the weighting of these pathways through
formulation choices.
In effect there are six
different aspects of the resist formulation that can be
varied to affect the performance, see figure 2. In the
MTR platform previously presented [4-10] it is
possible to vary the relative importance (or ratio) of
each aspect with a relatively high degree of
flexibility, to achieve various performance changes.
Whilst performance can be modulated through the
formulation ratios, further enhancements are
possible by optimizing the functional groups.
Research has been undertaken to improve this
resist, in particular focusing on improving resist
opacity and crosslinking density. Higher absorption
is a potential route to overcome the photon shot
noise limit in EUV lithography as well as potentially
improving the sensitivity to enable high volume
manufacturing at current source power output. IM
have added a high Z non-metal element onto the
crosslinker component of the resist.
The
formulations that has been tested often also does not
include an additional quencher which further
reduces the chemical stochastics, whereas a
extrinsic quencher was necessary with the standard

on left: Traditional Chemical Amplification; on right: Multi Trigger Concept.

Fig. 2: Aspects of resist formulation that can be varied.
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crosslinker to minimize LWR.
The results presented here show the third
iterations of this high opacity crosslinker. A mark III
high-Z crosslinker was synthesized with a modified
chemical structure in order to improve the solubility
in industry recommended solvents.
2. Experimental
The resist samples were prepared by dissolving
the individual components in ethyl lactate or
PGMEA. The solutions were then combined in
various weight ratios and concentrations to give a
range of formulations.
The resist was spun onto a commercial underlayer,
Brewer Scientific E2 STACK AL412-302. After
spin-coating of the resist the samples received a post
application bake (PAB) of 80 °C for 1 minute, when
using a track for film deposition, or 60 °C for 3
minutes at PSI. EUV exposures were performed
using the XIL-II interference lithography tool at the
Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland [7], and using
an ASML NXE3350 scanner. After exposure most
samples did not receive a post exposure bake but
were developed in n-butyl acetate for 60 seconds
followed by 15 seconds of MIBC rinse unless stated.
Some of the samples received a post exposure bake
of up to 80 °C for 1 minute where noted in the
results section. For the NXE3350 results, the
patterning was observed using CD-SEM and the
LWR and LER values are biased values unless
otherwise stated, and where the all LER and LWR
numbers are unbiased, 3σ, they are measured using
Fractilia software. At PSI, exposed samples were
analyzed with a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) in top-down view. Critical dimension (CD),
LWR and LER were calculated from the SEM

images with SMILE software. The baseline for the
optimization is the previously introduced xMT
resist system, shown in Figure 3, from which the
MTR1 series resist was developed. The molecular
resin has been modified, to increase the glass
transition temperature (Tg) (MTR2) and to modify
the activation energy of the molecule (MTR4 and
MTR8). A cross-linking molecule, which
incorporates a non-metal high-Z element, was
introduced in the system for increased optical
density. Triphenylsulfonium tosylate, which acts as
a photo-decomposable quencher in epoxy-based
systems, was added. [8].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. High Z crosslinker (mark III)
The Mark I high-Z Crosslinker chemical
structure previously presented [11] was once more
modified to enable solubility in industry accepted
solvents Ethyl (-L) lactate and PGMEA, and the
lithographic performance at pitch 32 nm patterned
on an NXE3350 containing this crosslinker is
presented in Figures 4 and 5.
The film thickness is 22.5 nm and no PEB was
used. A biased LWR of 4.2 nm for a line width of
15.1 nm was shown. Using Fractilia software, an
unbiased LWR value of 3.82nm was calculated at
best dose / best focus and the dose-to-size is

Fig. 3. Resist components in the baseline xMT system.
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Fig. 4. MTR4L3Y(2)-0 negative tone resist patterned at pitch 32 nm.

Fig. 5. For MTR4L3Y(2)-0: Left: Focus versus critical dimension; Right: Focus versus LWR.

54mJ/cm2. There are some bridging defects still
seen at higher doses, so further improvements to the
formulation, including ways increase the purity of
the formulation are being undertaken. Trackside
process variations to evaluate their effects on
bridging, include underlayer choice, and developer
and rinse conditions are underway. One process
variation which was explored was introducing a
post exposure bake (PEB). A PEB of 60 °C
resulted in a reduction in dose to 46mJ/cm2 however
the LWR increased by 0.2nm at pitch 32nm. A
further increase in PEB temperature to 80 °C
resulted in a further dose to size decrease to
41mJ/cm2 and a further 0.3nm LWR increase.
Overall, the lowest Z factor conditions occur with a
PEB of 60°C and is 4.1 x 10-8 using biased LWR
values.
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3.2 Process variation – film thickness for
MTR4L3Y(2)
The thickest film thickness tested using the
NXE3350 was 22.5 nm. A film thickness of 20nm
negatively affected LWR, so increasing the film
thickness could be favourable at p32 using the NXE
scanner. At PSI, 12 nm lines on a 28 nm pitch were
patterned with an LWR of 2.07 nm using a film
thickness of 25 nm. This used a 60 °C PEB and
the analytics were carried out by SMILE software.
Also patterned at PSI were 13 nm lines on a 26 nm
pitch using an 18 nm film thickness. These results
are shown in figure 6.
3.3 Comparing MTR molecules with different
activation energies
MTR4 and MTR8 molecules were synthesised

J. Photopolym. Sci. Technol., Vol. 34, No. 1, 2021

Fig. 6. Patterning of dense line spaces at PSI. Left: pitch 28 nm, dose: 37.2 mJ/cm2, CD: 12.2 nm, LWR: 2.07nm, Film
Thickness 25 nm. Right: pitch 26 nm, Dose: 37.2 mJ/cm2, CD: 13.2 nm, LWR: 2.58 nm, Film Thickness 18 nm.

Fig. 7. Comparing MTR4 and MTR8 dose to size, LWR and Z factor.

to increase the activation energy of MTR system.
In this case, MTR8 has a higher activation energy
than MTR 4. In the MTR2 resist it is seen that a
PEB is beneficial to mitigating pattern collapse, but
detrimental to LWR. Having a higher activation
energy should allow introduction of a PEB to
increase crosslinking and reduce pattern collapse
whilst avoiding an increase in LWR. The results
shown in figure 7 show a decrease in dose and Zfactor using MTR8 at this formulation ratio
compared to MTR4, when tested at PSI. The results
also show a Z factor improvement when using a
60 °C PEB, and initial results indicate that higher
activation energies do not show the significant rise
in LWR with PEB that was previously observed in
lower activation energy formulations.
4. Conclusion
It has been shown previously that Multi-Trigger
chemistry enhances the chemical gradient without

quenchers. Previous formulations have shown little
benefit from PEB. The high-Z MTR chemistry
however can be driven using external factors such
as PEB. New synthesis procedures have been
developed to produce novel molecules capable of
improving the Irresistible Materials Multi Trigger
resist which had previously shown 16 nm patterning
on an NXE3300 scanner. Improved absorption,
reduced material stochastics and improved
crosslinking are being addressed, and the materials’
patterning capabilities have been shown at PSI, at
the MET and on an NXE3350 scanner using EUV
lithography.
In this study, a new high-Z crosslinker molecule,
mark III, has been synthesized and introduced in the
MTR resist to make the high opacity MTR
compatible with ethyl lactate and PGMEA casting
solvents. We report results obtained using the new
MTR system containing the high-Z cross-linker
mark III, with a variation of process conditions and
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formulation
variations.
The
lithographic
performance at pitch 32 nm patterned on an
NXE3350 containing this crosslinker is presented A
biased LWR of 4.2 nm for a line width of 15.1 nm
is shown. Introducing a PEB induces performance
changes for the MTR4L3Y(2) resist.
The
sensitivity improves by over 20% with 80 °C PEB.
However, the LWR does increase with PEB by 12%.
Overall, the lowest Z factor (using biased LWR)
occurs with a 60 °C PEB temperature. The Z factor
is also significantly lower with FT 22.5 nm
compared to 20 nm. The thickest film tested using
the NXE3350 is 22.5 nm. However, at PSI, 12 nm
lines on a 28 nm pitch were patterned with an LWR
of 2.07 nm using a film thickness of 25nm.
We have also increased the activation energy of
the MTR system. In this case, MTR8 has a higher
activation energy than MTR4. Having a higher
activation energy should allow introduction of PEB
to increase crosslinking and reduce pattern collapse.
We present results which show a decrease in dose
and Z-factor using MTR8 at this formulation ratio
compared to MTR4, when tested at PSI. The results
also show a Z factor improvement when using a
60 °C PEB.
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EUV Photochemistry of α-Substituted
Antimony Carboxylate Complexes
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We present a new class of EUV antimony carboxylate photoresists with enhanced reactivity
and contrast, through the substitution of heteroatoms into the carboxylate. The lithographic
performance of (C6H5)3Sb(O2CCH2X)2 photoresists in which X = methoxy, bromine or iodine
is presented. The addition of iodine to the photoresist greatly improves dissolution contrast.
Utilizing in-situ mass spectrometry, we show how the identity and degree of volatile
photoproducts created during EUV exposure change with the composition of the heteroatom.
Keywords: EUV, Photoresist, MORE, Antimony, Photomechanism, α-Bromoacetate

1. Introduction
As EUV begins its incorporation into high
volume manufacturing, research is still required to
create better performing photoresists [1-5]. Many
novel chemical technologies are being studied in an
effort to create EUV photoresists capable of high
resolution, high sensitivity and low line-edge
roughness (LER) [1-8]. Since 2011, our group has
been developing Molecular Organometallic Resists
for EUV (MORE) [5-9]. One of the primary
objectives of this program has been to synthesize
and study compounds prepared from elements in the
periodic table that strongly absorb EUV light
(Figure 1A). This work has led to the development
of several EUV resist platforms containing platinum,
palladium, cobalt, bismuth, antimony and tin [9-13].
One of our most successful MORE platforms is
composed of antimony complexes of the type,
R3Sb(O2CR')2 (Figure 1B). We have prepared and
evaluated dozens of molecules within this platform
in which R and R' are aromatic, aliphatic, and in
many instances contain olefins [13-15]. Recently,
we have focused on the mechanisms of EUV
photolysis of non-olefinic antimony-carboxylates
by comparing variations in the structure of these
complexes with (1) the composition of the
nonvolatile photoproducts using TOF-SIMS [8-9]
and (2) the composition of the volatile
photoproducts using mass spectroscopy [12-15].
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Traditional Resists

MORE resists

(B)
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R'

R
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Sb

R
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R'

R

Fig. 1. (A) The periodic table illustrating the relative
EUV optical density of the elements. (B) General
schematic of pentacoordinate antimony carboxylate
photoresists.

Using ToF-SIMS, we determined that the nonvolatile EUV photolysis products were oxygen-rich
high molecular weight antimony polymers [8-9].
Using mass spectroscopy, we investigated a number
of interesting mechanistic pathways leading to the
formation of CO2, benzene and phenol (Figure 2).
In particular, using isotopic labelling techniques, we
have shown that the hydrogens that originate in the
α-positions of acetate ligands become the O-H
bonds in phenols but do not become C-H bonds in
benzene. To further explore the reactivity of the αposition in acetate ligands, we have explored the
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effect of substituting one of the hydrogens with a
heteroatom [16].
Here, we present a new group of antimony
carboxylate resists containing α-substituted acetate
ligands with improved reactivity. We evaluate the
EUV photochemistry of derivatives of triphenylantimony(diacetate) (JP-18) in which the α-position
has been substituted with iodine (PS-15), bromine
(PS-13), cyanide (PS-12), and methoxy (PS-14)
(Figure 3).
Additionally, we present mass
spectroscopic study of the compounds outgassed by
the bromo-derivative.
O

R
O

Sb
O

O

R

EUV
H

CO2

44 amu

OH(D)

74 amu

94 amu

Fig. 2. Exposure of JP-18 (R = CH3) to EUV light
yields CO2, benzene and phenol. Exposure of d6-JP-18
(R = CD3) to EUV light yields CO2, and greater than 95%
isotopically pure d0-benzene and d1-phenol [16].
I
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Fig. 3.

O
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O

O
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α-Substituted compounds studied in this paper.

2. Experimental
2.1. General
1,2-dichloroethane, hexanes, toluene, propylene
glycol monomethyl ether acetate, dichloromethane,
2-butanone and hexanoic acid were purchased from
82

Sigma Aldrich and used without further purification.
0.26 N Tetramethyl-ammonium hydroxide, water
and 2-propanol were provided by the facility where
the exposures were performed.
2.2. Photoresist Formulation & Coating
All photoresist films were formulated at 1.5-2
wt.% solids in 1,2-dichloroethane. Once solubilized
the formulations were filtered through 0.45 μm
PTFE filters and spincoated onto 4-inch silicon
wafers, precoated with an adhesion-promoting film
(crosslinked hydroxyethyl methacrylate/methyl
methacrylate copolymers). The spin conditions
were 2000 rpm for 45 seconds. No pre- or postexposure bakes were performed unless specified.
2.3. Instruments
Film thicknesses were measured using a J. A.
Woollam M-2000 fixed angle ellipsometer
equipped with Complete Ease software. The
thicknesses were fitted using a Cauchy model for
the photoresist and underlayer. The dense line
patterning exposures were characterized by a LEO
1550 SEM and a Zeiss Supra 55VP at 1–2 keV
accelerating voltage using an in-lens detector.
2.4. PSI XIL-II EUV Interference Lithography
Beamline
EUV exposures performed at the Paul Scherrer
Institut XIL-II beamline. 13.5 nm light was
generated by an undulator synchrotron source and
illuminated the photoresist samples as a spatiallycoherent beam of EUV light. Contrast curve
samples were composed of twenty-five exposures
through a 1.7 mm x 1.7 mm open frame in a
serpentine pattern with an index dose for reference.
High resolution periodic features were patterned on
photoresists by interference lithography exposures
using suspended silicon nitride membranes
patterned by electron beam lithography. Periodic
images were created on the photoresist film by
interference of two or more diffracted coherent
beams [17]. The aerial image produced with firstorder diffracted beams is half the period of the
original mask grating period. Our interference
exposures used a photomask capable of printing 50-,
40-, 30- and 22-nm half-pitch dense lines. Review
of recent advances in inorganic photoresists.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Lithographic Analysis of α-Halo Carboxylates
Resists
Our
baseline
compound,

J. Photopolym. Sci. Technol., Vol. 34, No. 1, 2021

triphenylantimony(diacetate) (JP-18), produces an
acceptable contrast curve when developed in water,
but shows no contrast when developed in hexanes.
However, triphenylantimonybis(iodoacetate) (PS15) provides dual enhancement in the form of
halogen reactivity and EUV absorptivity from two
iodine atoms per molecule. When developed in
water, the EUV contrast curve of PS-15 is very
similar to that of the unsubstituted triphenylantimony diacetate (JP-18).
However, when
developed in hexanes, PS-15 exhibits excellent
contrast whereas JP-18 shows no contrast at all
(Figure 4). Thus, the substitution of a single
iodine atom in the α-position of the carboxylate
dramatically changed the photoresists photoresponse. This result is surprising as no other
(C6H5)3Sb(O2CR)2 resists have high contrast in both
organic and aqueous developers unless they contain
olefins.
Development: H2O 30s

Relative Thickness

1.0

Relative Thickness

in water and hexanes. Using aqueous development,
compounds containing bromo-, iodo- and cyanoacetate ligands produced very similar contrast
curves to that of JP-18 with its unsubstituted acetate
(Figure 5A). However, the compound prepared
with methoxyacetate (PS-14), had poorer contrast
and did not reach full thickness at Emax. Emax is
defined as the energy to maximum thickness in a
contrast curve.
Carboxylate ligands with R' composed solely of
alkyl chains or aromatic rings without olefin groups
have no dissolution contrast when developed in
organic solvents.
However, we find that the
complexes prepared with acetate ligands with
methoxy, bromo, or iodo in the α-position show
remarkably good contrast when developed in
hexanes (Figure 5B).

0.8
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Development: Hexanes 30s
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Fig. 4.
α Contrast curves of triphenylantimonybis(iodoacetate) (PS-15) developed in hexanes (green) or
H2O (blue) compared to JP-18. PS-15 is developable in
both hexanes and H2O with good contrast.

After the success of PS-15, we prepared
derivatives in which bromine (PS-13), cyano (PS12) and methoxy (PS-14) were substituted in the αposition of the acetic acid ligands.
Each
compound was exposed to EUV light and developed

Fig. 5. (A) Contrast curves of α-substituted
(C6H5)3Sb(O2CCH2X)2 resists developed for thirty
seconds in H2O. Some heteroatom substitutions improve
performance (e.g. iodoacetate, bromoacetate) while
others degrade performance (e.g. cyanoacetate). (B)
Contrast curves of α-substituted (C6H5)3Sb(O2CCH2X)2
resists developed for twenty seconds in hexanes.
Heteroatom substitutions improve dissolution contrast in
hexanes.

3.2. EUV Outgassing of α-Substituted Antimony
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Complexes
Prior EUV outgassing studies examined the
production of dominant volatile species within a
series of alkyl and aryl triphenylantimonydicarboxylate resists. The generation of CO2,
benzene and phenol were found to correlate with
antimony-carboxylate bond strength [16]. In the
present study, we re-examine the in-situ mass
spectra of several triphenyl-antimonycarboxylate
resists to investigate carboxylate decomposition
pathways.
Our research has shown that EUV photolysis of
antimony carboxylates may occur by pathways
involving the cleavage of three different bonds
(Figure 6). Bond 1: cleavage of the antimonyoxygen bond leading to the formation CO2 and a R'
radical. Bond 2: cleavage of the oxygen-carbonyl
bond yielding an acylium ion and an oxygen atom
bound to antimony. Bond 3: cleavage of the bond
α to the carbonyl yielding an unstable intermediate
that can form a ketene through cleavage of the
oxygen-carbonyl bond. Deoxygenation and αcleavage reaction pathways can lead to crosslinked
antimony-oxide networks, as determined by ToFSIMS [16].

Fig. 7. Formation of (A) acylium ions and (B) ketene
both involve cleavage of the oxygen-carbonyl bond
resulting in a reactive oxygen site on the antimony core a
potential initiation site for the creation of crosslinked
antimony oxide networks.

Mass spectral analysis of the volatile EUV
photoproducts PS-13 showed a large quantities of
bromo-ketene and bromo-acylium ion (Figure 9A).
These volatile products are consistent with the
volatile products produced during the exposure of
compound MM-49, and suggest a mechanistic
pathway involving the cleavage of bond 2.

Fig. 6. Photolytic decomposition of organometallic
carboxylates may undergo three potential reaction
pathways: (1) cleavage of the antimony-oxygen bond, (2)
cleavage of the oxygen-carbonyl bond or (3) cleavage of
bond α to the carbonyl.

Previous studies of the d0 and d2 derivatives of
triphenylantimonybis(isobutyrate) (MM-49 and d2MM-49, respectively) provide a good background
for understanding these three bond-cleavage
reactions
[16].
This
compound
yields
dimethylketene (1) and acylium ion (2) upon
exposure to EUV (Figure 8). The mass spectrum
shows 2-methyl-isopropanoyl ion at 71 amu with
further structural corroboration by the tracking of
the d1-isopropanoyl ion at 72 amu from exposure of
Furthermore, dimethyl ketene is
d2-MM-49.
observed in both MM-49 and d2-MM-49 at 70 amu
which identifies the site of hydrogen abstraction as
alpha to the carbonyl.
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Fig. 8. Dimethyl ketene and 2-methyl-isopropanoyl
ions are generated during EUV exposure of MM-49.
Selective deuterium labelling of the alpha-hydrogen site
of the isobutyrate ligand (d2-MM-49) substantiates the
compositions of the photoproducts and cleavage of the
alpha-hydrogen to form dimethyl ketene (1) (70 amu).

J. Photopolym. Sci. Technol., Vol. 34, No. 1, 2021

Mass spectroscopy of the volatile products also
showed the creation of bromobenzene (Figure 9B),
suggesting the breaking of bond 3. This result is
quite surprising because previous work showed that
cleavage of bond 3 when X = H to create benzene
occurred < 3% of the time during the photolysis of
JP-18 and occurred < 30% of the time during the
photolysis of MM-49. Therefore, it appears that αcleavage of a C-Br bond is much more likely than
the α-cleavage of a C-H bond.

Fig. 9. Mass spectra of volatile products produced during

the
EUV
exposure
of
triphenylantimonybis(bromoacetate). (A) One of the products are upon
EUV exposure illustrating the formation of bromo-ketene
(3) and bromo-ketenyl ions (4) identified through the
isotopic signature of 79Br and 81Br. (B) Another
volatile product is bromobenzene.

4. Conclusion
We have shown that the addition of heteroatoms
in the α-position of acetate ligands can generate
antimony EUV photoresists with high sensitivity
and high contrast.
In particular, triphenylantimonybis(iodoacetate) (PS-15) shows excellent
contrast when developed with either water or
hexanes.
Evaluation of new antimony photoresists

containing heteroatom-functionalized carboxylates
has revealed a large potential for deoxygenation and
α-cleavage reaction pathways that occur during
EUV. Specifically, the compound substituted with
bromine (PS-13) outgasses significant amounts of
bromobenzene, bromo-ketene (3) and bromoketenyl ion (4). We think that a halogen in the αposition of the carboxylate ligand competes with
hydrogen for abstraction and generation of volatile
photoproducts. Additionally, this competition
reaction favors deoxygenation vs. decarboxylation
and would therefore increase the concentration of
reactive antimony–oxygen bonds and the potential
for an insoluble oxide network. This conclusion is
in agreement with the lithographic performance
demonstrated for α-halo substituted carboxylate
photoresists.
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Non-chemically Amplified Negative Molecular Resist
Materials using Polarity Change by EUV Exposure
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We examined the synthesis, physical properties, and resist property of the molecular nonchemically amplified resist materials.
By the condensation reaction of tri(4hydroxyphenyl)methane (HPM) and various bisphenols (BisA, BisAF, HPE, and TDP) with
4-bromoethoxyphenyl methyl sulfide (BEPMS), the compounds (HPM-BEPMS, BisABEPMS, BisAF-BEPMS, HPE-BEPMS, and TDP-BEPMS) containing sulfide moieties were
synthesized. These were reacted with silver trifluoromethanesulfonate and iodomethane,
yielding corresponding compounds HPM-BEPMSion, BisA-BEPMSion, BisAF-BEPMSion,
HPE-BEPMSion, and TDP-BEPMSion, respectively. They have good physical properties
(solubility, film-forming ability, and thermal stability) and high nega-type resist sensitivity
in an extreme ultraviolet (EUV) exposure tool, indicating these were good candidate to offer
higher resolution resist pattern.
Keywords: Molecular resist, n-CAR, Extreme ultraviolet, Negative-type resist

1. Introduction
Development of large-scale integration using
EUV lithography system has been examined and
just reached the early practical stage. However, a
suitable resist material for EUV has been under
consideration to offer higher resolution (R), lower
roughness of resist pattern (L), and higher
sensitivity under exposure tool (S). Then, there is
still no resist material satisfying these three resist
properties at the same time, i.e., the relationship of
R, L, and S is well known as a trade-off issue [1].
At the present time, the chemically amplified resist
(CAR) system has been useful method to form highresolution resist patterns, and there are many reports
concerning EUV resist materials [2]. Among them,
the molecular resist materials have also been
examined as higher resolution resist material and
expected to improve the trade-off issue as
mentioned above, due to that their sizes are smaller
compared to those of polymers and they have also
no molecular weight distribution. For example,
Received
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April  22, 2021

Ueda et al. synthesized calix[4]resorcinarene with
pendant t-butyloxycarbonyl group as a molecular
resist and it’s a thin film could offer a resist pattern
with 1.5 μm L/S using UV exposure tool [3]. Our
research group has also reported the development of
molecular resist materials based on ladder cyclic
oligomer noria (“noria” = water wheel in Latin) [4 12], tannic acid derivative [13], and telluriumcontaining materials [14, 15]. These molecular
resists have been considered to achieve higher
sensitivity, but their roughness of resist pattern
could not improve. Very recently, the improving
roughness of resist pattern would be the most
important issue in the development of highresolution resist material.
Furthermore, the
resolution of next generation EUV resist pattern has
been expected to offer under about 15nm, which
might not be applicable in CAR system, presumably
because of that EUV exposure might cause some
reactions to reach the unexposed area. Therefore,
non-chemically amplified resist (n-CAR) system
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has been attracting for next-generation EUV resist
material [16 - 22]. Thakur et al. synthesized
molecular n-CAR material having a fluorene
skeleton in the aromatic core and introducing a
sulfonium triflate group, and evaluated the resist
performance using i-line, DUV, and electron beam
(EB) as the exposure source. As a result, it showed
20 nm lines of resist patterns and LER was 5.69 ±
0.2 nm [23].
In this time, we synthesized the molecular resist
materials containing sulfonium triflate skeletons
which were expected to change polarity exposed by
EUV light. The physical properties (solubility,
film-forming, and thermal stability) and resist
property (sensitivity) of synthesized molecular
resist materials were examined to offer higher
resolution in n-CAR system under EUV exposure
tool.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) and acetonitrile
were dried with calcium hydride (CaH2) and
purified by distillation under reduced pressure.
Chloroform (CHCl3), hexane, diethyl ether,
hydrochloric acid (HCl), potassium carbonate
cesium
carbonate
(Cs2CO3),
(K2CO3),
tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB), 4(methylthio)phenol, 1,2-dibromoethane, tri(4hydroxyphenyl)methane
(HPM),
2,2-bis(4hydroxyphenyl)propane
(BisA),
2,2-bis(4hydroxyphenyl)hexafluoropropane (BisAF), di(4hydroxyphenyl) ether (HPE), iodomethane
(stabilized
with
Copper
chip),
silver
trifluoromethanesulfonate, and propylene glycol
monomethyl ether (PGME) were used as
commercially available.
2.2 Measurements
Infrared (IR) spectra were taken with a JASCO
FT/IR4200. The 1H-NMR spectra were recorded
on JEOL ECS-400K (400 MHz for 1H-NMR)
instruments in DMSO-d6 and CDCl3 with Me4Si
(TMS) as an internal standard. Thermal analysis
was performed on a Shimadzu thermogravimetric
analyzer (TGA) TGA-50/50H at a heating rate of 10
o
C/min under nitrogen.
2.3
Condensation
reaction
of
4(methylthio)phenol
and
1,2-dibromoethane
[synthesis of 4-bromoethoxyphenyl methyl sulfide
(BEPMS)]
Typical procedure: A solution of 488

(methylthio)phenol (22.0 mmol, 3.12 g), K2CO3
(85.0 mmol, 11.71 g), in acetonitrile (75 mL) was
stirred at 60 oC for 2 h. Then, 1,2-dibromoethane
(69.0 mmol, 12.9 g) was added, and the reaction
mixture was stirred at 60 ℃ for 24 h. After
completion of the reaction, K2CO3 was separated
from the reaction mixture by filtration on a
membrane filter (Millipore LAWPO 4700 pore size
0.45 µm) and the resultant filtrate was evaporated
under a rotary evaporator. The pure crystalline
white solid of BEPMS was obtained after the
purification of reaction mixture through silica gel
column chromatography (Eluent: chloroform).
Yield = 1.43 g (28 %). IR (KBr, cm-1): 2916 (ν CH2- of methylene), 1492 (ν C=C of aromatic),
1249 (ν -S-CH3 of sulfide). 1H-NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3, TMS) δ (ppm): 2.38 (s, 3H, -CH3), 3.74 (t,
2H, J = 5.6 Hz, -CH2-), 4.24 (t, 2H, J = 5.6 Hz, CH2-), 6.89 - 7.19 (m, 4H, aromatic H).
2.4 Condensation reaction of BEPMS and HPM
(synthesis of HPM-BEPMS)
Typical procedure: A solution of HPM (0.5 mmol,
0.146 g), tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB)
(0.2 mmol, 0.064 g), and Cs2CO3 (2.0 mmol, 0.651
g), in DMF (7.0 mL) was stirred at 80 oC for 2 h.
Then, BEPMS (2.0 mmol, 0.493 g) was added, and
the reaction mixture was stirred at 80 ℃ for 24 h.
The resulting mixture was poured into a large
amount of 0.1 N hydrogen chloride solution to
precipitate a solid, which was collected by filtration
on a membrane filter (Millipore LAWPO 4700 pore
size 0.45 µm) and washed with water.
The
obtained product was dried in vacuo at 60 oC for 24
h to afford a cream powder. Yield = 0.34 g (85 %).
IR (KBr, cm-1): 2916 (ν -CH2- of methylene), 1492
(ν C=C of aromatic), 1239 (ν -S-CH3 of sulfide).
1
H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, TMS) δ (ppm): 2.43 (s,
3H, -CH3), 4.28 (s, 12H, -CH2-), 5.40 (s, 1H, >CH-),
6.84 - 7.27 (m, 24H, aromatic H).
2.5 Condensation reaction of BEPMS and BisA
(synthesis of BisA-BEPMS)
Reaction of BEPMS and BisA was carried out in
the same way for the reaction of BEPMS and HPM.
Yield = 0.85 g (80 %). IR (KBr, cm-1): 2924 (ν CH2- of methylene), 1494 (ν C=C of aromatic),
1240 (ν -S-CH3 of sulfide). 1H-NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3, TMS) δ (ppm): 1.62 (s, 6H, -CH3), 2.43 (s,
6H -CH3), 4.27 (s, 8H, -CH2-), 6.71 - 7.26 (m, 16H,
aromatic H).
2.6 Condensation reaction of BEPMS and BisAF
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(synthesis of BisAF-BEPMS)
Reaction of BEPMS and BisAF was carried out
in the same way for the reaction of BEPMS and
HPM. Yield = 0.60 g (47 %). IR (KBr, cm-1):
2924 (ν -CH2- of methylene), 1494 (ν C=C of
aromatic), 1240 (ν -S-CH3 of sulfide). 1H-NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3, TMS) δ (ppm): 2.44 (s, 6H, CH3), 4.31 (s, 8H, -CH2-), 6.88 - 7.34 (m, 16H,
aromatic H).
2.7 Condensation reaction of BEPMS and HPE
(synthesis of HPE-BEPMS)
Reaction of BEPMS and HPE was carried out in
the same way for the reaction of BEPMS and HPM.
Yield = 0.70 g (69 %). IR (KBr, cm-1): 2924 (ν CH2- of methylene), 1494 (ν C=C of aromatic),
1240 (ν -S-CH3 of sulfide). 1H-NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3, TMS) δ (ppm): 2.45 (s, 6H, -CH3), 4.29 (s,
8H, -CH2-), 6.86 - 7.28 (m, 16H, aromatic H).
2.8 Condensation reaction of BEPMS and TDP
(synthesis of TDP-BEPMS)
Reaction of TDP and BEPMS was carried out in
the same way for the reaction of BEPMS and HPM.
Yield = 1.30 g (84 %). IR (KBr, cm-1): 2921 (ν CH2- of methylene), 1490 (ν C=C of aromatic),
1238 (ν -S-CH3 of sulfide). 1H-NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3, TMS) δ (ppm): 2.38 (s, 6H, -CH3), 4.25 (s,
8H, -CH2-), 6.91 - 7.28 (m, 16H, aromatic H).
2.9 Synthesis of HPM-BEPMSion
Typical procedure: A solution of HPM-BEPMS
(0.10 mmol, 0.079 g) and silver triflouoromethane
sulfonate (0.40 mmol, 0.10 g) in acetonitrile (5.0
mL) was stirred at room temperature.
Then
methyl iodide (0.4 mmol, 0.025 ml) added drop
wise to the above reaction mixture over a period of
10min for 24 h in dark conditions. The resulting
mixture was separated with membrane filter
(Millipore LAWPO 4700 pore size 0.45 µm) and the
obtained filtrate was evaporated under a rotary
evaporator to obtain the solid HPM-BEPMSion.
Yield = 0.103 g (81 %). IR (KBr, cm-1): 2979 (ν
C-H of methyl), 1725 (ν C=O of ester), 1205 (ν CO of ether). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6,
TMS) δ (ppm): 3.17 (s, 9H, -CH3), 4.33 (d, 12H, J
= 8Hz, -CH2-), 5.42 (s, >CH-), 6.86 - 7.98 (m, 24H,
aromatic H).
2.10 Synthesis of BisA-BEPMSion
Reaction of BisA-BEPM was carried out in the
same way for the reaction of HPM-BEPMSion.
Yield = 0.75 g (95 %). IR (KBr, cm-1): 2935 (ν -

CH2- of methylene), 1499 (ν C=C of aromatic),
1255 (ν -S-CH3 of sulfide). 1H-NMR (400 MHz,
DMSO-d6, TMS) δ (ppm): 1.52 (s, 6H, -CH3), 3.14
(s, 6H, -CH3), 4.33 (d, 8H, J = 8Hz, -CH2-), 6.60 7.96 (m, 16H, aromatic H).
2.11 Synthesis of BisAF-BEPMSion
Reaction of BisA-BEPM was carried out in the
same way for the reaction of HPM-BEPMSion.
Yield = 0.40 g (62 %). IR (KBr, cm-1): 2935 (ν CH2- of methylene), 1499 (ν C=C of aromatic),
1255 (ν -S-CH3 of sulfide). 1H-NMR (400 MHz,
DMSO-d6, TMS) δ (ppm): 3.18 (s, 6H, -CH3), 4.39
(d, 8H, J = 8Hz, -CH2-), 7.04 - 7.97 (m, 16H,
aromatic H).
2.12 Synthesis of HPE-BEPMSion
Reaction of HPE-BEPMS was carried out in the
same way for the reaction of HPM-BEPMSion.
Yield = 0.42 g (50 %). IR (KBr, cm-1): 2924 (ν CH2- of methylene), 1499 (ν C=C of aromatic),
1255 (ν -S-CH3 of sulfide). 1H-NMR (400 MHz,
DMSO-d6, TMS) δ (ppm): 3.18 (s, 6H, -CH3), 4.34
(d, 8H, J = 8Hz, -CH2-), 6.71 - 7.98 (m, 16H,
aromatic H).
2.13 Synthesis of TDP-BEPMSion
Reaction of TDP-BEPMS was carried out in the
same way for the reaction of HPM-BEPMSion.
Yield = 0.80 g (82 %). IR (KBr, cm-1): 2939 (ν CH2- of methylene), 1495 (ν C=C of aromatic),
1253 (ν -S-CH3 of sulfide). 1H-NMR (400 MHz,
DMSO-d6, TMS) δ (ppm): 3.18 (s, 6H, -CH3), 4.30
- 4.42 (m, 8H, -CH2-), 6.92 - 7.97 (m, 16H, aromatic
H).
2.14. Resist sensitivity
Solutions of synthesized molecular resist
materials were filtered through a 0.20 µm PTFE
syringe filter prior to spin-coating on 6-inch silicon
wafers. Spin-coating was performed at 3300 rpm
for 30 sec. to form thin films on the silicon wafers.
Then these spin-coated films were prebaked at 90
o
C for 60 sec. The film thickness was adjusted to
50 nm. The resulting films were exposed to EUV
lithography (energetic EQ-10M). The area of
exposure was approximately 1 × 1 cm2. After the
exposure, the silicon wafer was developed by
dipping in deionized water at room temperature for
30 sec. then rinsed in deionized water before drying.
The resist film thickness was measured with an
ellipsometry to obtain sensitivity curves.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Synthesis of molecular n-CAR materials
BisA-BEPMSion,
BisAFHPM-BEPMSion,
BEPMSion, HPE-BEPMSion, and TDP-BEPMSion
Condensation reaction of HPM and BEPMS was
examined using cesium carbonate as a base in DMF
at 80 oC for 24 h in the presence of TBAB as a
catalyst, to give a corresponding compound HPMBEPMS containing sulfide moieties in 85 % yield.
Its structure was confirmed by 1H-NMR and FT-IR
spectroscopy. In the same way, the reaction of
various bisphenols (BisA, BisAF, HPE, and TDP)
and BEPMS was performed to give the
corresponding compounds BisA-BEPMS, BisAFBEPMS, HPE-BEPMS, and TDP-BEPMS in 47 ~
84 % yields. Next, the reaction of HPM-BEPMS
with
silver
trifluoromethanesulfonate
and

iodomethane was carried out in acetonitrile at room
temperature for 24 h, to give a corresponding
compound HPM-BEPMSion in 81 % yield. Its
structure was confirmed by 1H-NMR and FT-IR
spectroscopy. In the same way, BisA-BEPMSion,
BisAF-BEPMSion, HPE-BEPMSion, and TDPBEPMSion were synthesized in 50 ~ 95 % yields.
These synthetic procedures are illustrated in
Scheme 1.
3.2. Physical properties (solubility, film-forming
ability, and thermal stability)
Physical properties of the synthesized molecular nCAR materials HPM-BEPMSion, BisA-BEPMSion,
BisAF-BEPMSion, HPE-BEPMSion, and TDPBEPMSion relevant to their applicability as EUVresist materials were examined.
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Solubility. HPM-BEPMSion, BisA-BEPMSion,
BisAF-BEPMSion, HPE-BEPMSion, and TDPBEPMSion were soluble in polar solvents such as
water, DMSO, DMF, NMP, methanol, and acetone.
Furthermore, they were soluble in PGME, which is
usually used when the resist materials are spincoated on the silicon wafer. They were also
insoluble in non-polar organic solvents such as ethyl
acetate, ethyl ether, CHCl3, toluene, hexane.
These are summarized in Table 1.
Film-forming ability. The film-forming ability
was examined by spin coating a solution of
synthesized molecular resist materials 50 mg in
PGME 1.0 ml on silicon wafer, and drying the wafer
in vacuo at room temperature. All molecular resist
Table 1. Solubility and thermal stability of molecular
n-CAR materials HPM-BEPMSion, BisA-BEPMSion,
BisAF-BEPMSion, HPE-BEPMSion, and TDPBEPMSion
( R )-BEPMSion

R
HPM

BisA

water

++

++

DMSO

++

++

NMP

++

++

DMF

++

methanol

HPE

TDP

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

acetone

++

++

++

++

++

THF

--

--

--

--

--

ethyl acetate

--

--

--

--

--

diethyleter

--

--

--

--

--

chloroform

--

--

--

--

--

toluene

--

--

--

--

--

hexane

--

--

--

--

--

PGME

++

++

++

++

++

PGMEA

--

++

--

++

++

++

++

++

++

190

279

263

247

2.38wt% TMAH ++
Tdi b (oC)

280

BisAF

a

++; Soluble at room temperature. --; Insoluble in at
room temperature. PEGME; Propyleneglycol monomethyl

ether. PEGMEA; Propyleneglycol monomethyl ether
acetate.
TMAH; Tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide.
bT i
;
Initial
thermal
decomposition temperature.
d

materials showed good film-forming abilities.
Thermal stability. The thermal properties of the
synthesized molecular resist materials were
examined by means of TGA. The initial weight
loss temperature was measured by means of TGA,
to be in the range between 190 and 280 oC, which
are also summarized in Table 1.
These are
adequate for application as photo-resist materials.
3.3. Resist sensitivity
Resist sensitivity of molecular n-CAR materials
BisA-BEPMSion,
BisAFHPM-BEPMSion,
BEPMSion, HPE-BEPMSion, and TDP-BEPMSion
were examined using EUV exposure tool.
Solutions of these compounds in PGME were spincoated on silicon wafers to prepare thin films of
about 50 ~ 80 nm thickness.
Next, the silicon wafer allows development by
dipping in deionized water at room temperature for
30 sec. The value of the thickness of remained
thin film was measured by means of ellipsometer
after the lithography process. These results are
illustrated in Fig. 1.
The thin films of HPM-BEPMSion, BisABEPMSion, BisAF-BEPMSion, and HPE-BEPMSion
were fully insoluble in deionized water after 20, 18,
30, and 30 mJ/cm2, respectively, i.e., E100 (value of
resist sensitivity)’s were in the range between 18
Furthermore, the photoresist
and 30 mJ/cm2.
contrast values γ could be extracted from these
sensitivity curves and their values of HPMBEPMSion, BisA-BEPMSion, BisAF-BEPMSion, and
HPE-BEPMSion were 20.75, 6.91, 4.60 and 20.41
respectively. These are also summarized in Table
2. These results indicate that HPM-BEPMSion,
BisAF-BEPMSion,
HPEBisA-BEPMSion,
BEPMSion are applicable to negative type EUV
Table 2. E100 (value of resist sensitivity) and contrast
value γ of HPM-BEPMSion, BisA-BEPMSion, BisAFBEPMSion, HPE-BEPMSion, and TDP-BEPMSion
E100

γ

HPM-BEPMSion

20

20.75

BisA-BEPMSion

18

6.91

BisAF-BEPMSion

30

4.6

HPE-BEPMSion

30

20.41

TDP-BEPMSion

-a

-a

a

Not determined.
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Fig. 1. Sensitivity curves of resist materials based on molecular n-CAR materials HPM-BEPMSion, BisA-BEPMSion,
BisAF-BEPMSion, HPE-BEPMSion, and TDP-BEPMSion.

resist materials. However, a good sensitivity curve
could not be obtained in the case of TDP-BEPMSion.
Presumably because of that transparency of TDPBEPMSion might be low due to tellurium, which has
high EUV absorption efficiency14,15.
4. Conclusion
In summary, we examined the condensation
reaction of trisphenol (HPM) and various
bisphenols (BisA, BisAF, HPE, and TDP) with
BEPMS, and the corresponding compounds (HPMBEPMS, BisA-BEPMS, BisAF-BEPMS, HPEBEPMS, and TDP-BEPMS) containing sulfide
moieties were obtained. The synthesized HPMBEPMS, BisA-BEPMS, BisAF-BEPMS, HPEBEPMS, and TDP-BEPMS were reacted with silver
trifluoromethanesulfonate and iodomethane to give
the molecular n-CAR materials HPM-BEPMSion,
BisAF-BEPMSion,
HPEBisA-BEPMSion,
BEPMSion, and TDP-BEPMSion. Their physical
properties (solubility, film-forming ability, and
thermal stability) could show good results, meaning
that they are adequate for application as photo-resist
materials. Furthermore, resist sensitivity of HPMBEPMSion, BisA-BEPMSion, BisAF-BEPMSion,
HPE-BEPMSion, and TDP-BEPMSion were
examined using EUV exposure tool.
All
compounds except for TDP-BEPMSion could show
the applicable to negative-type resist material, and
their sensitivities (E100) were in the range between
18 and 30 mJ/cm2.
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Irradiation effects of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) induced by
femtosecond-pulsed extreme ultraviolet (EUV) were investigated using Soft X-ray free
electron laser (SXFEL) for realization of next generation extreme ultraviolet free electron
laser (EUV-FEL) lithography. The sensitivity of PMMA upon exposure to
femtosecond-pulsed SXFEL was much higher than that measured for conventional
nanosecond-pulsed EUV source. The sensitivity enhancement upon exposure to
femtosecond-pulsed SXFEL is similar to the result obtained using laser-induced-plasma
based Soft X-ray laser (SXRL) (picosecond-pulsed EUV). This result speculates the
reactions induced by femtosecond-pulsed SXFEL and picosecond-pulsed XRL were almost
same, but it was different from those induced by nanosecond-pulsed EUV.
Keywords: Extreme Ultraviolet, Resist materials, Free-electron laser, Poly(methyl
methacrylate), X-ray laser

1. Introduction
It is essential for our lives to use electronic
devices. Lithography technique is very important
for producing them. ArF immersion lithography
has mainly used for the high-volume production of
the forefront of electronic devices [1, 2]. However,
ArF immersion lithography has reached the limit
of nanofabrication and thereby a new technique
has been urgently required [3].
Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography, whose
wavelength is 13.5 nm, has been recently adopted
by the semiconductor industry as the advanced
lithography technology to achieve further device
scaling. However, EUV lithography also has
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approached the limits imposed by single exposure.
Therefore, we must replace EUV with next
generation lithography candidates including
High-NA EUV lithography [4], next generation
EUV with the wavelength of 6.x [5], extreme
ultraviolet free electron laser (EUV-FEL)
lithography [6, 7], and so on. Among them, it is
thought that high power EUV-FEL will improve
both nano fabrication cost and throughput [7]. One
of the important characteristics of EUV-FEL is its
short temporal pulse duration, which arises from
the interaction between the ultrashort electron
bunch and electromagnetic field. Recently, FEL
which generates pulsed soft X-ray (EUV) such as
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SPring-8 Angstrom Compact FEL (SACLA) has
been developed all over the world [8].
Main-chain-scission-type resists have been
widely used for the fabrication of nano-devices
because they could fabricate in principle ultrafine
structures to the dimensions of the monomers they
consist
of.
Among
them,
poly(methyl
methacrylate)
(PMMA)
is
a
typical
main-chain-scission-type resist [9-13]. PMMA has
the capability for fabricating sub-10 nm half-pitch,
although its applications are limited due to its poor
etch resistance [14, 15]. The reaction mechanism
of PMMA upon exposure to radiation and electron
beam has been reported as follows [16-18]. Upon
exposure to radiation such as EUV and electron
beam, PMMA molecules are ionized and their
radical cations results in. After the detachment of
side chains from the radical cations, β-scission of
PMMA molecules occurs. However, the irradiation
effects induced by EUV with a short pulse width
and high power intensity in PMMA have not yet
been elucidated.
In order to make clear the irradiation effects by
EUV with a short pulse width and high power
intensity, the morphological and chemical changes
in PMMA induced by picosecond-pulsed EUV
were investigated using a laser-induced-plasma
based Soft X-ray laser (SXRL) in Kansai Photon
Science Institute (KPSI) [19]. It has been reported
that the sensitivity of PMMA upon exposure to
picosecond-pulsed SXRL was much enhanced in
comparison with using conventional EUV sources
[20]. The short-pulsed ionizing radiation causes a
unique reaction because of the high dose rate.
Further
investigation
of
short-pulsed
EUV-induced reactions in resist materials are
strongly needed for realizing EUV-FEL lithography.
An important feature of EUV-FEL is the short
pulse width on the order of femtoseconds. Because
EUV with a pulse width of less than picoseconds is
a novel light born in recent scientific and
technological developments, physical events and
chemical reactions in resist materials induced by
the short-pulse EUV are not sufficiently
understood. Therefore, it is very important for
EUV-FEL
resist
design
to
understand
femtosecond-pulsed EUV-induced reaction in
PMMA.
In this study, the sensitivity of PMMA upon
exposure to femtosecond-pulsed EUV was
investigated by using soft X-ray free electron laser
(SXFEL) in SACLA in order to make clear
whether the resist sensitivity of PMMA enhances or
96

not upon exposure to femtosecond-pulsed-EUV.
2. Experimental
Ultrashort-pulsed soft X-ray of SACLA BL1
was used as femtosecond-pulsed EUV source [21].
SXFEL is generated by 800 MeV electron beam
passing through an undulator. The pulse width was
70 fs and the energy was 92 eV, which is equal to
wavelength of 13.5 nm. The horizontal spot size
was 4.47 µm and vertical spot size was 3.67 µm
(FWHM). Because the maximum fluence on target
is approximately 100 J/cm2/shot, SXFEL was
attenuated below the ablation threshold. The
SXFEL shots were attenuated to suitable intensity
by using Zr filters having various thicknesses (0.1,
0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 µm thickness or these
combination). Details of the system have been
reported elsewhere [22-24].
PMMA (Sigma-Aldrich, Mw = 350,000) were
dissolved in toluene, spin-coated on Si wafer chips
at 2500 rpm (min-1), and baked at 220 °C for 15
minutes in air. The thicknesses of the spin-coated
PMMA samples can be controlled by changing the
concentration of PMMA solution. The samples
with the thickness of approximately 66 nm and 350
nm were prepared. PMMA films were exposed to
femtosecond-pulsed EUV. The irradiated samples
were developed in a developer (methyl isobutyl
ketone (MIBK): isopropyl alcohol (IPA) 1:3) for
60 s at room temperature (22 °C).
The surface change due to development was
observed by using atomic force microscope (AFM)
(AFM5300E,
Hitachi
High-Tech
Science
Corporation)
in
the
atmosphere.
The
three-dimensional profiles of PMMA surface were
obtained.
3. Results and discussion
SXFEL-irradiated PMMA surface was observed

Fig. 1. Optical microscope image of a surface of
SXFEL-irradiated PMMA film without attenuation
before development.
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without attenuation as already reported [23]. Large
craters with several tens of μm were produced on
samples as shown in Fig. 1 and used as a mark to
search the position of development experiment.

Fig. 4. Sensitivity curve of SXFEL-irradiated 66 nm
thick PMMA film after development.
Fig. 2. Optical microscope image of a surface of
SXFEL-irradiated PMMA film with attenuation after
development.

Fig. 3. AFM image of a hole on SXFEL-irradiated 66
nm thick PMMA film with attenuation after
development.

Subsequently, in order to investigate resist
performance of PMMA, SXFEL was attenuated to
suitable intensity by using Zr filters. PMMA
samples (initial thickness: 350 nm) were irradiated
by one shot of SXFEL and total exposure dose was
change by the combination of Zr filters. We
confirmed no holes or damages was observed with
microscope on the irradiated PMMA surface when
the intensity was attenuated to about 1/1000 using
Zr filters. Then, the sample was developed in for
60 s at room temperature (22 °C). Small holes were
observed after development. The holes appeared
after development on the irradiated PMMA sample
as shown in Fig. 2. Also, AFM image of the hole
on the 66 nm thick sample are shown in Fig. 3.
Relatively well-formed profiles were obtained after
development by using SXFEL. The hole size was
consistent with SXFEL spot size.

The EUV pulse width of SXFEL in SACLA is
approximately 80 fs, which is much shorter than
conventional EUV and laser-induced-plasma based
SXRL pulse widths. In order to confirm whether
the resist sensitivity of PMMA enhances or not
upon exposure to femtosecond-pulsed-EUV
compared with conventional EUV and SXRL, we
evaluated the resist performance of PMMA.
Sensitivity of PMMA for SXFEL irradiation was
measured. Fig. 4 shows sensitivity curve of PMMA
with 66 nm film thickness after development. The
sensitivity of a positive-tone resist is defined as the
dose required to entirely remove the resist layer
after development. The sensitivity of PMMA for
femtosecond-pulsed SXFEL was determined to be
approximately 6–8 mJ/cm2. It has been reported
that the sensitivity of PMMA for typical EUV and
SXRL was approximately 50 mJ/cm2 and 2 mJ/cm2,
respectively [19, 20]. PMMA can be developed
with
lower
energy
deposition
for
femtosecond-pulsed SXFEL than typical EUV. On
the other hand, the sensitivity enhancement upon
exposure to femtosecond-pulsed EUV is similar to
the result obtained using laser-induced-plasma
based SXRL. Surprisingly, the sensitivity
enhancement is common to result obtained using
picosecond-pulsed SXRL. It has been already
reported that SXRL irradiation induced the
decomposition of both the main and side chains in
PMMA [20]. In femtosecond-pulsed SXFEL, the
same reaction in PMMA as SXRL might be
induced, so that the sensitivity of PMMA for
SXFEL irradiation was enhanced compared with
using typical EUV sources. Further investigation of
these detailed mechanisms are in progress.
4. Conclusion
In order to investigate the physical and chemical
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reactions in resists for next generation lithography
using short-pulsed EUV-FEL, irradiation effects by
femtosecond-pulsed SXFEL in PMMA were
performed. When using SXFEL with a pulse width
of femtoseconds, PMMA film was removed by
development after exposure of only 6–8 mJ/cm2.
Sensitivity of PMMA for SXFEL was much higher
than the value that measured for conventional EUV.
The sensitivity enhancement is common to result
obtained using picosecond-pulsed SXRL. These
results suggest the importance of a specific resist
design for next-generation EUV-FEL lithography,
which is short-pulsed EUV.
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Low energy electronic processes are key to chemical reactions during exposure of
photoresists in extreme ultraviolet lithography. To understand and optimize the functionality
of photoresists, it is of paramount important to assess the magnitude of the electron
distribution inside the material. While photoemission spectroscopy is being widely used,
vacuum barrier crossing and nonideal photoemissivity alter the measured spectra in a way
that prevents meaningful assessment of very low energy electrons. In this work we propose
a model to account for the physics of photoemission effects and to reliably estimate the
distribution from solid state matter. The model also provides a quantitative value for the
occupation function and density of state. We tested the model on the photoemission spectra
acquired on a prototype EUV photoresist and report here the results.
Keywords: EUV lithography, Electronic processes, Secondary electrons, Photoemission,
Photoresist, Photoelectron spectroscopy

1. Introduction
Recent experimental evidence indicates that
scattering processes involving electrons of very low
kinetic energy << 10 eV are the main driver for
chemical reactions in organic molecules [1].
Specific examples including electron scattering
studies on isolated molecules in gas phase [2,3] and
their role in desorption mechanisms [4] indicate
how electronic processes triggered by low energy (~
eV) electrons are at the base of most
lithographically relevant phenomena. For electron
attachment and dissociation where a molecule is
taken in the scattering process into an unstable
excited state with modified electronic and structural
configuration resulting in fragmentation and
desorption.
Low-energy electron-induced reactions have
substantial technological importance in Extreme
Ultra-Violet (EUV) optical lithography which uses
light beams with photons of energy well above the
ionization threshold and smaller wavelengths that
allow a jump in the high-resolution patterning of
thin organic polymer-based photoresist films.
Contrary to previous optical lithography
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technologies such as deep ultraviolet (DUV), in
EUV the amount of incident photons is about one
order of magnitude lower than it was when UV or
longer wavelength photons were used. As a result,
the exposure mechanism that leads to the
lithographic process is ascribed to the electron
cascade generated by the primary photoelectron
filling up the formerly empty electronic states in
absence of illumination more than the photoelectron
creation itself.
Photoresists (PR) for EUV lithography consist of,
as in previous technology, an organic polymer
backbone plus small percentages of photoacid
generator (PAG) and acid quencher to catalyze or
slow down the deprotection reaction, respectively.
These compounds are therefore known as
chemically amplified resists (CAR) since their
invention [5]. Due to the nature of EUV light and
electronic structure of photoresist material, photoabsorption mostly involves electrons energetically
located in the valence band occupying molecular
orbitals involving atomic O, C and H states whose
excitation triggers the production of primary, highenergy electrons [6].
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In case of PR made up of atomic species with
electron binding energies lower than photon
energies photo-electrons due to core level excitation
and related Auger electrons have to be added to this
scenario, a case which is not at issue here.
Owing to the electron mean free path of
photoelectrons, most of the kinetic energy and
momentum of primaries is transferred to PR through
multiple inelastic electron-electron scattering
events in sub-picosecond timescale, which generate
a substantially larger amount of electrons bond to
occupy low energy electronic states [8]. All this
experimental evidence leads to the conclusion that
low energy electrons are the main responsible in
starting chemical reactions in the photoresist at
variance with the early expectations. For
lithography engineers, the amount and distribution
of secondary electrons in photoresists during
exposure to EUV light is therefore key to assess the
efficiency of the litho process.
Though it is not yet entirely quantitatively
assessed the way these electronic processes translate
into lithographic performance (conventionally
described in terms of figures of merit such as
sensitivity, roughness, resolution [9], and
defectivity). Present contribution is devoted to the
presentation of an experimental method and the
model it stems from aims at establishing a protocol
to assess the total amount of low energy electron
production and their distribution among electronic
states inside the PR during light exposure.
Experimentally, the PR is exposed to the working
photon energy of ℏω = 92 eV and the distribution in
kinetic energy of emitted electrons per incident
photon Next(Ek) is measured in the region spanning
from the electron emission onset of secondary
electrons up to a few tens of eV. The Next(Ek)
distribution is modeled in terms of PR parameters
and the figure of merit of the rate of production of
low energy electrons expressed by an out-ofequilibrium occupation function f*(E), formerly
empty in absence of illumination.
Furthermore, it is worth to stress that the
distribution in kinetic energy and momentum of the
emitted electrons is deformed in energy, E, and
momentum caused by the PR-vacuum barrier height
χ, resulting in a net energy change, and reduction of
the normal component of momentum and
consequent electron diffraction. Because of the
barrier cutoff, the low energy end of electron states
with energies lower than χ is experimentally
inaccessible, a limitation which is overcome
performing a suitable extrapolation of the
100

occupation function obtained for the electron energy
above the barrier range. We believe that this
procedure provides a reliable estimation of the
energy distribution of electrons inside the
photoresist when the material is under illumination
in the light patterning phase of the
photolithographic process. The underlying
assumptions are discussed in light of the known
literature of photoemission from organic molecules
in the solid-state layers and some examples are
presented.
2. Experimental
Low energy electron emission yield studies of
EUV photoresists were carried out by electron yield
spectroscopy at the CNR-IOM synchrotron
beamline BEAR [10] (Elettra, Trieste-Italy) using a
photon beam of EUV light (λ=13.5 nm wavelength,
ℏω=91.9 eV) of ≈ 200 μm2 cross section area whose
intensity was calibrated by an absolute photodiode
AXUV-100. In this apparatus, samples were loaded
through an interlock onto a motorized stage located
in a vacuum chamber which had been evacuated at
a base pressure in the 10-10 mbar range for the entire
duration of the experiment. The distribution Next(Ek)
in kinetic energy of electrons emitted from the
sample surface was measured using an
hemispherical electron analyzer with resolution ΔE
= 0.1 eV positioned in normal emission with the
light impinging at 45° in s-polarization incidence
During the measurement, the samples were also
biased to a voltage of -30 V (kinetic electrons
energy where obtained rescaling by 30 eV) to get an
almost parallel electron beam in the region of fly in
vacuum and then to maximize the electron
trajectories collected by the electron analyzer.
Kinetic energy distribution of emitted electrons was
then acquired in the very low energy range starting
from the secondary emission onset and covering a
kinetic energy range ∼ 15 eV.
Photoresist samples consisted of a EUVpatternable blend of polymer (82.7 wt.%) and
photoacid generator (PAG) (17.3 wt.%). The
polymer was poly(hydroxystyrene) (PHS) modified
with 50% t-Butyloxycarbonyl (tBOC) protecting
The
PAG
was
a
group,
C16O3H18.
triphenylsulfonium salt, C23O3H17S2F9. Molecular
structures are shown in Figure 1.
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3. Analytical model of outside versus inside
electron energy distribution
An essential account of the model is given here,
referring the reader to a future publication for details.
First, the model accounts for the crossing of the
vacuum barrier which makes the electron lose part
of their energy, E, and momentum component along
the normal to the surface, z, with subsequent
refraction. The zero of energy distribution inside the
material is taken as the bottom of the conduction
band or LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied Molecular
Orbital,) according to the terminology of solids or
molecular aggregates (similarly, valence band top is

0

VACUUM

LUMO

The material was spin coated on blank silicon
wafers of 4” diameter, then baked at 100 °C for 60
s on a hot plate to remove the remaining solvent. By
tuning the spin coating speed, uniform film of 35 ±
1 nm thickness was obtained by ellipsometry. The
silicon substrate was then cleaved into 2 x 2 cm2
dices and kept in low vacuum until their loading in
the vacuum chamber.
The measurement procedure consists of a first
measurement of sample in pristine condition
(‘unexposed’). Count rate was obtained sitting with
the light spot at a fixed surface point with an
acquisition time of 1s which resulted in ∼ 2s of
illumination per kinetic energy point corresponding
to a dose ∼ 1 mJ/cm2 per kinetic energy point
resulting in a total dose ∼ 10 mJ/cm2 for 10 points.
Best effort was taken to minimize the sample
exposure which, according to the photon flux and
duration of the acquisition, is estimated to be ≈ 0.7
mJ/cm2 (much lower than the dose to clear and thus
negligible from the point of view of the chemical
changes induced). Afterwards, the sample was also
measured after having been exposed to increasing
amount of EUV light and comparable to the typical
dose-to-size for this class of photoresists.

HOMO

Fig. 1. Structure of the photoresist investigated,
consisting of a poly(hydroxystyrene) backbone with tButyloxycarbonyl protecting groups (left) and a
triphenylsulfonium salt as photoacid generator (right).

reported as HOMO – Highest Occupied Molecular
Orbital). The vacuum level is taken as zero of
kinetic energy of electrons emitted in vacuo
according to the relation:
E = EK + χ
The material is assumed to be in stationary
conditions at an out of equilibrium temperature T*.
The occupation of states by charge carriers is
described by an occupation function f*(T*).
The physical parameters in the model are the
position of the quasi-Fermi level inside the gap, EF,
the electronic affinity, χ, and the temperature T* of
the electron gas in the conduction band which is as
first trial entry assumed as a free electron gas with a
density of states g(E) ∝ √E, as supported by
previous theoretical result [11].
The Next(Ek) distribution of emitted electrons
results modeled through an integral on the zcoordinate normal to the surface on the portion of
light excited and out of equilibrium portion of
material of a combination of functions describing
the light attenuation, electron transport to the
surface and barrier crossing at its turn integrated on
the polar angle between electron momentum and
DOS
PE
Next(EK)
Nint(E)

χ

E (eV)

0

Ek (eV)

Fig. 2. Plot of the functions involved in the analytical
model for photoemission. HOMO: highest occupied
molecular orbital and top of the valence band. LUMO:
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital and bottom of the
conduction band. HOMO and LUMO are separated by a
bandgap. Vacuum level is aligned to the electronic
affinity χ (i.e., the barrier for photoemission). E is the
energy of carriers inside the material. Ek is the kinetic
energy of photoemitted photoelectrons. The electronic
distribution inside the material, Nint(E) is determined by
density of states (DOS) and occupation function (f*(E),
not shown). The distribution of photoemitted electrons is
Next(Ek) and it is a function of internal distribution in the
photoresist Nint(E) and of the photoemission model PE.
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4. Results
The experimental distribution Next(Ek) of
photoelectrons emitted from a polymer + PAG
photoresist film as a function of the kinetic energy
EK is shown in Fig. 3a. The spectrum presents the
typical overall shape of secondary electron emission
with a slowly decaying tail for EK > 4 eV and a peak
approaching the kinetic energy zero. The electron
affinity in model calculation is assumed to be χ = 2
eV and as a result the LUMO and band gap are
highlighted at EK ≤ - χ.
As entry value for the quasi-Fermi level, the work
using a linear assumption behavior of material work
function using the value 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = −2.5 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 with
respect to the LUMO level. Using a minimization
routine to fit to the experimental Next(Ek), the
temperature T* of the electron gas was found to be
T* = 15073 K. However, we could not find a
satisfactory fit in the very low kinetic energy portion
of the spectrum as evidenced by comparing the fit
function dashed line in Figure 3a with experiment.
This disagreement can be ascribed to a deviation of
the density of states from that of the free electron
gas because of the presence of localized molecular
orbital(s) close to the vacuum level. The large
electron mean free path of low E electrons can also
be responsible of overweighting the contribution of
emission from low energy states or even from
substrate. This effect, ignored in the model, might
imply an electron yield higher that PR.
Under the hypothesis of localized molecular
orbital(s), an additional term δ(E) to the density of
states g(E) can be introduced to take this extra
emission into account. The f*(E) function presented
here is obtained with this correction to the free
electron gas density of states. This calls for specific
theoretical calculations of density of states of empty
orbitals in this energy range to validate or reject this
kind of hypothesis.
In summary, the fitting function in the thermal
approximation seems to be able to provide insight
into the occupation of states in the conduction band

close to energy bottom in the region from LUMO up
to a few eV above vacuum level. Provided the g(E)
from theory or experiment, the amount of the
electronic states of the photoresist that are occupied
during the stationary exposure to the EUV beam can
be estimated, as shown in Figure 3b.
(a)

8000
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2000
0

-2

0

2

4

6

8

EK (eV)

(b)

Total density of states
Occupation function f*(E)
Occupied states

Function

surface normal with the rate of emission at a given
kinetic energy band weighted by the occupation
function f*. The functions involved in the model are
depicted Fig. 2. It should be noted that the model
does not require the modeling of the dynamics of the
cascade of secondary electrons being just devoted to
inferring from the experimental secondary emission
at what extent the low electron energy levels in the
material become occupied through the electron
cascade mechanism.

0.5
0

-2

0

2

E (eV)

4

6

8

Fig. 3. (a) Experimental photoemission data (black
squares) and model fitting (dashed blue line). (b) Total
density of states (dark blue line), occupation function
f*(E) (dashed yellow line) and resulting occupied states
in the conduction band of the photoresist (shaded light
blue area). The quasi-Fermi level is located at EF = –2.5
eV, and the vacuum level is located at E = χ = 2 eV. The
highlighted region below E = 0 eV (LUMO) is the
bandgap.

5. Conclusions
In this work we present an analytical model to
determine the inner distribution of electrons in a
material during exposure to EUV light from the
experimental secondary electron distribution in
kinetic energy close to the emission onset. Our

J. Photopolym. Sci. Technol., Vol. 34, No. 1, 2021

approach gives insight into the occupation of low
energy electronic states in the region spanning from
the LUMO and extrapolated data and up to states in
the vacuum level region.
Although there are aspects to understand and
refine, we believe that this method shows promising
validity and represents an example of how one can
experimentally determine and monitor the
distribution of very low energy electrons generated
in a photoresist under stationary EUV radiation
exposure conditions in the photoresist which have
energies below the vacuum threshold, i.e., that
cannot be measured experimentally. This model
provides for the first time a complete picture of very
low energy electrons, which are relevant for
lithographic purposes.
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Up to now, we have been researching methods for measuring the simulation parameters of
EUV resist. These parameters include the development parameter, the Dill C parameter, the
diffusion length of acid generated from PAG, and the deprotection reaction parameter. By
using these parameters, we have attempted to simulate EUV resist. As a result, we could
investigate the conditions for reducing LER and for enhancing resolution. We hereby report
on the methods of calculating the refractive index n and k values of photoresist with EUV
light (13.5 nm), which has been difficult to measure until now, and the Dill B parameter,
which is an absorption parameter. The three types of photoresists we investigated are the
main chain scission type resist, chemically amplified resist, and metal resist.
Keywords: EUV reflectance measurement method, Refractive index, Dill B parameter,
Main chain scission type resist, EUV chemically amplified resist, Metal resist

1. Introduction
As candidates for next-generation lithography
with a half pitch (hp) of 15 nm or below, the ArF
immersion multi-patterning technique and EUV
lithography are the strongest. As it uses multiple
masks and an etching technique, the multi-patterning
technique is capable of obtaining high resolution, but
its cost is high. On the other hand, the EUV
lithography technique (hereinafter referred to as
“EUVL”) is advantageous in terms of cost because a
single exposure is possible.
Research on the
photoresist suitable for EUV lithography requires
cost and time. As a method for solving this issue,
application of such photoresists to resist research
using lithography simulation is useful. Up to now,
we have studied the methods for measuring the
simulation parameters of EUV resist.
These parameters include the development
parameter [1], the Dill C parameter [2, 3], the
diffusion length of acid generated from PAG [4], and
the deprotection reaction parameter [5, 6]. By
using these parameters, we have attempted to
simulate EUV resist.
As a result, we could
investigate the conditions for reducing LER and for
Received
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enhancing resolution [7, 8]. We hereby report on
the methods of calculating the refractive index n and
k values of photoresist with EUV light (13.5 nm),
which has been difficult to measure until now, and
the Dill B parameter, which is an absorption
parameter, by focusing on the reflectance
measurement method.
The three types of

Fig. 1. NewSUBARU synchrotron radiation facility.
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Fig. 2.

Concept of reflectivity measurement system in BL-10.

photoresists for EUV we investigated are the main
chain scission type resist, chemically amplified resist,
and metal resist.
2. Experiment equipment
An overview of the reflection measurement
system [9] in BL10 of the NewSUBARU
Synchrotron Radiation Facility is provided in
Figures 1 and 2. SR light emitted from a deflection
magnet is monochromatized by a grating
spectroscope to obtain EUV light with a wavelength
of 13 to 14 nm. By arranging a 250 nm-thick
silicone filter downstream of the grating, it is
possible to irradiate the sample with EUV light.
Specifically, irradiated light is focused on the slit
through the plane-VLSG by means of the M0 mirror
horizontally and the M1 mirror vertically, and then
focused horizontally and vertically on the
measurement point in the chamber by means of the

Fig. 3. Appearance of transmittance measurement
system.
106

M2 mirror.
The radiated light is then
monochromatized into EUV light by this system and
made usable for the experiment. The size of the
focused beam is 0.8 mm (H) × 0.1 mm (V).
Figure 3 shows an appearance of EUV reflectance
measurement equipment. The intensity of the EUV
light irradiated on the resist was measured by a
photodiode.
3. Measurement principle
Figure 4 shows the measurement principle of the
reflection angle and reflection intensity. A sample
is placed on the rotary stage and irradiated with a
13.5 nm-wavelength beam, then the reflection
intensity is measured while the reflection angle is
changed. An SXUV 100 is used as the detector
photodiode, and the measurement condition is an
oblique incidence angle in the range of 0 to 90°. By
this method, it is possible to measure the reflection
spectrum at a wavelength of 13.5 nm.
The

Fig. 4.

Principle of reflection intensity measurement.
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reflectance R can be obtained by Formula (1).
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼0

Table 1.

Film information conditions.

(1)

Where, I represents reflection light intensity and I0
represents incident light intensity.
4. Experiment
We measured the refractive indexes n and k of the
main chain scission type electron beam resist ZEP520A (manufactured by Zeon Corporation), the acryl
resin-based EUV resist SEVR-140 (manufactured by
Shin-Etsu Chemical), and the ZrO2 metal resist
(manufactured by Litho Tech Japan) with a
wavelength of 13.5 nm.
Resists were applied to Si substrates with film
thickness of 25, 50, 75, and 100 nm.
The process conditions are shown in Table 1.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the reflection

Fig. 5.

spectrums of SEVR-140 and ZrO2-MMA resists by
the reflection angles respectively.
In both measurements, we could confirm a fringe
structure and obtain reflection angle spectrums.
We calculated the n and k values by means of fitting.
The fitting calculation to the measured spectrum was
performed by IMD software program [10]. At that
point, we conducted an analysis of the resist as a
single-layer film, but this was not successful. Then,
we employed a two-layer model, and the analysis
was successful. With a two-layer model, we could
observe the existence of a thin film layer with a
different refractive index of 2 to 4 nm near the

Angle reflection spectrums of SEVR-140.
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Fig. 6.

Angle reflection spectrums of ZrO2-MMA.

substrate. Figure 7 shows the relationship between
the refractive index n and the film thickness in each
resist.
The refractive index values n of SEVR-140 and

ZEP-520A were similar, and the value of ZrO2MMA was slightly lower.
Figure 8 shows the relationship between the
extinction coefficient k and the film thickness in each
resist.
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Fig. 7. Relationship between film thickness and
refractive index.
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The extinction coefficient k was highest in ZrO2MMA, followed by SEVR-140 and ZEP-520A in
that order.
Concerning ZrO2-MMA, it was
confirmed that the refractive index n is lower
compared to polymer-based resist. As metal resists
generally absorb EUV light, the extinction
coefficient k in ZrO2-MMA is considered to be high
[11].
5. Calculation of absorption coefficient
As the intensity of light is proportional to the
square of the absolute value of the electric field
amplitude, it is expressed by Formula (2).
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ∝ |𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸|２ = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸０ ２𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

−2𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

(2)

Where, ω represents angular velocity, k represents
extinction coefficient, and c represents light velocity.
This formula indicates that when light travels
through objects, the light attenuates as it is absorbed
by the objects.
The absorption coefficient is a scale which is
representing the strength of absorption by an object,
and the change in this strength can be expressed by
the Formula (3) in accordance with Lambert-Beer's
law.
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼0 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 −𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼

(3)

Where, α represents the absorption coefficient.
The relationship between the absorption coefficient
α and the extinction coefficient k is expressed as
Formula (4) in comparison with Formulas (2) and (3).
𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 =

2𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

=

4𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔
𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

(4)

represents wavelength.
The
Where, λ
wavelength at this point is 13.5 nm. Therefore,
based on the extinction coefficient k, it is possible to
calculate the absorption coefficient α. At this point,
when Formula (3) is deformed, it is possible to obtain
Formula (5) which expresses the transmittance T.
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼0

= 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 −𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼

(5)

When the path length x is equal to the film
thickness d, the absorption coefficient α serves as the
Dill B parameter and the parameter can be generally

Table 2.

Measurement results of Dill B parameter.

expressed by Formula (6) [12-15].
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = −

１
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

log 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

(6)

Table 2 shows the obtained Dill B parameters of
each resists. When the Dill B parameters of
respective resists were compared, the parameter of
ZrO2-MMA is the highest, followed by those of
SEVR-140 and ZEP-520A. This experiment also
confirmed that metal resists have a higher absorption
of EUV compared to polymer resists.
6. Summary
By using EUV light (13.5 nm), we measured the
refractive indexes n and extinction coefficients k of
resists by the reflectance measurement method.
We also calculated the Dill B parameters based on
the extinction coefficients.
As a result, we confirmed that the refractive index
of metal resist ZrO2-MMA is lower than that of
polymer resists and also confirmed that EUV light
absorption by ZrO2-MMA is higher than that of
polymer resists. This result is considered to be
derived from the metal. In the future, we plan to
measure n and k of metal resists containing HfO2 and
TeO2 when EUV light is irradiated.
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In extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography development, the reduction of line width
roughness (LWR) is a one of the significant issues. It has been reported that the LWR of
photoacid generator (PAG) bounded resist is lower than that of PAG blended resist. It is
considered that the chemical composition distribution of PAG bounded resist is more uniform
than PAG blended resist. However, it has not been evaluated systematically and
experimentally. In this study, we introduced the contact angle measurement method for the
evaluation of the chemical composition distribution between PAG blended resist and PAG
bounded resist. It is clarified that the resist thin film has a different chemical composition
distribution from the center to the outside of wafer regardless of the type of resists. In
particular, the chemical composition distribution of the bounded resist showed the opposite
behavior to that the blended one.
Keywords: Contact angle measurement, PAG bounded resist, PAG blended resist,
Chemical amplification resist

1. Introduction
Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography has been
used for the production of 7-nm node
semiconductor devices in 2019 and for high volume
mass production of 5-nm-logic devices in 2020.
However, the semiconductor industry continuously
requires more advanced device nodes. The next
generation EUV photoresist is needed to satisfy
with half pitch of smaller than 10 nm, sensitivity of
higher than 15 mJ/cm2, and low line width
roughness (LWR) of lower than 1 nm [1].
The origins of LWR have been considered such
as photon shot noise, acid diffusion for photoacid
generator (PAG) in the chemical amplification resist
(CAR), and the chemical composition distribution
in the resist thin film. Especially, several methods of
the chemical composition distribution analysis for
the resist thin film have been reported applying
TOF-SIMS analysis [2-6], MC-SIMS [7], and the
resonant soft X-ray scattering (RSoXS) [8, 9]. In
these reports, it has been considered that the
chemical composition distribution of the resist thin
film is not uniform in the nano-scale. However, the
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consideration of the photoresist design satisfied
with low-LWR has not been achieved yet.
Generally, it is known that there are two types of
the CARs, such as PAG-blended resist (blend resist)
and PAG-bounded resist (bound resist). The blend
resist is a mixture of the base-resin (polymer or
molecule), PAG, and amine additive in the solvent.
On the other hands, the bound resist is not a mixture,
because the PAG unit is contained in the base
polymer. The difference of the blend and bound
resists has been reported by many researchers [1018], and especially, Watanabe et al. have reported
that the bound resist is more less line edge
roughness (LER) than blend resist [11]. The reason
of low LER for bound resist is expected that the
uniformity of bound resist is better than blend one,
however, the chemical composition distribution
analysis has not been evaluated.
Thus, this paper is proposed that a method of the
contact angle measurement for the composition
distribution of the bound resist and the blend resist
thin films on the silicon wafer. The base polymer
used in positive-tone CARs mainly has hydroxy
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groups and hydrophobic protecting groups, and
PAG is hydrophobic because that does not have
hydroxy groups. Therefore it was expected that the
chemical composition distribution could be
evaluated from the difference affinity (between
hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity) by measuring
the water-contact angle on the resist thin film
surface. This paper focus on the evaluation of the
chemical composition distribution by the contact
angle measurement on the resist thin film such as
blend resists and a bound resist.
2. Experimental
The contact angle measurement was examined
with different the degree of introduction of PAG,
PAG structure, and the types of resist.
2.1. Materials
dimethylsulofoxide (DMSO), DMSO-d6, diethyl
ether (Et2O), tetrahydrofuran (THF), γ-butyl lactone,
propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate
(PGMEA), dimethyl amino pyridine (DMAP), 1-(3dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide
hydrochloride (EDC·HCl), and dehydrated
dimethyl formamide (DMF) were used as purchased.
hexamethyldisilazane
(HMDS),
poly(hydroxystyrene-co-tert-butylacrylate) (PHSTBA), triphenylsulfonium-nonaflate (PAG-1) and
triphenylsulfonium-triflate
(PAG-2)
were
purchased from Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Ltd. PAG-3,
4, 5 were provided by San-Apro Ltd. Table 1 shows
the structure of PAGs which were employed in this
study.
Table 1. Summary of PAG structures.
Structure
PAG
Cation
Anion
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PAG-1

C4F9SO3-

PAG-2

CF3SO3-

PAG-3

C4F9SO3-

PAG-4

CF3SO3-

PAG-5

CF3SO3-

2.2. Measurements
NMR (1H and 19F{1H }) spectra were recorded on
JEOL JNM-ECZ600R (600 MHz) spectrometer.
The peaks were referenced to DMSO (δ 2.50) in the
DMSO-d6 solvent for 1H NMR. Gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) was performed at 60 °C on
Waters Alliance e2695 HPLC system equipped with
a differential refractometer detector e2998 and a
variable-wavelength UV-vis detector e2410, using
DMF (10 mmol/l phosphoric acid and KBr) as
eluent at a flow rate of 0.6 mL min-1 with Shodex
AsahiPak GF-7HMQ columns. The molecular
weights were calibrated based on polystyrene
standards. The image of the droplet profile and
calculate contact angle were recorded on Excimer
SImage Entry 6.
2.3. PAG-5 introducing to the side chain of base
polymer (synthesis of bound resist)
It can be introduced into phenolic acid group under
mild conditions due to PAG-5 has carboxylic group.
Thus, the condensation reaction of PAG-5 and
PHS-TBA was examined (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1. The condensation reaction of PHS-TBA with
PAG-5.

PHS-TBA (1239 mg, 5.0 mmol), EDC･HCl (105
mg, 0.55mmol), DMAP(10 mg, 0.082 mmol) and
PAG-5 (311 mg, 0.50 mmol) were charged to 50 ml
two-necked flask and purged N2 gas. Dehydrated
DMF (10 ml) was added to mixture then stirred at
r.t. for 22 h. After the reaction, the reaction mixture
was poured into water (150 ml). The resulted solid
was obtained by suction filtration and dried under
vacuum for 6 h at 60 oC. The obtained crude
product was dissolved a small amount of THF, and
the mixture solution was poured into a large amount
of Et2O. The resulted solid (79% yield) was
obtained by suction filtration and dried under
vacuum for 6 h at 60 oC.
The ration of the microstructure of the PHS unit
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and the degree of introduction of PAG group in the
polymer was calculated from the 1H NMR peak area
ratio using the following eq (1), and (2).
[PHS unit] / ([PHS unit] + [TBA unit]) = (phenyl
/ 4) / [(phenyl / 4) + {alkyl – (phenyl / 4) × 3} /
12]
(1)
[PAG unit] = PAG / 18 ×[PHS unit]
(2)
The signals and their positions are as follows: 1H
NMR: δ 8.19-7.39 (PAG), 7.20-6.06 (phenyl) and
2.05-0.0 (alkyl); 19F{1H} NMR: δ -77.7 (CF3).
2.4. Photo resist thin layer coating on the silicon
wafer
The resist solutions were filtered through a 0.22
μm PTFE syringe filter prior to spin-coating on
silicon wafers which were treated by the addhesion
process by HMDS. Spin-coating was performed at
3000 rpm for 30 s to form HMDS thin films on
silicon wafers. Then these spin-coated films were
prebaked at 130 oC for 90 s. Then, the solutions of
sample #1-6 in PGMEA and sample #7 in γ-butyl
lactone were spin-coated on the silicon wafer to
prepare corresponding thin films. Spin-coating was
performed at 2500 rpm for 45 s to form thin films
on silicon wafers. Then these spin-coated films were
prebaked at 110 oC for 60 s. The resist thickness was
measured by the optical-interference-type film
thickness measurement tool (NanoSpec6100,
NANO metrics Inc.).
The average film thickness and the degree of
introduction (DI) of PAG (mol%) in each of the
prepared samples show in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of prepared resist samples.
DI of
Thickness
PAG
Resist
Sample
PAG
(nm)
structure
type
(mol%)
1

41

-

0

Polymer

2

45

PAG-1

2.2

Blended

3

45

PAG-1

4.3

Blended

4

43

PAG-2

2.2

Blended

5

43

PAG-3

2.2

Blended

6

43

PAG-4

2.2

Blended

7

22

PAG-5

5.2

Bounded

2.5. Contact angle measurement on the resist thin
layer surface
The contact angle was measured by the sessile

drop method. The measurement points on a 4 inch
silicon wafer show in Fig. 1 (blue dot). Ultrapure
water (18.2 MΩ) was used as a measurement
solvent, and the liquid volume was 2.0 µl (the liquid
diameter was calculated 1.6 mm when contact angle
= 90 o). The θ/2 method was used to calculate the
contact angle. The droplet images were captured 10
s after dripping. The average value and standard
deviation of the measured values at each distance (0,
20, 40 mm) from a wafer center were calculated and
plotted.

Fig. 1. Measurement points (blue dots) of the contact
angle on a silicon wafer.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Introduction of PAG-5 into base polymer
(synthesis of bound resist)
The reaction of PHS-TBA with PAG-5 was
carried out using EDC ･ HCl as a condensation
reagent under DMAP as a base catalyst at r.t. for 22
h, obtaining the polymer with Mn = 4,500 (Mw/Mn =
1.88) at 79% yield. The DI of PAG-5 as calculated
by 1H NMR spectroscopy was found to be 5.2 mol%.
Obtained polymer having PAG was poorly
dissolved in PGMEA, acetonitrile, and diethyl ether,
however, dissolved in γ-butyllactone, THF, and
DMSO. Thus, γ-butyllactone was chosen as solvent
for the preparation of resist thin film.
3.2. Contact angle measurement of samples with
different DI of PAG.
Figure 2-a) summarizes the results of contact
angle measurement of samples #1-3 with different
DI of PAG. The horizontal axis and the vertical axis
show the distance from the center of silicon wafer
and the contact angle of droplet, respectively. The
contact angle on polymer sample #1 (black triangle)
is 79.8 ± 1.5 ° in the vicinity of the center. However,
the case of the blend resists sample #2 (red circle),
and #3 (brown circle) are 81.3 ± 1.4 ° and 83.3 ±
1.6 °, respectively. As the results, it indicates that
blend resists are more hydrophobic than polymer
without PAG. PHS-TBA as a base polymer has
hydroxy groups derived from hydroxystyrene unit.
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Actually, the contact angle of the blend resist
increased from the center of the wafer to the outside
in our results too. However, the result of polymer
without PAG showed opposite behavior as shown
Fig. 2-a). As the results, it means that the contact
angle behavior changes between presence and
absence of PAG. It is suggested that the differences
in hydrophobicity between PAG and polymer
caused by the differences in the distribution of
contact angles on the resist thin film surface.

Fig. 2. Contact angle results of sample resists of a)
sample #1-3, b) sample #2, and #4-6, and c) sample #6
and #7. Polymer ( ▲ ), blend resist ( ● ), and bound
resist(■).

However, PAG is without hydroxy groups.
Therefore, it is considered that the reason of the
increasing of hydrophobicity on the blend resist thin
film is derived from PAG.
Interestingly, comparison of the contact angle
between the center and the outside of the wafer, the
contact angle tended to be smaller in polymer
without PAG and larger in blend resist. Kawai et al.
measured the refractive index and contact angle of
resist thin films composed of novolak resin and
naphthoquinone diazide after the spin coating, and
it is reported that the refractive index and contact
angle increased as the amount of residual solvent in
the thin film decreased [19, 20]. Furthermore, the
refractive index and the contact angle increase from
the center to the outside of the silicon wafer.
Therefore, it was considered that the difference in
the amount of residual solvent was caused by the
difference in the drying speed of the solvent
between the center and the outside of the wafer.
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3.3. Contact angle measurement of samples with
different PAG structure.
Next, the effect of the difference of PAG
structures was evaluated. The contact angle
measurement results of blend resists with different
PAG structures are summarized as shown in Fig. 2b). The contact angle of each samples increased
from the center of the wafer to the outside. Focusing
on the structure of the cations, samples #2 and 4
(blue circle) using PAG having three phenyl groups
had an approximate curve slope of 0.02 o/mm or
larger. On the other hand, the slopes of the
approximate curves of samples #5 (purple circle)
and 6 (pink circle) using PAG having four phenyl
groups were relatively small to be 0.013 o/mm to
0.016 o/mm, respectively. Furthermore, when
focusing on the structure of the anion, it was shown
that the slope of the approximate curve of C4F9SO3(samples #2, 5) tends to be smaller than that of
CF3SO3- (samples #4, 6). As the results, it means
that the chemical composition of the surface also
changes depending on the structure of cations and
anions of PAG, and it is considered that it is affected
by the difference in molecular size or
hydrophobicity of PAG. In other words, the
chemical composition of the thin film surface can be
adjusted by the structure of PAG. Since the chemical
composition of the thin film surface is more uniform
as the slope of the approximate curve is smaller, it
is predicted that sample #5 has the most uniform
chemical composition in samples #2, 4, 5, and 6.
3.4. The comparison of the contact angle between a
blend resist and a bound resist.
In the above, the blend resist was mainly
described however, the comparison with the bound
resist will be explained below. Fig. 2-c) shows the
comparison results of the blend resist sample #6 and
the bound resist sample #7 (green square), which
have the same cation and anion of PAG structure.
Surprisingly, the contact angle of sample #7 did not
increase from the center of the wafer to outside,
which is different behavior of sample #6. This
difference indicates the resist type introducing PAG
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into the base polymer affects the chemical
composition on the resist thin film surface. This is
significant result suggesting that the chemical
composition distribution of the blend resist and the
bound resist are different.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we evaluated the effects of
differences in PAG structure, the types of resist on
the thin film surface on the chemical composition
distribution using the contact angle measurement
method. The contact angle behavior of the blend
resists increased from the center of the wafer to the
outside. The chemical composition of the surface
changes depending on the structure of cations and
anions of PAG. The contact angle behavior of the
base polymer and the bound resist decreased from
the center of the wafer toward the outside. It is
clarified that the resist thin film has different
chemical composition distributions from the center
to the outside of wafer regardless of the type of
resists. Especially, the difference behavior of the
contact angles between blend resists and bound
resist are significant to understand the differences in
LWR performance. In the future, we will measure
the LWR of blend resists and bound resists after EB
or EUV exposure to examine the correlation with
the uniformity.
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Polymerizable Olefins Groups in
Antimony EUV Photoresists
Michael Murphy, Nitinkumar S. Upadhyay, Munsaf Ali, James Passarelli,
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College of Nanoscale Science and Engineering, SUNY Polytechnic Institute,
Albany, NY 12203
*rbrainard@sunypoly.edu
Many antimony-carboxylate complexes containing polymerizable olefins are highly
sensitive EUV photoresists. Herein we report two approaches by which we explored the
reactivity of polymerizable olefin antimony carboxylate photoresists to improve lithographic
performance. First, we explored the effect of replacing three phenyl groups with methyl
groups in an effort to increase the relative concentration of olefins vs. size of the molecule.
Second, we explored the effect of increasing the number of polymerizable olefins from two
to five. This approach examines the use of tris(4-vinylphenyl)antimony-dicarboxylate
complexes as photoresists and the developer chemistry capable of patterning highly
crosslinked substrates.
Key Words: EUV, Photoresist, Antimony, Carboxylate, Olefin, Crosslinked.

1. Introduction
To achieve the best possible resolution, lineedge roughness (LER) and sensitivity, many groups
around the world are developing EUV photoresists
containing elements in the periodic table that
strongly absorb EUV light [1-15]. Our group has
developed multiple organometallic resist platforms
including metals such as platinum, palladium,
cobalt, bismuth, antimony and tin [4-8]. We have
developed palladium oxalates that exhibit positivetone imaging, developed tin carboxylates that
exhibit very low line-edge roughness, and
developed antimony-carboxylates that exhibit
excellent photospeed [4-8].
Two of the first antimony resists developed by
our group were triphenylantimonydiacrylate (JP20) and triphenylantimonybis(4-vinylbenzoate)
(JP-30) [7]. Upon exposure to EUV light, JP-20
produces contrast curves with high photosensitivity
and high contrast (Figure 1A). This resist also
resolves negative-tone dense-line patterns down to
16-nm half-pitch at very low doses using either
hexanes or water as developers (Figure 1B).
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Unfortunately, however, the dense-line patterns of
JP-20 are very sensitive to SEM electrons (~1 keV)
such that the dense lines evaporate after two scans.
JP-30 is a also fairly sensitive photoresist, but it is
not quite as sensitive as JP-20.
It provides
contrast curves exhibiting high speed and high
contrast, and prints dense-line patterns with
resolution down to 22 nm (Figure 2). Unlike JP20, however, JP-30 is very stable in the SEM.
JP-20 and JP-30 demonstrate a performance
trade-off. Both compounds contain two olefins,
but vary greatly in molecular weight and carbon
content.
The smaller JP-20 is faster, but
evaporates quickly in the SEM; the larger JP-30 is
about three times slower, but is perfectly stable in
the SEM. Additional work by our group
demonstrated a strong correlation between the
sensitivity of olefin-containing antimony resists and
the relative concentrations of olefins in the
compound, known as the Polymerizable Olefin
Loading (POL) [7]. The POL value is equal to the
number of polymerizable olefins in a molecule
divided by the number of atoms excluding hydrogen.
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In this paper, we explored the extremes of our
sensitivity/POL correlation using two approaches.
First, we increased the relative olefin concentration
(POL) in the resists by replacing the three aromatic
groups bound directly to antimony with methyl
groups. Second, we increased the number of
olefins from two to five (Figure 3).

JP-30

O

O

Sb
O

O
H 3C
O

O

Sb
O

CH3

(1)

O

(2)

O

CH3

JP-36

O

Sb
LD-1

O

O

Fig. 3. Two strategies were explored to improve upon
the performance vs. JP-30: (1) Enhance photoreactivity
by decreasing the size of the R group. (2) Increase the
number of olefins/molecule.

Fig. 1. Contrast curves of JP-20 developed in water
and in hexanes. The patterning capabilities of JP-20
developed in hexanes and water. High resolution was
achieved with exceptional photosensitivity although
pattern collapse dominated below 30-nm half-pitch.

(A)
O

O

Sb
Hexanes 30s

(B)

O

O

2.2. Photoresist Formulation & Coating
All photoresist films were formulated at 1.5-2
wt.% solids in 1,2-dichloroethane. Once solubilized
the formulations were filtered through 0.45 μm
PTFE filters and spincoated onto 4-inch silicon
wafers, precoated with an adhesion-promoting film
(crosslinked hydroxyethyl methacrylate/methyl
methacrylate copolymers). The spin conditions
were 2000 rpm for 45 seconds. No pre- or postexposure bakes were performed unless specified.

JP-30

Fig. 2. (A) Contrast curves of triphenylantimony-(4vinylbenzoate)2 (JP-30) developed thirty seconds in
hexanes and one hundred eighty seconds in H2O. (B)
Dense pattern imaging of JP-30 (“h/p” means halfpitch) [17].

2. Experimental
2.1. General
1,
2-dichloroethane,
hexanes,
toluene,
propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate,
dichloromethane, 2-butanone and hexanoic acid
118

were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used
without further purification. 0.26 N Tetramethylammonium hydroxide, water and 2-propanol were
provided by the facility where the exposures were
performed.

2.3. Instruments
Film thicknesses were measured using a J. A.
Woollam M-2000 fixed angle ellipsometer
equipped with Complete Ease software. The
thicknesses were fitted using a Cauchy model for
the photoresist and underlayer. The dense line
patterning exposures were characterized by a LEO
1550 SEM and a Zeiss Supra 55VP at 1–2 keV
accelerating voltage using an in-lens detector.
2.4. PSI XIL-II EUV Interference Lithography
Beamline
EUV exposures performed at the Paul Scherrer
Institut XIL-II beamline. 13.5 nm light was
generated by an undulator synchrotron source and
illuminated the photoresist samples as a spatiallycoherent beam of EUV light. Contrast curve
samples were composed of twenty-five exposures
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. (CH3)3Sb(O2CR′)2 Photoresists
To increase the olefin concentration and the
EUV optical density of our mononuclear antimony
resists, we explored the possibility of replacing the
phenyls in compounds such as JP-20 and JP-30
with smaller alkyl groups (R).
Thus, we
synthesized a series of R3Sb(O2CR′)2 photoresists
and lithographically evaluated each to observe their
performance relative to (C6H5)3Sb(O2CR′)2
photoresists. The change from aromatic R-groups
to alkyl groups such as methyl, ethyl and isopropyl
resulted in R3Sb(O2CR′)2 complexes that were
nonvolatile as bulk solids but too volatile as thin
films. (CH3)3Sb(O2CR′)2 compounds where R′ = –
CH3, –C(CH3)3, –CHCH2 or –(CH2)4CH3 all lost
considerable film thicknesses at ambient pressure
and almost instantaneously lost all film thickness
under vacuum. The only way to compensate for this
volatility problem was to use large carboxylate
ligands such as benzoate or its derivatives. We
found that trimethylantimonybis(4-vinylbenzoate)
(JP-36) can be coated into an amorphous film that
does not evaporate under vacuum.
Trimethylantimonybis(4-vinylbenzoate) (JP36) has fifteen fewer carbon atoms than JP-30 and
based on our POL sensitivity correlation was
predicted to have an Emax < 2 mJ/cm2 [6, 18].
However, contrast curves of JP-36 show the Emax
(dose to achieve maximum thickness) to be about
40-50 mJ/cm2 (Figure 4A). This result is in direct
contradiction to the POL correlation and points to
an important role played by the aromatic groups that
are bound directly to antimony in the EUV exposure
mechanism.
The methyl R-groups improve dissolution
selectivity over phenyl ligands. JP-36 can be
successfully developed in H2O, hexanes and PMA

with all developments exhibiting similar contrast
and
minimal
top-loss.
(C6H5)3Sb(O2CR)2
photoresists do not have similar performance when
developed in hexanes vs. water, and most have no
dissolution contrast in more aggressive organic
solvents such as PMA. JP-36 resolves patterns
down to 30-nm half-pitch with minimum pattern
collapse when developed for forty-five seconds in
hexanes (Figure 4B). Characterization by SEM of
JP-36 had no pattern degradation even with the
large reduction in carbon-content relative to JP-30.
This result further illustrates that the carboxylate
ligand plays a significant role in the photoresists
stability.
1.2
1.0

Relative Thickness

through a 1.7 mm x 1.7 mm open frame in a
serpentine pattern with an index dose for reference.
High resolution periodic features were patterned on
photoresists by interference lithog-raphy exposures
using suspended silicon nitride membranes
patterned by electron beam lithography. Periodic
images were created on the photoresist film by
interference of two or more diffracted coherent
beams [16]. The aerial image produced with firstorder diffracted beams is half the period of the
original mask grating period. Our interference
exposures used a photomask capable of printing 50-,
40-, 30- and 22-nm half-pitch dense lines. Review
of recent advances in inorganic photoresists.

Hex 30s

0.8

H2O 30s

0.6

O

PMA 10s

0.4

O

H3C
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CH3

O
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CH3
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0.0
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ment: 45 s Hexanes

m h/p
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Dose (mJ/cm2)

40 nm h/p

120
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Dose: 105 mJ/cm2

30 nm h/p

Fig. 4. (A) Contrast curves of JP-36 developed in
various solvents. All three development conditions
provide similar sensitivity and contrast unlike that seen
for (C6H5)3Sb(O2CR′)2 photoresists. (B) Dense line
patterning of JP-36 developed in hexanes [17]. The
dose to pattern does not follow the POL sensitivity trend
suggesting the R-group composition plays a significant
role in the FRP mechanism.

3.2. Increasing Olefin Content
To explore the capability of resists with 3-5
olefins/molecule, we made molecules in which the
phenyls that are bound to antimony are replaced by
styrene [15]. A series of (4-C8H7)3Sb(O2CR′)2
photoresists were synthesized ranging in olefin
content from three to five per molecule.
Unfortunately,
unexposed
thin
films
of
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tristyreneantimony-dibenzoate
(JP-41)
and
trisstyreneantimonydiacrylate (LD-1), with three
and five olefins respectively, cannot be dissolved in
water, hexanes or PMA after contrast-curve
exposures (Figure 5). A wide range of organic and
alcohol developers were tested on additional
contrast-curve samples without success. Our
hypothesis is that the increase in olefins allow for
uncontrolled polymerization to occur into the
unexposed regions of the film preventing
dissolution in standard solvents.

O

O

O

Sb
O

O

2

LD-1

JP-41

JP-20

O

O

O

O

3

O

Sb

Sb
O

O

5

Fig. 5. Photographs of contrast-curve samples for three
resists. Dicarboxylate complexes (e.g. JP-20) upon
development in hexanes solution fully develop away the
unexposed regions. Tristyreneantimony-dicarboxylate
complexes containing three–five olefins do not develop
in hexanes solution presumably due to enhanced crosslinking interactions. More reactive developer solutions
were required to successfully pattern these photoresists.

Reactive developers containing strong acid or
base were used to successfully develop these high
olefin-containing complexes. Reactive developers
are well known in the IC industry with
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) being
one of the most common developers [1]. In
addition, previous work by our group has shown the
potential for acidic developers to have dramatic
changes on organometallic photoresist performance
depending on the acid used [15].
The combination of highly crosslinked
photoproduct and aggressive solvents provided the
means to pattern dense lines down to 22-nm halfpitch with less line collapse and higher sensitivity
than di-olefin photoresists (Figure 6). Fine-tuning
of acid or base concentration, and the solvent may
allow for even higher resolution patterning.
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Fig. 6. A series of (C8H7)3Sb(O2CR')2 photoresists and
their lithographic capabilities upon development in
reactive solvents [17]. Development conditions: For
JP-41, JP-44; Dose: 8.2 mJ/cm2; 10% IPA in 0.26 N
TMAH in 5 min with water rinse. For LD-1; Dose: 8.2
mJ/cm2; 10% hexanoic acid in hexanes for 45 s.

4. Conclusion
The incorporation of olefins into antimony
complexes provides EUV resists with excellent
photospeed. JP-20 (triphenylantimonydiacrylate)
prints dense lines with sizing doses as low at 5-9
mJ/cm2, but evaporated quickly when exposed to
SEM electrons. JP-30 (triphenylantimonybis(4vinylbenzoate)) is capable of resolving dense line
patterns down to 22 nm half-pitch at moderate doses
with no discernable pattern degradation during
SEM characterization.
Here, we explored the limits of our POL
correlation by (1) reducing the size of the ligands
bound to antimony and by (2) creating antimony
compounds with 3-5 olefins/molecule. We found
that the replacement of phenyl groups with methyl
groups produced photoresists that did not follow the
sensitivity vs. olefin concentration (POL)
correlation that we had established earlier. Instead,
the trimethylantimony complexes were about 25
times slower than was expected. This result points
to the importance of the role played by phenyl
groups when bound directly to antimony in the EUV
exposure mechanism.
We also found that resists prepared using three
or more olefins were so fast that resist films that
unexposed films could not be fully cleared using
conventional developers. We found that these
resist could provide good images with reactive
developers were used.
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Photoresists for Screen Printing Plates with High
Resolution and Sensitivity Using Thiol-ene Reaction
Haruyuki Okamura1*, Keiko Muramatsu2, Hideyuki Nakajiri2,
Masamitsu Shirai1, and Akikazu Matsumoto1
1

Department of Applied Chemistry, Graduate School of Engineering,
Osaka Prefecture University, 1-1 Gakuen-cho, Naka-ku, Sakai, Osaka 599-8531, Japan
2
Research and Development Center, Nakanuma Art Screen Co., Ltd.,
23 Uzumasa Yasui Okuhata-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto 616-8082, Japan
*okamura@chem.osakafu-u.ac.jp
Photoresists for high resolution screen printing plates was devised using thiol-ene reaction.
New resist formulation contains a base polymer which contains acid-labile
tetrahydropyranyl-protected carboxylic acid, hydroxyl and methacrylic functions. As
crosslinkers, multifunctional acrylates and multifunctional thiols were employed.
Photoacid generators were used for pattern formation. A 6-m feature size of resist on a
SUS screen plate was obtained on irradiation at 365 nm and followed by development.
Post-exposure curing using 254 nm light with photoradical generators improved the
mechanical characteristics of the resist patterns. Addition of a multifunctional thiol
compound was effective to improve flexibility of the cured resist and resist sensitivity.
Keywords: Screen printing plate, Photoresist, Thiol-ene reaction, High resolution, High
sensitivity

1. Introduction
Screen printing is a promising method to
fabricate small feature size patterning of circuits for
the production of electronic devises in terms of not
only economical but also environmental issues
compared to conventional lithographic methods.
In this point of view, we have developed the
photoresists for screen printing plates with high
resolution [1-5]. The fabrication process of the
screen plates is depicted in Fig. 1. The photoresist
patterns contained a base polymer, a crosslinker, a
photoacid generator (PAG) [6], and a photoradical
generator (PRG) [7].
In this work, high-resolution screen printing
plates were devised based on the findings
previously reported [1-5]. New resist formulation
contains a base polymer, which consists of acidlabile tetrahydropyranyl-protected carboxylic acid,
hydroxyl, and methacrylic functions.
As
crosslinkers, multifunctional acrylates and thiols
were employed. PAGs were used for pattern
formation. Curing reactions of the acrylates are
strongly inhibited in the presence of oxygen. The

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration for the fabrication of
screen plates.
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2. Experimental
The
PAG
diphenyl[4-(phenylthio)phenyl]
sulfonium hexafluorophosphate (DPPTPSHFP)
(product name: CPI-100P) (49 wt% propylene
carbonate solution) was obtained from San-Apro
Ltd.
N-Trifluoromethanesulfonyloxy-7-tertbutylthianthrene-2,3-dicarboxylic
imide
(tBuTHITf) [11,12] (product name: SIN-11) was
kindly donated by Sanbo Chemical Ind., Ltd. The
PRG phenyl tribromomethyl sulfone (PTBMS)
(Nacalai Tesque) was used as received.
OBenzoyl diacetone monooxime (BAOBE) [13] was
prepared according to the literature.
The
crosslinkers DPHA (product name: A-DPH), and
base polymer (product name: AP-HAR-201) were
donated from Shin-Nakamura Chemical Co., Ltd.
The difunctional thiol 1,1’-[(1-methylethylidene)bis(4,1-phenylene-oxy-2,1-ethanediyl)]
bis(3mercaptobutylate) (BPMB) and the tetrafunctional
thiol pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptobutylate)
(PEMB) were obtained from Showa Denko K.K.
and used as received. Chemical structures of the
compounds are included in Schemes 2 and 3.

oxygen inhibition was effectively suppressed by the
use of thiol-ene photocuring system due to
regeneration of thiyl radical in the presence of
oxygen [8-10] (Scheme 1). Thus, application of
thiol-ene system may afford high resist sensitivity
and durability. Effect of the structures of thiol
compounds on flexibility of the cured resist and
resist sensitivity was also investigated.

Scheme 1.

Mechanism of thiol-ene reaction.

Scheme 2.

Reaction mechanism of pattern formation on irradiation at 365 nm.

Scheme 3.

Reaction mechanism of crosslinking on irradiated at 254 nm.
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All sample films were prepared on silicon wafer
by spin-casting or on poly(ethylene terephthalate)
(PET) film (Cosmoshine A4100, 125 m, Toyobo
Co., Ltd.) by bar-coating from solutions of toluene
containing the base polymer, the crosslinker, and a
PAG and a photoradical generator. The sample
films were dried on a hot plate at 90 oC for 1 min.
The thickness of films was about 0.5 m.
Irradiation was performed in air at 254 nm using a
low-pressure mercury lamp (Ushio ULO-6DQ, 6
W) without a filter, at 365 nm using a Xenon lamp
(Asahi Spectra MAX-301, 300 W) with a band-path
filter for 365 nm, and at 230-420 nm using the
Xenon lamp with a mirror which passes the light
below 420 nm. The intensity of the light was
measured with an Orc Light Measure UV-M02 and
Ushio USR-45VA.
Insoluble fraction was
determined by comparing the film thickness before
and
after
dipping
into
2.38
wt%
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) solution
or toluene for 10 min. Thickness of films was
measured
by
interferometry
(Nanometrics
Nanospec M3000). The measurement of pencil
hardness goes from the lowest to the highest pencil
in order to determine the maximum hardness for
scratching the surface of the film on silicon wafer
(Method: JIS K 5600-5-4). The hardness of the
film was determined relative to a standard set of
pencil leads. The surface hardness is determined by
scratching the leads across the coating at a
controlled angle of 45°. The pencil hardness was
measured using a pencil hardness tester (Imoto
Machinery Co., Ltd.) with UNI pencil series
supplied by Mitsubishi Pencil (Japan). Flexibility
was evaluated in a cylindrical mandrel test
according to JIS K5600-5-1.
This test is
performed using equipment in which the film coated
on a PET film is attached and bent over a 5-mmdiameter glass rod.
Flexibility is evaluated
observing the presence or absence of cracks or
defects in the film.
UV-vis spectra were taken on a Shimadzu UV2400 PC. The patterns of the resists were observed
using a Keyence digital microscope VHX-200.
Screen printing was carried out using a screenprinting machine (LZ-1232, Newlong Seimitsu
Kogyo Co., Ltd).

positive type photoresist using photoinduced-acid
catalyzed deprotection of the cyclic acetal units [14]
as shown in Scheme 2. Durability of the resist was
improved by radical crosslinking reaction between
the methacrylic group in the side chain of the base
polymer and the crosslinkers with the thiol as shown
in Scheme 3. Addition of thiol compounds affords
the high efficiency of the crosslinking reaction.
Selection of PAG and PRG of the resists was very
important in addition to the choice of light sources.
We selected 365 nm-light which is emitted from a
medium-pressure mercury lamp and 254 nm-light
from a low-pressure mercury lamp. It is required
that PRG did not affect the pattern formation by the
decomposition of the PAGs on irradiation at 365 nm.
Thus, the absorbance of the PRG at 365 nm must be
much lower than that of PAGs on the resist
formulations. Figure 2 shows the UV-vis spectra
of the PAGs
(DPPTPSHFP and tBuTHITf) and
the PRGs (BAOBE and PTBMS) in acetonitrile.
As shown in Fig. 2, the absorbance of the tBuTHITf
was larger than that of DPPTPSHFP at 365 nm.
The absorbance of BAOBE was larger than that of
PTBMS.
On irradiation at 254 nm, the PRGs and PAGs
absorb the light to form radicals [6,13,15] and acids
[7,11,16-21], respectively.
The produced acid
promotes
the
deprotection
reaction
of
tetrahydropyranyl-protected units to form 3,4dihydro-2H-pyran, which affects not only the
crosslinking reactions including thiol-ene reaction
but also the mechanical properties of the resist.

2

254 nm

365 nm
X20

Absorbance

1.5
1

0.5
0
200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Wavelength(nm)

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Strategy
We selected the protected poly(methacrylic acid)
by cyclic acetal units with methacryl side chains as
a base polymer. The polymer widely used as a

Fig. 2. UV-vis spectra of DPPTPSHFP (solid line),
tBuTHITf (broken line), BAOBE (bold line), and
PTBMS (bold and dotted line) in acetonitrile (1.0 x 10-4
M). For comparison, UV-vis spectrum of DPPTPSHFP
(2.0 x 10-3 M) is also shown.
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Table 1. Effect of formulation on sensitivity and mechanical property of the resist.

Thus, the balance of the generation of radicals
and acids is important to improve the resist
performance.

deprotection reaction of the base polymer.
Addition of the PRGs PTBMS and BAOBE did not
affect the resist sensitivity, which indicates that the
PRGs do not absorb 365 nm-light. Thus, thiol-ene
reaction does not occur on irradiation at 365 nm.
The effect of formulation on solvent resistance,
flexibility, and hardness of the crosslinked resist on
irradiation at 254 nm was investigated. Solvent
resistance of the crosslinked resist increased with
irradiation dose for all formulations. Addition of
PEMB drastically increased the solvent resistance.
BAOBE was more effective than PTBMS due to
larger absorption at 254 nm.
When the
formulation of the resist was [base polymer]/
[DPHA]/[PEMB]/[DPPTPSHFP]/[BAOBE]
=
100/7/14/2/1.2 by weight, the highest sensitivity (<
10 mJ/cm2) for the solvent resistance was observed
among the all formulations.
Using BAOBE as a PRG, flexibility of the
crosslinked resist was investigated. Crosslinked
resist loses its flexibility with irradiation dose due
to high crosslinking density. Flexibility is very
important for printing.
The flexibility was
enhanced by the addition of PEMB which
incorporate the flexible units in the crosslinked
resist with high solvent resistance. The high

3.2. Formulation
To improve the performance of the resist,
optimization of the resist formulation was required.
The effect of PAGs, PRGs and thiols on resist
performance was investigated. Especially, role of
thiol compounds against the resist performance was
mainly discussed.
We summarized the effect of formulation on
sensitivity and mechanical property of the resist in
Table 1. In this work, the methacryl monomer
DPHA having six functionalities was employed. It
is known that the crosslinker having high
functionalities is effective to crosslink and enhance
the hardness of the resists.
The effect of formulation on sensitivity on
irradiation at 365 nm was investigated. The best
sensitivity was obtained using tBuTHITf as a PAG,
which is due to the strong absorption at 365 nm as
shown in Fig. 2. In addition of the thiol compound
PEMB increase the sensitivity because PEMB acts
as a dissolution promotor and PEMB increases the
flexibility of the resist, which enhances the
ix

flexibility was also appeared by the pencil hardness
of the crosslinked resist. Structures of PAGs did
not affect the mechanical properties.
The effect of the structure of the thiols on the
sensitivity and the mechanical properties of the
resist were investigated using PEMB and BPMB.
The formulation of the resist was fixed to [base
polymer]/[DPHA]/[thiol]/[DPPTPSHFP]/[BAOBE
] = 100/10/10/2/1.2 by weight. On irradiation at
365 nm, the resist sensitivity using PEMB was
similar with that using BPEM, which is due to no
interference on the photoinduced-acid catalyzed
deprotection reaction as shown in Scheme 2. On
irradiation at 254 nm, the effect of the structures of
the thiols was not appeared due to the high
sensitivity of the thiol-ene system. Thus, a xenon
lamp which emits continuous spectra between 230420 nm was used. The resist containing PEBM
showed higher performance than that of BPMB on
the solvent resistance and hardness. The resist
containing PEMB showed the same flexibility as
that of BPMB.
Thus, we conclude that the
tetrafunctional thiol PEMB is better than BPMB
having two functionalities.

100 sheets.
Before printing, 6-m line and space patterns
were clearly obtained for the both resists. After
printing 100 sheets, the damages of the resist
without PEMB pattern were clearly observed as
shown in Fig 4 (c). On the other hand, no damage
was observed for the screen plate without PEMB.
Thus, the addition of PEMB enhances the toughness
of the resist on the screen plates. The result is
consistent to the observation of enhanced flexibility
and hardness of the crosslinked resists in addition of
PEMB.
Table 2. Resist formulation and sensitivity the resist for
screen plate.

3.3. Evaluation of screen plate
The effect of thiols on resist performance was
investigated by the fabrication of screen plates on
stainless steel screens.
Three kinds of resist
formulations were investigated. Table 2 shows the
resist formulations and the sensitivity of the resist
on irradiation at 365 nm for the formation of line
and space pattern as shown in Fig. 3.
The
sensitivity was strongly affected by the content of
DPHA and DPPTPSHFP. Addition of PEMB in
the resist formulation did not affect the sensitivity
of the resist. The optical microscope images of top
side and bottom side of screen plates in Fig. 3
revealed that line and space patterns with the
resolution of 11.5 and 8.5 m was clearly observed.
Some defects were appeared in only the screen plate
containing PEMB.
The results indicate that
PEMB gives negative effect on resist resolution due
to some side reaction.
Optimization of the
formulation of the resist may circumvent the
problem.
We have successfully fabricated the screen plates
with 6-m resolution as shown in Fig. 4.
Durability of the screen plates was also investigated
using the finest screen plates with 6-m line and
space widths.
Figure 4 shows the optical
microscope images of the screen plate with (a) and
without ((b), (c)) PEMB before and after printing

Fig. 3. Optical microscope images of top side ((a), (c),
(e)) and bottom side ((b), (d), (f)) of screen plates.
L/S width: 11.5/8.5 (m/m).
Formulation: (a), (b); [base polymer]/[DPHA]/
[DPPTPSHFP]/[BAOBE] = 100/33/5/1 by weight.
(c), (d); [base polymer]/[DPHA]/[DPPTPSHFP]/
[BAOBE] = 100/10/2/1.2 by weight.
(e),
(f);
[base
polymer]/[DPHA]/[PEMB]/
[DPPTPSHFP]/[BAOBE] = 100/10/10/2/1.2 by weight.
Arrows in (e) represent the positions of defects.
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Fig. 4. Optical microscope images of screen plate
before ((a), (b)) and after (c) printing 100 sheets.
L/S width: 6/6 (m/m).
Formulation: (a) [base polymer]/[DPHA]/[PEMB]/
[DPPTPSHFP]/[BAOBE] = 100/10/10/2/1.2 by weight.
(b), (c); [base polymer]/[DPHA]/[DPPTPSHFP]/
[BAOBE] = 100/10/2/1.2 by weight.

4. Conclusion
A 6-m feature size of resist on a SUS screen
plate was obtained on irradiation at 365 nm and
followed by development with aqueous alkaline
solution. Highest sensitivity was accomplished
using tBuTHITf as a PAG. Post-exposure curing
using 254 nm light with the PRG improved the
mechanical characteristics of the resist patterns.
BAOBE was more sensitive than PTBMS as the
PRG. Resist durability was enhanced by the
addition of thiols. PEMB having 4 functionalities
was effective to enhance the resist durability.
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